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PREFACE
As the leader of a national campus ministry organization (Impact Campus
Ministries), which has recently undergone a major restructuring, this project has proven
to be vitally important in my ongoing efforts to find practical ways of growing our
organization and improving the effectiveness of our ministry efforts to college students.
Impact currently directs nine campus ministry teams, serving on 19 different college
campuses throughout the USA. Our desire is to see these numbers grow over the next
several years, and I trust that the work I have done as a part of George Fox’s Leadership
and Global Perspectives Doctor of Ministry program will serve to help Impact reach our
goals.
There is a great need for better contextualization to be done in the field of
Christian campus ministry. Having a background in cross-cultural missions experience
myself, this specific topic captured my attention in 2008 and ultimately was the impetus
for beginning my research in 2010. However, during the process of researching
contextualization on the college campuses of America, my vision for this project both
expanded and focused.
It expanded in terms of my discovery that in order for campus ministers to
develop a contextualized approach to ministry, they need to become experts, themselves,
in cultural critique—especially the cultural context of the American university—
ultimately leading their students to develop the same skills. College students today are
seeking relationships with experienced mentors who embody the values that they seek to
adopt. If educators, pastors, mentors, and parents hope to influence a young generation,
we will need to exemplify Christian values through our life praxis. This will require a
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critical examination of cultural context, and developing ways to effectively communicate
these values to an emerging generation.
My vision has also focused more narrowly this past year as well. While many
aspects to Western culture exist that “compete” with Christian values, my studies quickly
narrowed on the powerful force of Western-consumerism, set within a very
individualistic and postmodern environment, and its influence on the lives of college
students. Any attempt at contextualization will give recognition to these forces,
understanding how they impact the lives of American college students.
My research has been extremely helpful in enabling me to grasp a better
understanding of the importance of campus ministry today, and the ability of students to
make an impact on their world if they are willing to look beyond their own selves. This
emerging generation has the potential to realize unprecedented accomplishments in the
world if they are taught to understand and critique their social context, especially the
harmful effects of consumerism on their lives, are led by those who incarnate the love of
God in their own lives, and are determined to work in Christian community for a
common purpose for the glory of God.
Through my research, I have enjoyed conversations with college students from
around the country. If any common theme exists from these conversations, it is the reality
that young people today are looking for a life with significance—purpose. Though their
individual visions of what this “purpose” ultimately looks like varies, they have big
dreams.
I have focused my studies on the general topics of emerging adult culture,
Western-consumerism, spiritual formation, and missiology/ecclesiology. Many other
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topics have been considered as well. My hope is to utilize the findings of this study in
order to develop an approach to the spiritual formation of emerging adults that will
directly assist Impact Campus Ministries fulfill its stated vision to “Impact the
U(niversity). Impact the World.” Indeed, I have already taken significant steps in this
direction through the implementation of the “Impact the World” curriculum, the Artifact
connected to this project.
This has not at all been an easy, or simple undertaking. And, for that, I am pleased.
Any worthwhile ministry task that I am able to accomplish through my own strength is
probably not quite what God was hoping for from me. Throughout this particular
educational experience, I have gained a new perspective on the learning process. My
fellow LGP1 cohort members, lead mentor Dr. Jason Clark, and other supporting
members, especially Dr. Loren Kerns, Dr. Clifford Berger, and Dr. Stephen Lewis, have
taught me that the deepest insight comes through a learning community whose members
are living life together, bearing one another’s burdens. For this group I am eternally
grateful.
I am also indebted to the staff and board members of Impact Campus Ministries.
Without their support and encouragement, this study would not have been possible. My
deepest gratitude goes to my wife, Leah, and my kids, Kenzie, Madi, and Josh. They
were willing to sacrifice “time with Dad” knowing the importance of this project.
Many other family members and friends could be included here. To all of them,
thank you for speaking into my life. It is to you who have served to shape my character,
through the power of God’s Spirit, and it is to all of you I dedicate this work.
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ABSTRACT
American university students today are steeped in the ideals and practices of
Western-consumerism. Rather than leading lives of self-sacrifice, as Jesus modeled, these
emerging adults, even those who claim to be “Christians,” typically reflect the selfcentered ideals of the consumerist culture around them.
There are at least two reasons for this reality. First, Western-consumerism tenets
are diametrically opposed to Christian values. Students are pulled along by powerful
cultural forces, which serve to shape both belief and behavior. Second, the Western social
construct is becoming less conducive to a life lived in close community. As a result, this
emerging generation is not able to locate and maintain relationships with mentors and
Christian communities.
Section 1 details this problem, examining the negative influences Westernconsumerist culture has on its participants. This section demonstrates the difficulties this
particular worldview presents for Christians.
Section 2 examines other proposed solutions to this problem, identifying several
key weaknesses in these approaches. Ultimately, this study is focused on finding an
effective way to disciple young adults, empowering them to incarnate God’s love in the
Western-consumerist context.
Section 3 outlines my thesis. I have identified three key elements to establishing a
sufficient foundation for effective spiritual formation for the young adult, including: 1) A
message: Young people must hear and understand the meta-narrative of Scripture, and
realize they have a place within this great Story; 2) A mode: This generation of emerging
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adults requires a holistic learning environment that engages their entire being, heart, mind
and body; 3) A milieu: Students need mentors and Christian community to help them
firmly establish behaviors that are in sync with their beliefs. When all three of these
elements are in place, effective discipleship of the young life in Christ can happen.

x

SECTION 1: THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Samantha is a senior at a major university in the United States. She has been
raised as a Christian in the Church in the midst of the Western-consumerist culture. She
hears the teachings of Jesus on a weekly basis at her church, and she sees the "teachings"
(practices) of consumerism lived out on a daily basis all around her. She has a difficult
time reconciling the two sets of ideals. One set of ideals apparently promotes community
and accountability, sacrifice, generosity (especially regarding the care of the poor),
simplicity, sharing, and love for others. The other set of ideals promotes and honors the
elevation of self through career, individual achievements, the accumulation of wealth,
and materialism. How is she to live in the midst of two seemingly diametrically opposed
structures? She often receives counsel from other Christians, but their views are widely
varied and they also appear to live lives that more closely identify with the consumerist
culture than with the admonitions of Jesus. Samantha often feels confused, frustrated, and
discouraged because she cannot seem to find a way to live in her Western-consumerist
world that leaves her with a sense of peace. She does not feel she is able to live out,
embody, incarnate, the self-sacrificing way of Jesus in the more self-seeking way of
consumerism.
Students like Samantha are rare, however. Unlike most of her peers, Samantha is
actively looking for answers to her questions. Though she does not know where to turn
for answers, at least Samantha is asking important questions. Most of her peers do not
recognize the powerful forces of culture on their behavior, nor do they comprehend how
antithetical the values of Western-consumerism are compared to historically accepted
1
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Christian values. She feels “unrest” in her soul, and is wise enough to know the source
stems from the angst she feels each day as she goes about life as a university student in
the USA. Her peers occasionally sense something is not quite right in their lives as they
pursue their Christian faith, and they sometimes look for a deeper meaning to life than
what society offers as a picture of success. However, they really do not know where to
turn for answers, if indeed they are asking questions at all.
This is a study on Western-consumerism and its effect on Christian emerging
adults (especially college students), which I have pursued because I want to better
understand how consumerism influences and shapes the lives of these young adults,
especially in regard to its more harmful effects, in order to help them to embody and
enact (incarnate) the Christian faith in a late-Capitalist, consumer society. It is not my
intention to deny the positive aspects of consumerism and Capitalism in this study.
Rather, I am interested in identifying the harmful effects for Christians, and in providing
options to deal with these effects. All social structures can be used for both good and evil.
The form of the social structure is not the key. Rather, goodness in the world is the
product of the righteous actions at work within any given social structure.
As I describe the problem young people are facing today, there are two important
points that I need to address. First, culture, especially the Western-consumerist culture, is
a powerful, silent, formative force in the lives of its members. As I will demonstrate, this
particular cultural context has a way of discreetly shaping who we are, and who we
become. In light of this reality, it would be wise for us to become cultural critics—people
who are able to objectively examine culture and identify where it might potentially lead
Christians astray in their pursuit of Christ-likeness. We need to be able to continuously
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“see” culture, understanding its ability to shape us. This is especially true for those who
are interested in working inter-culturally.1
Second, merely knowing that culture serves to powerfully and silently shape us is
not enough. In fact, knowing this only brings to light the necessity to understand our
current cultural context at a deep level, so that we can develop enlightened responses to
our culture. Moreover, contextualizing the Gospel message for our audience will require
depth of understanding.
If Christians are to counter culture’s negative influences, reason dictates that it is
important to understand our culture’s values, and the way our participation in culture
serves to shape us. Without such an understanding, we will not be able to identify the
dangers it presents to Christians. We will also be unable to develop an effective means to
counter its more harmful effects on our lives. For these reasons, we need to be fully
aware of the nature of Western-consumerism and its underlying tenets.2
This topic is indeed a critically important one today, especially for the Western
Church as we work to reach an emerging generation with the Gospel message. Like all
young people before them, today’s youth want to make an impact on the world. However,
unlike previous generations, today’s emerging adults genuinely have the “means at their
disposal” to change the world. Rob Salkowitz makes the point clear:

1

I am greatly indebted to several scholars, theologians, and personal mentors in helping me to
understand this critical nature of culture. I will draw heavily upon my own experience of the past 16 years
of doing cultural critique, both in my “home” context of Portland, OR, USA, as well as in other regions of
the world, including varying parts of Kenya and Thailand, the Middle East, the United Kingdom, the
Appalachian region of east Tennessee, and, most recently, Boise, ID.
2

Several theologians have helped me to more deeply understand the Western-consumerist context,
Dr. Jason Clark being the one to initially open my eyes to the importance of this particular topic for anyone
who desires to be, in his words, a “reflective practitioner” in the church.
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Like all young people, the members of the Net Generation want to change the
world. Unlike most previous cohorts, they actually have the means at their
disposal: overwhelming numbers; unprecedented connectivity and access; a sense
of global community that transcends old boundaries; and a recognition that
market forces can be the ally rather than the enemy of progressive change.3
Technology has offered them opportunities for engaging the entire world. So, for
our young people to realize their potential, educators, pastors, mentors, parents, and
others who want to see this generation change the world will lead the way for them by
learning how to incarnate the life of Jesus in the Western-consumerist context.
Fortunately, young people are indeed looking for those who are authentically modeling
the lifestyle of Jesus, yet they are facing difficulties in locating these exemplars. John F.
Kavanaugh states the problem this way:
We presently experience a growing awareness, on the part of many young persons,
of the desirability of and necessity for a shared community of prayer, vision,
support, and resistance to the idols of capitalism. Many young people are
recognizing that their faith, hope, and love have to be made explicit and embodied
in community consciousness and action. Yet these people find little of the
direction and leadership they seek. They look for the encouragement of lived
witness and invitation, but the lived witness is too often ambivalent, too often like
the culture itself; and the invitations are too often hidden, too often timid.4
As I begin this process of working to raise our awareness to the importance of this
topic, I am grateful for the insights of Jason Clark. He points out that Western society
largely lives life deeply embedded in a religious system called “consumerism,”
completely unaware of this reality.5 Clark and others have helped me to recognize the

3

Rob Salkowitz, Young World Rising: How Youth, Technology, and Entrepreneurship Are
Changing the World from the Bottom Up (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2010), Kindle Electronic
Edition: Introduction, Location 275.
4

John F. Kavanaugh, Following Christ In a Consumer Society: The Spirituality of Cultural
Resistance (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2006), 173.
5

Jason Clark, “Consumer Liturgies and Their Corrosive Effects on Christian Identity,” in Church
in the Present Tense: A Candid Look at What’s Emerging (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2011), 41. See also
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significance of this problem, and of the need for the Western Church to diligently work at
finding solutions to this problem. Such solutions will empower a rising generation to
incarnate the love of Jesus within the Western-consumerist context, and encourage them
to be about the business of changing the world.
Culture’s Powerful, Silent Formative Force
As a general rule, people begin to learn culture from a very young age as they are
taught “proper” behaviors. As we grow, those behavioral standards become ingrained in
us, and we typically stop questioning how to act in certain situations. Our behavior
becomes a natural response, based upon our perception of the social cues we learn to
identify through social interactions. We eventually come to a place where we inherently
“know” how to act because of our ability to perceive and interpret our circumstances.
Dallas Willard says, “Culture is seen in what people do unthinkingly, what is ‘natural’ to
them and therefore requires no explanation or justification.”6 Just prior to this, Willard
points out that the power of culture is such that we often do not have the ability to
distance ourselves from it, because we simply cannot see it for what it is.7 This cultural
“blindness” is present because, at some point in the process of learning culture, we
became adept at responding naturally, and we stopped asking questions about culture,
simply accepting it as a part of how we live.

Craig Bartholomew, “Christ and Consumerism: An Introduction,” in Christ and Consumerism: A Critical
Analysis of the Spirit of the Age (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 2000), 2.
6

Dallas Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life In God (New York:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1997), 376.
7

Ibid. Also see Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth (New
York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1978), 1-11, 260.
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Since culture is such a silent force in our lives, then we need to discover ways to
“remove the blinders,” so that we can identify its presence. Until we actually spend some
time outside of our “home” culture, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to be effective at
“seeing,” understanding, and critiquing culture.8 When we step outside of the culture we
have learned to accept as our “natural” set of behaviors, something radical happens to us.
Immediately, the “rules” we have learned to live by in life have been drastically altered.
We no longer know how to respond appropriately in many social contexts, and we begin
to look for cues to help us decipher this new set of rules. Depending on how different the
new culture is from our home culture, and depending on how adept we are at learning
new social cues, it may take several months, or even years, to become comfortable in a
new culture, if we ever become comfortable at all.9 However, once we have had the
opportunity to experience a new culture, something extraordinary happens. We are able
to “see” our home culture as never before, empowered to now reflect upon it and critique
it in ways that were not possible prior to our cross-cultural experience. It is as if we were
wearing a pair of glasses that have given us “magical powers.” Lesslie Newbigin explains
it this way:
Like the lenses of our spectacles, (they are) not something we look at, but
something through which we look in order to see the world. The lenses of our
spectacles are performing exactly the function that the lenses of our own eyes are
made to perform. In that sense, they are a part of us. We indwell them. So also
8

Jean M. Twenge, Generation Me: Why Today’s Young Americans Are More Confident, Assertive,
Entitled—and More Miserable Than Ever Before (New York: Free Press, 2006), 10. Tom Neven, Do Fish
Know They are Wet? Living in Your World—Without Getting Hooked (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005),
9-10. Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture: A Study in Dynamic Biblical Theologizing in CrossCultural Perspective (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1979), 45-48.
9

Paul Hiebert discusses the intricacies of learning a new culture, and the stress that goes along
with that process. For those who attempt to learn a new culture, the influence of their first culture is always
present. See Paul G. Hiebert, Anthropological Insights for Missionaries (Grand Rapids: Baker Books,
1985), 61-89.
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with a vast amount of our culture--its language, its images, its concepts, its ways
of understanding and acting. It is only when we are exposed to a totally different
culture and a different language, shaped by a widely different history, that we can
turn back and see what we always took for granted is only one way of seeing
things.10
Jean Twenge notes that culture is like “The air we breathe—we have no idea it’s
there until we try breathing something else…You don’t feel the force that culture exerts
on your life until you try to act against it.”11 Twenge has identified something of great
importance. Culture becomes quite obvious to us when we try to work against it.
Unfortunately, college students are a part of a young generation that is not very interested
in pursuing opportunities to become more aware of culture, or to critically evaluate the
influence of culture on their lives.12 They are often too caught up in their own lives, and
in their own interests—interests that are often the result of the deeply embedded life they
are living in Western-consumerism.13
This embedded nature of consumerism happens over time as students
unthinkingly participate in consumer culture. James K.A. Smith uses the term “secular
liturgies” to describe the formative power of the daily rituals we engage in as members of
a society. He demonstrates that our daily activities have a way of shaping who we are as

10

Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 35.

11

Jean M. Twenge and W. Keith Campbell, The Narcissism Epidemic: Living In the Age of
Entitlement (New York: Free Press, 2009), 305.
12

Tim Clydesdale, The First Year Out: Understanding American Teens After High School
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), p. 201 and 211.
13

Tim Elmore, Generation iY: Our Last Chance to Save Their Future (Atlanta: Poet Gardener
Publishing, 2010), 36-48.
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our body engages the world around us through our rhythms and routines, which are
shaped by the “story” our culture is telling about the ultimate meaning of life.14
This is a complex subject, so beginning with an oversimplification of the concept
might be helpful. In essence, Smith says that cultural practices carry with them an
embedded story (an image of the good life).15 As people engage in these practices, they
deepen their commitment to that story. Smith’s assertion is that each culture is shaped
around a particular “vision of the good life.” This image of the good life, or the ultimate
purpose of life (telos16), is what the members of a given society are working towards as
their understanding of “success.” This telos can be understood in terms of a “story.”17 For
example, a college student may understand the meaning of life to be about “comfort” and
“peacefulness.” With this understanding, the student pursues this end purpose by aiming
for good grades in high school so that she can gain entrance into a noteworthy university.
This pursuit, she believes, will lead to a solid education, making her more likely to land a
good job, which ultimately leads, she hopes, to earning a high income. Personal income
affords her the opportunity to acquire the things she needs in life to live comfortably, and
at peace, which is ultimately her image of the good life. It is a story, into which she lives

14

James K.A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview and Cultural Formation (Grand
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2009), 24-27, 54-55.
15

Ibid., 62.

16

I use several terms to describe the “meaning of life.” “Meta-narrative” refers to an allencompassing story of life. Telos is a Greek word, meaning “end” and refers to an ultimate purpose in life,
or an “end game.” I also occasionally talk about the “Gospel” in similar terms. Though the Gospel is
typically viewed as a specific set of Christian beliefs surrounding the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus,
it carries within it a sort of “meaning of life” from the Christian perspective. I also refer to this topic using
the phrase “the good life,” which is a common term used by several of the scholars I reference to describe a
particular vision (or picture) of satisfaction and success in life.
17

James K.A. Smith, Imagining the Kingdom: How Worship Works (Grand Rapids: Baker
Academic, 2013), 12-16.
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each day. This story, or, more accurately, the image of the good life as told by this story,
is what pulls her along through life. It guides her decisions, and directs her path forward.
It is solidified in her daily routine—a routine that engages her entire being: mind, heart,
and body.
Moreover, the people around her, for the most part, are also pursuing a narrative
similar to hers, and the culture in which she lives promotes this general storyline through
its structure and organization and ideals. So as members of this society engages life
within this social context, they are doing so because they are driven by a love for what
the story ultimately promises to them: comfort and peace.18 This social narrative becomes
particularly effective as a formation process because it engages her not only at an
intellectual level, but at an emotional and physical level as well. It is a holistic system of
formation—a system that is both attractive and effective among the emerging adult
generation.19 In general, emerging adults greatly prefer experiential learning
opportunities, where their heart (emotion) is captured and where their mind and, more
importantly, their body, is engaged—a holistic experience.20 Their Western-consumerist
culture is serving them well as an instructional force in their lives.

18

Rodney Clapp, “Sensualities without Heart: Contemporary Consumerism in Light of the
Modern Project” in The Consuming Passion: Christianity and the Consumer Culture, ed. Rodney Clapp
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1998), 31-33, 36.
19

20

Clydsedale, First Year Out, 201-203.

Craig Oldenburg, “Experiential Formations: Influences of Apprenticeship, Mentoring, and
Intentional Community On Spiritual Formation” (DMin Diss., George Fox Evangelical Seminary, 2006)
42-45, and Mark Wm. Radecke, “What does this mean for us? Undergraduate students’ perceptions of the
impact of a cross-cultural service-learning course on their spiritual formation” (DMin Diss., Princeton
Theological Seminary, 2008), 64.
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This process that Smith describes also explains why the ancient spiritual
disciplines21 have been effectively used for centuries to form our spirituality. Just as
cultural liturgies serve to form us at a deep level because they engage us at every level of
our existence (mind, heart, and body), so too the spiritual disciplines are designed to
capture our mind and heart through embodied actions. For this reason, we will not
overlook the disciplines and their role in a solution to this current problem.
Ultimately, the Western-consumerist culture is particularly adept at forming its
members, because it silently engages them in a holistic manner. Therefore, students need
to obtain the ability to recognize and critique culture and to comprehend its formative
effects on their nature. To lack this ability is deeply problematic for all who desire to
incarnate Christ in this, or any, cultural context, but especially for young adults who are
trying to discover the meaning of life.
Western-Consumerism Defined
It is my intention in this section to define Western-consumerism in detail, and to
reveal not only the harmful effects it poses for the lives of college students especially, but
also to reveal its underlying tenets—the values on which it stands. Additionally, it will be
helpful as a part of defining and describing the nature of Western-consumerism to devote
at least some attention to understanding how it is that we have arrived at this place as a
society. Historical perspective always yields a basis for obtaining a wider perspective on
the present. Again, I am not advocating that Capitalism is evil. My point is only that there

21

According to Richard Foster, spiritual disciplines are ancient practices, engaged in for the
purpose of spiritual growth. They are the “means” by which we receive the grace of God, allowing us to
place ourselves before God so that He can transform us. They include physical practices, such as prayer,
meditation, silence, fasting, service, confession, among others. See Foster, Celebration of Discipline, 1-11.
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are several serious aspects to consumerism that need to be identified and addressed by
Christians. Let me begin this discussion with three quotes from others on the topic,
followed by my own definition of Western-consumerism.
First, detailed thoughts from Rodney Clapp:
“Consumerism” is occasionally used to denote the ‘consumer movement’ and
advocacy on behalf of consumers vis-à-vis the producers of consumer products.
The term is also infrequently used to refer to the economic theory that suggests
that the growth of consumption is always good for an economy. Normally,
however, “consumerism” is lamented as a significant behavioral blemish in
modern industrial society. It suggests an inordinate concern—some might even
say an addiction—with the acquisition, possession and consumption of material
goods and services. Even more seriously, consumerism suggests a preoccupation
with the immediate gratification of desire. It implies foolishness, superficiality
and triviality, and the destruction of personal and social relationships by means of
selfishness, individualism, possessiveness and covetousness. The prevalence of
consumerism in contemporary society, then, suggests a general contraction of the
compass of modern culture.22
Clapp highlights several important issues for consideration, especially his
thoughts surrounding the elements of addiction, immediate gratification, and
superficiality of personal and social relationships. However, his definition lacks, in my
opinion, to identify the particular “vision of the good life” (telos) associated with
Western-consumerism.
Second, this brief description from Vincent Miller points to the motivating telos
of Western-consumerism. His thoughts are helpful in building a more complete definition
of consumerism. He says,
(Consumerism) is primarily a way of relating to beliefs—a set of habits of
interpretation and use—that renders the “content” of beliefs and values less
important.23
22
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Third, Kavanaugh draws attention to important thoughts regarding the powerful
force Western-consumerism has on shaping behavior. He speaks to the two central
elements of consumer society: power to influence the behavior and ability to form the
identity of Western-consumerist participants. He notes,
The Consumer Society is a formation system: it forms us and our behavior. It is
also an information system: it informs us as to our identity and as to the status of
our world.24
Finally, my definition is presented below as an attempt to highlight all of the
important aspects of Western-consumerism:
Consumerism is a social and economic system (a way of relating to the world)
nurtured by the context of our individualistic society, where producers and
consumers are physically and relationally detached from one another, and where
the free-market capitalistic system encourages the pursuit of wealth through an
ever-increasing expansion of economic development. This structure is fueled, in
large part, by massive advertising strategies that serve to produce a false picture
of "success" to Westerners. Consumerism promotes that success (the end goal of
life) is about the attainment of "comfort" (personal peace, affluence, convenience),
which is achieved through a heightened social status that is measured by
increasing wealth and the acquisition of possessions. It encourages a continuous
pursuit of desire through an addictive and unsatisfying process of consumption—a
desire to desire. This pursuit ultimately serves as a powerfully formative force in
our lives that develops as we engage in consumerist behavior, producing the
tendency to commodify all aspects of life, even our personal relationships, which
leads to superficiality.
I will examine my definition in depth, concluding with identifying what I refer to as the
“pain of consumerism,” and revealing that at the heart of consumerism is an image of the
good life (telos) depicted by personal comfort and peace. I begin this process of defining
Western-consumerism by providing some historical perspective. This is important to do
in order to understand how consumerism has found fertile ground in the ideals of
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individualism, and how it, at its core, promotes an individualistic and self-centered
outlook on life.25
The Historical Context of Western-Consumerism
Though I could trace its roots farther back in history, Western-consumerism
solidly finds it origins in the 17th and 18th centuries, where modernity and the rise of the
consumer culture are intertwined. At its core, consumerism is about individual choice
and the primacy of self and the freedom of choice.26 Don Slater argues that the tenets of
modernism, namely the rise of the prominence of the individual and the free rational
mind, provided the necessary context, a fertile ground, for the development of
consumerist practices.27 As individualism became more prominent, so too did the pursuit
of personal wealth. Social status became more and more tightly associated with
conspicuous consumption. Progressively, through the course of the Industrial Revolution,
the deepening privatization of life continued to nourish the practices of consumerism
between 1880 and 1930.28
More recently, as the growth of the single-dwelling home lifestyle, especially
over the past 60 years, has solidly taken hold as the pattern for Western life (especially in
the USA), society has become even more individualized, privatized, and segmented.29 As
families increasingly live as autonomous consumer units, relationships between extended
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family members,30 as well as between neighbors and larger social structures, are
becoming more disconnected.
In the neighborhood and larger community, people are becoming less involved
outside of the home. Front yard activities have moved to the privacy of the backyard.
Involvement in community events has decreased as well, as people spend more and more
time and money investing in their private lives. This progression has led to greater social
isolation, narrowed political and social concern, and an overall fragmentation of culture.31
As I will show, this social shift has significant implications for the growth and dominance
of consumerist ideals.
With this sliver of historical perspective in mind, the influence of individualism
cannot be understated. As individualism has slowly and thoroughly penetrated Western
worldview, a fertile context has been established for a more self-centered telos: personal
peace and comfort. This is the “image of the good life” at which college students are
aimed. However, it is not only individualism that has nurtured a telos that is directed at
personal peace, affluence, convenience, and comfort. A highly pluralistic Western world,
where postmodern ideals now call for moral relativism and deny the existence of absolute
truth, has also become a key part of the equation.32 In a world where an overarching
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meta-narrative is no longer acceptable, and where each individual perspective is equally
valid, consumerism is gaining momentum.
At this point, it is appropriate to consider briefly where the Church has stood
throughout this portion of history. Bebbington, examining the context of modern Britain
(18th century to the present), has argued quite convincingly that Evangelicalism has been
largely shaped by social, economic, and philosophical shifts in culture. He states rather
boldly, for example, “The leaders of Evangelical opinion were swayed by the fashionable
Romantic assumptions of their day. The gospel was being remoulded by the spirit of the
age.”33 Likewise, Max Weber argues that the rise of Capitalism was tightly woven with
the theological movements of the time in which this economic system was developed. His
examination of The Protestant Work Ethic gives credibility to the claim that Capitalism
was, at the very least, nurtured along because people understood financial blessing as a
gift from God—the reward of hard work. Moreover, the perspective of work as a
“calling” from God provided the necessary framework for Christians to pursue God’s
blessing through vocation, and, as a result, the accumulation of wealth as well.34 While
the complexity of the topic makes it difficult to make a definitive determination, there is
ample evidence to indicate that the Church has been a significant part of the development
of the world of consumerism.35
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As we continue to consider the underlying values of consumerism, there is a great
deal of concern we should have for the negative influence it poses for Christians.
Additionally, with history in mind, knowing the particular difficulties present today
through an individualistic and pluralistic setting, it is clear that the Church’s calling to be
Christ incarnate in the world has never been more important. Though the Church has not
always responded well in the past, opportunities exist for an emerging generation to
overcome the challenges Western-consumerism presents.
Antithetical Tenets: Western-Consumerism and Christian Values
The severity of Western-consumerism as a negative formative force on the lives
of young Christians takes on clarity for the Church today as we begin to understand its
underlying tenets, and how these tenets compare with Christian values. Because the two
sets of values, which represent two very different worldviews, are largely antithetical,36
Western-consumerism, set within the context of extreme individualism, delivers many
harmful effects to unwary Christian college students. I will consider two core aspects of
these opposing worldviews: the view of self, and the view of ownership.
The View of Self
First, Western-consumerism promotes a self-centered understanding of life, where
the “individual is supreme.” Christianity promotes just the opposite, a self-sacrificing
understanding of life where “Jesus is Lord.” Calvin understood self-denial as of primary
importance to the Christian faith when he said “The surest source of destruction of men is
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to obey themselves.”37 Willard agrees, claiming that the love of self is the main problem
Christians face in their desire to live godly lives.38 The central message of consumerism
is to pursue self-interest (comfort and security) above all else. It is the “meta-narrative”
of consumerism, the overarching story in which consumerists find themselves living each
day.39
The central message of discipleship to Jesus could not be further from the selfcentered way of consumerism. The gospel of Mark highlights the centrality of “selfdenial” to Jesus’ message to his followers as they travel “on the way” to Jerusalem. This
section of Scripture includes three separate admonishments from Jesus toward self-denial.
It is clear that Jesus calls his followers to a life built around the centrality of self-denial,
where the “least is the greatest” and where the servant is the model.40
The View of Ownership
Second, Western-consumerism promotes a view of ownership where everything
has a price, and where possessions are held for self-interest. This attitude is visible today
in our neighborhoods. If we were given the opportunity to peek into the typical garage,
we would likely find cars, recreational vehicles, tools of all kinds, and an abundance of
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“things” that are used only infrequently. Some advocate the concept of “sharing” these
things, but this is not a practice that gains wide acceptance in our society.41
According to Scripture, God is the owner of all things,42 and His people are
offered the opportunity to manage His belongings, not merely for their own good, but for
the good of others as well. In the Old Testament, Israel was “blessed in order to be a
blessing to others.”43 The Israelites were called to care for the oppressed (the orphan,
widow, and foreigner).44 Each individual in the community was protected under the Old
Testament Law, afforded protection and a sense of belonging.45 The land was not
“owned” by Israel, but was entrusted to Israel by God for their use, and for the good of all
people.46 In the New Testament, the Early Church shared their possessions in common.47
Even land was sold, and the funds used to provide for the needs of the Christian
community. 48 Wealth, in accordance with God’s design, can indeed be enjoyed when it is
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acknowledged as His provision for the purpose of extending His compassion to the
vulnerable and oppressed in our midst.49
On this topic, Francis Schaeffer notes that while the Bible commands Christians
to use their wealth compassionately, there have been times in history where we have
failed to do so. He specifically points to the Industrial Revolution as one such example.
He recalls the exploitation of men and women that occurred during that period of time,
through the selfish pursuit of wealth so prevalent at that time in history. Schaeffer
believed that in such moments, the Church is charged with the task of speaking out
against such non-compassionate pursuits.50
These two perspectives, the view of self as sovereign and the view of ownership
for the sake of self-interest, represent two foundational tenets of consumerism that are
clearly diametrically opposed to foundational Christian values. Therefore, it is reasonable
to conclude that cultural practices built upon such a foundation will offer problematic
consequences for unwary Christians.
The Harmful Effects of Western-Consumerism
Having examined the foundational tenets of consumerism, and the stark contrast
that they present as compared to Christian values, it is reasonable to conclude that the
resulting “fruit” of such a structure should at least draw the scrutiny of the Christian. Any
social structure that is built on antithetical values is likely to produce results that are not
in accordance with God’s designs for life in community. Identified below are four critical
“problem areas” that Christians need to be aware of as we work toward finding solutions
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to Samantha’s problem. Ultimately, I will propose some ideas for how she might go
about living a more authentically Christ-like life within the Western-consumerist context.
Relational Detachment
Often the view of consumerism is one of attachment to things, when in reality
consumerism is the result of “detachment.” In reality, the consumer is not very interested
in hoarding goods—in fact goods are often quickly disposed of after the purchase is
made.51 Observing the actions of college students today, I can attest to the truth of this
assertion. Students often speak of their desire to “simplify” life by getting rid of material
possessions. However, even as they desire simplicity, they are continuously looking to
buy the latest “gadget.”52
The idea of detachment, however, goes far beyond the view consumers have of
their purchases. Detachment is more accurately about how society in general has become
detached from those who produce the goods being purchased.53 Changes in our economy
and society over the past few centuries, as highlighted above, have brought considerable
distance between the consumer and the producer. Where the consumer once purchased
goods directly from the farmer, for example, consumers now shop at grocery stores—
often having no idea where the fruit and vegetables they consume were produced.
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This “relational detachment,” coupled with the pursuit of self-interest as a
foundational tenet of consumerism, has encouraged the creation of a society where the
motives for decision-making are no longer relationship driven. Instead of allowing the
needs of others involved in the transaction lead our process of exchange, we are now
primarily interested in getting the best price for a given product. And in our continuing
pursuit to find the best deals, we can turn a deaf ear to the frequently deplorable work
conditions and low wages that enable those low prices to exist.54
Both Miller55 and Cavanaugh56 cite the Washington Post article57 that documents
the story of a young Chinese factory worker who was literally worked to death making
stuffed animals for children in “developed” countries. Nineteen-year-old Li Chunmei
collapsed and died after working 16-hour shifts for sixty days straight. Of course, as
Miller and Cavanaugh point out, the consumers of these stuffed animals did not
purposely drive Li Chunmei to her death; rather, the story illustrates the situation of
consumerism where consumers are detached from the producer. As the consumer sets
out to find the “best deal” on a product, they often overlook the social, political, and
economic context of the lives of the ones who produced the goods being consumed.
This limited perspective on the choices we make as consumers is problematic for
Christians. Our actions cannot promote abuse or oppression. Though we may not have
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total control over this situation present in our world, we have no excuse not to do what
we can to minimize such oppressive conditions for others.
Misdirected Desires
So if consumers are not attached to the things they buy, why do they become
consumed with consumption? The answer lies in our human nature—we find great
enjoyment in longing after something. We are “desiring animals,” according to James
K.A. Smith.58 We are designed to give our affection to something. In consumerism, we
are giving our desire over to desire itself—we “desire to desire.” On this point, it is worth
quoting Cavanaugh at length:
In consumer culture, dissatisfaction and satisfaction cease to be opposites, for
pleasure is not so much in the possession of things as in their pursuit. There is
pleasure in the pursuit of novelty, and the pleasure resides not so much in having
as in wanting. Once we have obtained an item, it brings desire to a temporary halt,
and the item loses some of its appeal. Possession kills desire; familiarity breeds
contempt. That is why shopping, not buying itself, is the heart of consumerism.
The consumerist spirit is a restless spirit, typified by detachment, because desire
must be constantly kept on the move (emphases mine).59
As Cavanaugh so poignantly describes, the consumer is narrowly focused on the
process of acquisition, of fueling desire through the practice of shopping.60 Miller also
has much to say on this topic. He asserts that consumerism is largely about desire, not the
immediate gratification that comes with the act of a purchase. “Consumer desire,” he says,
“…strengthens the joys of seeking, of reaching out. The sufferings of particular lacks are
endlessly overwritten with new desires.” He goes on to say that with each cycle of
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desiring, seeking, and purchasing, “…the subject is reinforced in the habit of endless
consumption, formed in the joys of endless desire.”61
Miller’s thoughts on desire precisely pinpoint where the connection between
consumerism and spirituality begins to gain clarity. The consumer is consumed with a
longing to feed desire itself. For the Christian, this is an especially dangerous place to
live life, as desire for anything other than God is idolatry.
Miller addresses this problem when he speaks of “misdirection”: “…the
systematic association of other needs and desires with commodity objects and the
resultant channeling of the drive to fulfill these needs in acts of consumption.” Here, he
speaks not only of spiritual needs, but of social and relational needs as well. He says,
“People engage in consumption in order to fulfill the social needs for identity and
belonging.”62 In other words, consumption becomes a substitute for relationships as we
locate our identity—our place in society—in the social status of the things we own.
For Christians, this issue is obviously a potentially dangerous one. As we engage
daily in consumerist habits, we expose ourselves to the risk of misdirected desire. This
misdirection has severe consequences for the way we relate with others, as well as with
God. Directing our desire toward God is critically important for us as we maintain an
appropriate vision of the good life (telos). Cavanaugh agrees. He says that we need a
telos that will direct desire toward God, and away from consumable objects. From his
perspective,
A person buys something—anything—trying to fill the hole that is the empty
shrine. And once the shopper purchases the thing, it turns into a nothing, and she
61
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has to head back to the mall to continue the search. With no objective ends to
guide the search, her search is literally endless.63
It would seem that living according to a properly ordered Christian telos is vitally
important. Lacking proper telos—living life according to the Western-consumerist
worldview—we attempt to rearrange the world to satisfy our own desires.64 I will address
this more thoroughly in my thesis, in Section 3.
Commodification
It is through this process of searching for meaning through the pursuit of material
goods that we eventually begin to view everything in culture as an object to be
consumed—the “commodification” of culture. Commodification is the process, nurtured
deeply by the prominence of individualism and narcissism, of rearranging the world to
satisfy our own desires, where all of life becomes an object to be pursued, desired, and
consumed. Commodification develops through a “process in which the habits and
dispositions learned in the consumption of literal commodities spread into our
relationships with culture.”65
This perspective on life is out of sync with how God would have us view the
things of the world. All of creation was created with a purpose: to remind us and point us
toward the Creator.66 When the object of our desire becomes the created thing itself, and
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when we are willing to manipulate creation to serve our own selfish desires, our spiritual
grounding is in peril.
Moreover, our participation in consumerist culture actually seeps into the way we
think about relationships with others. Consumerist ideals, when pursued unchecked,
encourage us to view everything in the world as a potential good to be consumed—even
our relationships.67 Our consumer mentality leads us to assign worth to people (and
church communities) based on their perceived “usefulness” to us.68 Obviously, the danger
in this is that as we allow consumerist ideals to penetrate our relationships, we are much
more likely to sever friendships, or break away from communities, when they no longer
serve our needs, or when tension enters into the mix. Unfortunately, “tension” in any
relationship is necessary if we want to establish true relational depth. It takes
commitment to walk with others through hardships, or to give and receive feedback of a
critical nature. Yet these things are all necessary elements in developing both depth of
relationship as well as depth of character. In a consumerist world, many people are
simply not willing to endure the difficulties that are a natural part of deep fellowship with
others. This position is especially dangerous footing for Christians, who need to be a part
of communities who are willing to expend the energy required to establish and maintain
relational depth.
The solution to this situation is obviously to turn our attention toward the One
who can ultimately satisfy our desires.69 Augustine exclaimed, “…our heart is unquiet
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until it rests in you.”70 However, before looking too far in this direction, let me conclude
these thoughts on consumerism by highlighting what I identify as the pain of
consumerism, the fourth harmful effect of consumerism.
The Pain of Consumerism: Lack of Deep Fellowship
What I have been working to reveal through this examination of consumerism
serves to point directly to the specific “pain of consumerism”: The flourishing of an
environment where relational fragmentation increases daily, where a lack of deep
fellowship with others is acceptable, and where our desire is directed at objects rather
than at God. This position is truly “painful” because it is a break from the design of God
for people to live in loving community with one another, where goods are viewed as gifts
from God to be used for the benefit of people, and where God is the object of our
affection. Life has been designed by God to be a journey toward Him, in community. Yet
Western-consumerism produces a social environment where the fulfillment of selfish
ambitions, in isolation from others, is rewarded. Goods are pursued in order to fill our
longings for rich relationships—for identity and belonging, and we are deeply
disappointed when our pursuits seem to have no end.71 Deep disappointment is the true
pain of consumerism.
We should be asking by this point, “What response has the Church had to the pain
of consumerism?” If we believe the ministry of the Church to be the presence of Christ in
the world—to be an agent of God’s healing—then taking time to reflect on this question
is critically important. Jesus was certainly interested in addressing the pain and suffering
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of people. However, it is here where we need to recognize that this pain, though felt by
society, largely goes unidentified and unnamed. As mentioned previously, students, even
students like Samantha, can seldom put a finger on the source of their pain. Therefore, it
becomes vitally important for us to allow into our lives the voice of others, so that we
may broaden our perspective and see culture for what it truly is. The role of the Church is
to help provide this larger perspective.
Yet, in spite of the Church’s calling to be an agent of healing and to provide a
different perspective than that of the world, the Church has throughout history often
looked too much like the world. Christians, myself included, are guilty of relational
detachment, misdirected desires, and of commodifying our own faith. We struggle to
deny self in a culture that promotes self as sovereign.
So, what can be done? Is there healing to be found for the pain? God is indeed
powerful enough to overcome the pain of consumerism, but a proper perspective is
required on the part of His people in order for us to be conduits of this healing. The
Church must recognize anew that it is God who “owns” all things, and that our decisions
as God’s managers of His resources are motivated by our acknowledgement that “Jesus is
Lord.”
This perspective will not come easy for the typical university student. College
students are steeped in a culture that is not at all conducive to nurturing spiritual depth.
Some say the United States is facing a narcissistic epidemic among emerging adults. 72
Others have identified that technology, while making communication easier, is hindering
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our ability to focus.73 As this section has identified, Western-consumerism is making it
very difficult for students to maintain deep relationships.74 A culture that values “self as
sovereign,” busy-ness and multi-tasking, will not easily yield opportunities for practicing
spiritual disciplines. On top of this, the postmodern context of Western-consumerism,
which rejects the existence of absolute truth, or an overarching narrative (Telos), will
make discovering a meta-narrative extremely difficult for the emerging adults on our
college campuses.75 If the negative forces of culture are going to be overcome, it is going
to take some very enlightened and intentional efforts on the part of the Church.
Summary
To summarize, Cavanaugh’s thoughts are worth highlighting. He asserts that
consumerism is a way of looking at the world around us, a worldview, the practice of
which is deeply formative for us.76 He is even so bold to say, “Consumer culture is one of
the most powerful systems of formation in the contemporary world, arguably more
powerful than Christianity.”77 Jason Clark proposes the idea that consumerism is a
religion in which people live deeply embedded lives—making their “conversion” to a
different system extremely difficult.78 As a social structure, it is evident that Westernconsumerism is built upon values that are incongruent with basic Christian principles.
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Therefore, any such structure should be examined with care, and Christians would be
wise to approach the powerfully formative effects of the consumer economy with
caution.79 While the effects of consumerism are not always negative, it is evident that
there are indeed several detrimental consequences of the consumer worldview that are
sure to cause wise Christians to critically evaluate its influence on their lives.
As we consider the potentially negative influence of Western-consumerism,
coupled with the particular social context of the American university, it is abundantly
evident that college students are uniquely at risk of being swept along by the powerful
forces of their culture. Their propensity to avoid personal reflection works against their
ability to critically evaluate their culture and their overall direction in life. Moreover,
their individualistic perspective and narcissistic tendencies keep them largely involved in
a pattern of behavior that is rooted in self-centered motives.
In light of the problems Western-consumerism poses for faithful Christians,
especially emerging adults, attempts have been made, and are being made, to help this
generation of emerging adults navigate this world and the difficulties it holds for their
spiritual development. Some of these methods are highlighted in the next section.
Ultimately, I claim that an effective approach is one that engages the young adult as the
world does—at every level of their being, mind, heightened social status heart and
body—set within the context of Christian community where students are living alongside
of others who not only understand their time and place in God’s meta-narrative, but who
have discovered ways of engaging the world as a part of that great story. To demonstrate
this claim, we will begin by examining other approaches being utilized to lead this
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emerging generation in the pursuit of their mission to incarnate the love of God in this
specific time and place.

SECTION 2: OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Introduction
Others are certainly attempting to develop discipleship models to counter the
more harmful effects of Western culture on college students and to help students to live
their Christian faith in the midst of such a context, but these methods are not consistently
effective for various reasons. Generally, they fail to adequately engage the young person
in a holistic way, utilizing the long-term relational influences of a Christian community.
Three currently prominent methods of discipling the emerging adult generation are
presented in this section.80
The first method I examine can be described as an “academic approach.” Utilizing
this approach, Christian scholars have written insightful books that examine the concept
of “worldview formation.” These texts often explore the current social context of
Western culture, including consumerism, postmodernism and pluralism, concluding their
research with an exhortation to the reader to develop the ability to articulate a Christian
apologetic presentation. Practical steps for implementing this newfound worldview are
often very weak.81 The underlying hope, though it is rarely stated in these explicit terms,
is that if students can obtain a “right” way of viewing the world (worldview), they will
not only be able to align their behaviors with their knowledge, but they will also be able
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to defend their view within a highly pluralistic, post-modern setting. This approach relies
heavily on the mind as the catalyst for behavioral change. For various reasons, this
approach has severe limitations when used in isolation from other approaches.
Second, others have approached student discipleship through a more practical,
“experiential approach,” recognizing that young people need to be actively engaged at an
emotional and physical level in order to effectively ignite behavioral change in their lives.
Churches, mission agencies, campus ministries, and other parachurch organizations have
established various experiential programs to help college students gain an “outside”
perspective on their Western cultural context. These programs often include short-term
(cross-cultural) mission trips, and short-term (summer, or less than one year) crosscultural or local ministry internships.82 Too often, these types of programs lack the
intellectual foundation in the design process, as well as lacking intellectual stimulation
throughout the program, both of which are required to help the participants make sense of
the experiences that their inner heart and external body are encountering.
Third, still others have approached the problem through a “counter-cultural
movement approach,” or a sort of “new monasticism,” which is often aimed directly at
the rejection of specific cultural norms, especially consumerism and conspicuous
consumption. It is an approach that typically promotes a strong level of social justice, and,
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in some cases, monastic activities (i.e. spiritual disciplines).83 This approach leans
heavily on the physical engagement of the body and to some extent the mind and heart.
However, it fails to recognize this method often only ends up fueling consumerist values
within the individual as well as within society as a whole. This approach also may
encourage adherents to actually disengage from the social systems around them rather
than infusing them with the incarnate love of God. Additionally, a danger exists in this
approach of establishing a “we vs. them” mentality, where the value of diversity and the
perspective of others is not afforded the honor it deserves in the discipleship process.
This section includes reflections on some of the prominent approaches to spiritual
formation that are currently being utilized among college students. While each of these
approaches have merit, they are also found to be inadequate in important ways. As
consideration is given to each of these approaches, it will be important to examine the
priority each places on the role of Christian community and mentors in the discipleship
process. Recognizing the best each approach has to offer, educators, pastors, mentors and
parents will encounter several keys to developing an effective form of discipleship for an
emerging generation, designed to equip them with the tools they need to embody the love
of God in the Western-consumerist context.
Engaging the Mind: The Academic Approach
The academic approach—an approach to discipleship that leans heavily on
intellectual stimulation of the mind—is prevalent among today’s college students.
Though not adequate on its own as a program for spiritual formation, the mind plays a
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critical role in the discipleship process and, therefore, any effective approach to reaching
college students will utilize some sort of academic element.84
Many informative and insightful books have been written in the area of
“worldview” formation. A term that has become quite popular over the past decade,
worldview is commonly identified as a term used to express one’s particular perspective
of the world, and the ultimate meaning of life. For Christians, worldview typically
implies “a biblically informed perspective on all reality.”85 For some, it denotes an
understanding of the human as a rational being whose behavior is determined largely by
what is known—a set of beliefs, or a “construed set of implicit ideas.”86 However, this
perspective is not the case for all scholars who endorse the process of Christian
worldview development. Nancy Pearcey has compiled an excellent work on the topic of
Christian worldview development, entitled Total Truth: Liberating Christianity from Its
Cultural Captivity, recognizing that “no system of thought is a product purely of
Reason…as Descartes and other rationalists thought. Instead, it is simply a human
capacity, the ability to reason from premises.”87 She opens her book stating her objectives,
as follows:
Clearly the term (worldview) has strong marketing cachet these days, which
signals a deep hunger among Christians for an overarching framework to bring
unity to their lives. This book addresses that hunger and offers new direction for
advancing the worldview movement. It will help you identify the secular/sacred
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divide that keeps your faith locked into the private sphere of ‘religious truth.’ It
will walk you through practical, workable steps for crafting a Christian worldview
in your own life and work. And it will teach you how to apply a worldview grid to
cut through the bewildering maze of ideas and ideologies we encounter in a
postmodern world.88
These goals are very energetic and admirable, which she largely accomplishes.
She correctly identifies that a growing division over the past two centuries, between the
sacred and secular aspect of life within the evangelical church, has rendered its voice
irrelevant to most conversations happening today in secular society. On this topic, she
makes a particularly relevant point:
As Christian parents, pastors, teachers, and youth group leaders, we constantly see
young people pulled down by the undertow of powerful cultural trends. If all we
give them is ‘heart’ religion, it will not be enough to counter the lure of attractive
but dangerous ideas. Young believers also need a “brain” religion—training in
worldview and apologetics—to equip them to analyze and critique the competing
worldviews they will encounter when they leave home. If forewarned and
forearmed, young people at least have a fighting chance when they find
themselves a minority of one among their classmates or work colleagues. Training
young people to develop a Christian mind is no longer an option; it is part of their
necessary survival equipment.89
She is correct. Young people are indeed pulled by powerful cultural trends, and to
counter this reality will require intentional, focused efforts.90 From her perspective, it
appears a proper understanding of the world (worldview) is the key to combatting this
force of culture.
Pearcey then immediately goes on to say that the first step in forming a Christian
worldview is to “overcome this sharp divide between ‘heart’ and ‘brain’…This
dichotomy in our own minds is the greatest barrier to liberating the power of the gospel
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across the whole of culture today.”91 She observes that the Church has done an
inadequate job of preparing young people for the rigorous intellectual challenges of the
college years. She asserts the evangelical church is relying too heavily on the “heart” to
carry their faith in the midst of a mind-oriented context.92 J. Budziszewski, while
reflecting on the earlier work of Pearcey, How Now Shall We Live?,93 as well as Mark
Noll’s The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind,94 affirms Pearcey’s assertions. He says,
In General, evangelicals are neither stupid…nor ignorant. But there is something
wrong with the historical development of the evangelical mind, something that the
best evangelical minds are the first to acknowledge. It is a theological defect: not
exactly an error, but a lopsidedness, a prodigious development of one divine gift
coupled with the atrophy of another. The prodigy is our devotion to “special
revelation,” which God has particularly disclosed to believers in His word. The
atrophy is our near ignorance of “general revelation,” which God has
promiscuously divulged to mankind in the very order of His creation…This
lopsidedness has two crippling consequences. It hinders us not only in explaining
divine truth to people who are unimpressed by Scripture, but in applying it to
matters that Scripture does not exactly address.95
Pearcey, Noll, and Budziszewski are united on this topic. Students need to
understand how faith and the sacred intersect and penetrate the secular realm at every
point; and, they need to be able to apply their Christian worldview to their ordinary, daily
experiences.96 For this reason, engaging the mind in discipleship is critically important.
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Christian leaders, in order to effectively equip this emerging generation of believers, must
lead the way on this, being able to unite the sacred and secular in a way that recognizes
modern scientific discoveries.97 Today’s scientific perspective demands that the Church
offer more explanation to the meaning of the world than a mere reliance on ancient
scripture as divine revelation. This articulation will require a rigorous academic
curriculum to which Pearcey has made a valuable contribution.
After these initial opening statements, Pearcey then moves forward to accomplish
four important tasks. First, she identifies the critical role of a meta-narrative (telos) in
spiritual formation. She outlines her version of God’s overarching story using creation,
the fall, and redemption as her key elements, noting this step is a key starting point in the
process of building a Christian worldview. Second, she narrows her focus onto creation
(the foundation of the meta-narrative), critiquing Darwinism and promoting Intelligent
Design theories. Third, she steps back to take an overarching view of history, and how
the evangelical church has distanced itself from the current dialogue in science. She
attributes this position to the secular/sacred divide. Finally, she offers some practical
applications.
In theory, her approach is a solid one. She develops the idea that “The best way to
drive out a bad worldview is by offering a good one, and Christians need to move beyond
criticizing culture to creating culture.”98 She is offering, in essence, to come alongside of
practitioners, providing the help she perceives they need in stimulating the intellectual
element of Christian discipleship among young people, so that they can enact a certain
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pattern of behavior. As long as practitioners utilize her book in this manner as a portion
of a larger plan that also accounts for the engagement of the heart and body in the process,
then her compilation should be seen as a tremendous success. Unfortunately, at least two
factors work against her success.
First, the majority of students are simply not seeking intellectual stimulation of
this sort, so logic dictates her text is likely only going to reach a limited segment of the
student population unless it is incorporated into a larger discipleship process. Teens and
college students are swept along in powerful cultural forces. They largely resist
opportunities to critically evaluate their lives. They are too focused on balancing their
social life and figuring out how to find their independence to be concerned with academic
or religious pursuits beyond what is required of them in their degree programs.99
However, young students “will consider new subjects and fields of inquiry when
presented to them in an engaging manner”100—at both an inner heart (emotional) and
physical (experiential) level.
Second, her text is most likely to be used in a classroom setting, where instructors
do not typically approach the educational process through a holistic (mind, heart, and
body) approach. In many cases, Christian educators are operating under the premise that
proper cognitive awareness trickles down to ultimately influence the student’s
behavior.101 Educators today, in general, promote this concept of behavioral formation in
the classroom when they focus their energies on the transference of information to the
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student through lectures. This approach to teaching is further ingrained in the educational
system when testing and grading methods are designed to reward those who can
memorize and regurgitate certain facts and ideas, without giving regard to character
formation throughout the educational process. Steven Garber discusses the need for
educational reform at length, asserting that true education is about connecting “knowing”
with “doing.” At present, education addresses the transference of facts and figures, and
the development of practical skills, when it should be addressing virtue, truth, and
character formation.102
Perhaps the most significant contributor on this topic is James K.A. Smith, who
also recognizes that Christian education needs to move in a different direction. He asserts
that effective education happens as spiritual formation takes place, through a process that
is primarily concerned with shaping our hopes and passions.103 He argues that the
pedagogy of the shopping mall, and other “cultural liturgies,” powerfully capture the
heart of the participant, ultimately influencing behavior through the passions as they
move “upward” to influence theory (knowledge, doctrines). He contrasts this perspective
with the “trickle down” worldview model.104 Parker Palmer argues similarly, noting that
our current educational system is severely flawed. Teaching is a very complicated
venture where the presence of Truth (God’s love) in education produces both a better
message, and a better medium. In other words, the intellect is, in part, shaped by the inner
soul.105
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If we are viewing education as character formation (which was the original
mission of many educational institutions106), and not simply as the transference of
information, then Garber, Smith and Palmer are correct, and the more effective approach
to teaching youth today is one that recognizes that the individual is a complex creation,
where the mind, heart, and body are all involved in the process. We are both spiritual and
physical beings, designed with the ability to reason (mind), to feel emotion (heart), and to
interact with our physical world (body). Therefore, as the Church utilizes a holistic
pedagogical approach it will be most effective in reaching this young generation.
Though Pearcey is not advocating a purely academic (intellectual) approach in her
“worldview” model, proponents of worldview studies tend to place an unbalanced level
of emphasis on the mind as the primary trigger to behavioral transformation.107 Pearcey,
herself, struggles in the closing section of her book to follow through on her stated
objective to provide “practical, workable steps” toward the development of a Christian
worldview. Her final chapter, “What Next? Living It Out,” falls short as a practical guide
for living out the Christian faith in the Western world: It offers no more than a mere
encouragement to simply “follow Christ daily.”108
It is important to acknowledge, however, that books such as these have their
purpose, as well as their limitations, which is exactly the point we need to understand and
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a central objective of my research. Learning what it means to “follow Christ daily” is a
difficult task that requires more than a word of exhortation. Following after Jesus calls
for the commitment of the entire person, and it requires a model, an example to follow, as
well as a great deal of life in community with others learning to develop practical steps
toward becoming a faithful follower of Christ.109
Others have also developed extremely useful “mind-oriented” materials that could
be a part of a practitioner’s well-designed holistic approach. Tim Keller, John Piper, and
Mark Driscoll are very popular figures among a certain segment of college students and
those who are discipling these students. We must keep in mind, however, we are living in
very complex times requiring that we not only contextualize the gospel message
appropriately, but that we also find ways of effectively communicating it.110 Reflecting
on the current social context of the West, Stanley Grenz notes our postmodern world calls
for 1) a “post-rationalistic Gospel,” which provides an understanding and articulation of
Christian faith that transcends human rationality, 2) a “post-dualistic Gospel,” which
addresses the emerging generation’s view of human beings as a unified whole, and 3) a
“post-noeticentric Gospel,” which values the attainment of knowledge only as it serves to
transform character and resulting behavior.111 In other words, young people are looking
for answers that are presented in more than intellectual packaging, in a format that helps
them to actualize Christian faith on a deeper, emotional level. They are also looking for
experiences of the heart that are worth the intellectual effort. This reality is an extremely
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important one to consider as we develop effective ways of reaching an emerging
generation with the Good News.
Engaging the Heart: The Practical Ministry (Experiential) Approach
While the academic world is prone to rely too heavily on the mind in the
discipleship process, the local churches, and parachurch organizations often focus too
heavily on the heart (emotion-driven approaches). As highlighted in the previous section
through the thoughts of Pearcey, Noll, and Budziszewski, the evangelical church has
historically neglected the mind and focused a great deal of effort on emotion-driven,
heart-level discipleship. Youth programs generally serve to entertain students through
their high school years. Even campus ministries, and other mission agencies, tend to build
programs around experiential learning, but they also typically include an element,
sometimes a strong element, of entertainment appeal. They are attempting to appeal to
the students’ need for an experiential environment.
While it is true that young people require a more experiential approach to learning,
where cognitive knowledge is affirmed through both experience and group reflection,112
an experiential-heavy approach does not prepare the college freshman for the intellectual
encounters that take place in the academic setting of the university classroom. Many
young students will face their first crisis of faith in this very context when their beliefs
are challenged as never before. The long-term risk present in this situation is the
distancing of the emerging adult from spiritual pursuits when faced with challenges for
which he or she is not prepared.
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For the purposes of this study, an examination of church mission programs and
parachurch mission and internship programs is in order, because these are often the
worldview development tools that are used prominently among college students.113 These
programs are not typically designed with the primary objective of helping the young adult
learn how to incarnate the love of God in the specific cultural context of Westernconsumerism; rather, they are often designed for the ultimate purpose of recruiting the
student into service for, and financial partnership with, the host organization.114 For this
reason, it is not entirely reasonable to classify them as “other proposed solutions” to the
problem presented in this specific study. However, because these programs are
specifically targeting college students, and because they have such a great potential for
being a part of a very effective spiritual formation process, they are included at this point.
It is important for the developers of mission trips and internships to recognize the need
for a more holistic approach to training students, and for preparing them for future work,
whether that is in formal Christian ministry, or within the secular vocational world.
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In this section, I examine the most prominent programs being used among college
students that are experiential in nature, and are designed for the general, though
sometimes secondary, purpose of spiritual formation: Short-term mission trips. Typically,
these programs offer little or no specific teaching on methods of cultural critique, and
their developers do not designate intentional time in the midst of the experience to
intellectually examine Western culture—especially neglected are the harmful effects on
behavior resulting specifically from consumerism.115 In other words, these programs rely
heavily on using a heart approach to spiritual formation, largely neglecting the benefits of
a mind approach.
In general, short-term missions (STM) are experiences lasting less than a month,
set in an environment that is outside of the participant’s home cultural context. However,
these experiences can extend over a period of an entire year, depending on the desires of
the participant and the specific purpose of the STM. These types of trips often include
journeys to the inner city of a large metropolitan area, to Native American reservations,
or to foreign countries. Typically, participants engage in some sort of “service project”
connection on these trips, and/or a connection with an expatriate missionary or national
ministry organization that has an established, long-term presence in the location of
service.
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There are a myriad of questions surrounding the overall effectiveness of these
programs for all parties involved. Are they worth the often-significant financial costs? Do
they produce long-term missionaries? Do they lead to increased financial income for the
organizations involved? Do they make a lasting impression on the lives of the
participants? Do they positively, or negatively, impact the ongoing long-term work being
done on the field? How effective are they at providing spiritual formation for the
participants? These are some of the questions that have, historically, been very difficult to
answer. While some of these questions bear no significance to this particular study, it is
important to identify whether or not these experiences have a place in the spiritual
formation process of the young adult.
Local churches, mission agencies, and other parachurch ministries most typically
offer STM experiences, including campus ministries. Frequently, because the mission
agency has access to long-term missionaries who can host a variety of experiences, they
will partner with the local church, or other parachurch ministries, to assist in the STM
event. This is usually a good thing, as it allows even small groups, with little or no crosscultural mission connection, better opportunities for putting together a high quality
experience. Even so, the quality of such programs can vary greatly, depending upon the
experience of the trip leader, the local host, the organization that is designing and
overseeing the event, or any of a number of other factors. Yet even the best of these trips
have questionable long-term effectiveness for the participants, as well as for the hosts and
local communities. In other words, STM is a very complex matter with serious
implications for kingdom work being done around the world.
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In a 2005 study on STM, Kurt Ver Beek, professor of sociology at Calvin College
(Grand Rapids, MI), concluded that STM contribute little value to the ongoing, long-term
work, nor did STM seem to have a lasting, long-term impact on the life of the participants.
Moreover, mission agencies found that the funding received from STM participants was
not significantly higher in the years following the STM experience. He says,
While I was surprised about the lack of impact of short-term missions, I don't
think I should have been. I'm beginning to see that short-term missions is like the
rest of life. We go to a conference or a summer camp and leave excited to pray
every day, exercise four times a week, and reorganize our closets. But then we get
home to find we are behind at work, the kids have soccer practice, and we have to
pay off the credit card. Our new-found motivation tapers off. Participants in shortterm missions have a similar experience. Immediately after returning from a trip,
participants intend to make changes in their life, but usually fall back into old
routines.116
As a result of these findings, Ver Beek did not recommend that STM be eliminated.
Rather, he affirmed that they provide tremendous opportunities for the participant to
engage in deep personal reflection and to gain valuable new insights into the present
realities of the world. Radecke, in his dissertation on STM, demonstrated that crosscultural service-learning programs have a very positive impact on the spiritual formation
of emerging adults. He noted that the critical elements making these trips so effective
were adequate time of personal and group reflection and the inclusion of disorienting
dilemmas that serve to produce spiritual transformation. These types of activities help the
participant to construct a self-identity, expanding their openness to others.117 Ver Beek
also agrees, noting,
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STM provides a fertile setting for Christians to reflect on such things as witness,
service, community, sacrifice, spirituality, poverty, materialism, suffering,
hedonism, self-denial, justice, racism, ethnocentrism, inter-ethnic relations,
globalization, stewardship, and vocation. The context is valuable, even if STM
leaders do not foster these reflections among participants. 118
Therefore, his suggestion was to first encourage STM leaders and facilitators to
spend more energy on the orientation and debriefing processes, and, second, to use the
STM as only a part of a larger spiritual formation curriculum.119 He adds,
It's not enough to stress the importance of orientation and debriefing as ways of
augmenting the short-term mission experience—something you'll hear from any
STM expert worth her salt. Instead, the STM needs to be treated as one small
module that augments a much longer and more intense course of learning.120
Ver Beek noted that because many STM programs are not a part of
comprehensive, holistic discipleship process, many participants do not experience lasting
behavioral transformation in their lives. Once the experience is over, participants slowly
fall back into old habits as they lose their desire to make changes in their daily routines.
This reality is, at least in part, the result of an absence, or inconsistency of follow-up with
participants.121 It is also a function of ongoing relationships with mentors, and
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connectivity with a community of like-minded members. The presence of these others in
the ongoing life of the student is vitally important for any effective formation process.122
Youth With A Mission (YWAM) has developed their Discipleship Training
School (DTS), which combines classroom study with experiential (typically crosscultural) learning opportunities.123 The program varies slightly as it is carried out in
hundreds of locations throughout the world, but it generally lasts about five months,
including a 12-week “lecture phase” at the outset of the program.124 This phase covers six
general topics, including studies on understanding the nature of God, spiritual disciplines,
Christian community, Biblical worldview, sharing the Good News, and others.125 This
classroom phase is followed by a 10-week “outreach phase” that situates the participant
in a cross-cultural context for active Christian service. YWAM offers a variety of
experiences, designed to match the specific interests of the participants. The specific
qualities and characteristics of each experience are determined, at least in part, by the
circumstances of the location. At the conclusion of this phase, the participant goes
through a “debrief” event and concludes the DTS experience.126
On the surface, it appears that YWAM has assembled a discipleship program that
includes some key elements to an effective discipleship program. First, the classroom
phase engages the participant in a holistic way—intellectually as well as experientially.
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The DTS program provides opportunities for classroom learning to be analyzed and
practically implemented in the field. This sort of “discovery” approach to learning, where
truth is sought out through shared experiences, in community, can be very effective.
However, knowing how important it is to use experiences to solidify intellectual insights,
it is clear the program will be most effective as it weaves the two phases together,
allowing the mind, heart and body to work in unison throughout the learning process.127
The student needs to be emotionally and physically enlivened, and at the same time
intellectually challenged in a way that utilizes the experience as a springboard for
learning. Second, the program identifies the importance of mentors in the life of the
young adult. For example, the participant is assigned a staff member for “One-On-One”
meetings during the classroom phase, and is also generally matched with a mentor (often
the same individual) during the outreach phase. However, little is done to guide the
participant to move beyond these short-term relationships to help the participant establish
an ongoing pattern of healthy relationships with mentors and Christian community. Third,
a debrief portion typically provides opportunities for the participant to discuss re-entering
their home culture, but this is done at the conclusion of the experience, and not on an
ongoing basis throughout the experience.128 Additionally, an intentional examination of
Western-consumerism and its negative influences is largely ignored. “Nonbiblical
foundations in culture” is addressed as a part of the curriculum, but only in brief. As
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noted earlier, the program does not provide the participant with the opportunity to
specifically examine Western-consumerism on an intellectual level.
In general, YWAM has designed a very positive program that has had a favorable
impact on the lives of thousands of young people. However, the effectiveness of such
programs would be drastically improved if consideration were given to the educational
needs of the emerging generation, integrating the classroom phase as an integral part of
the outreach phase. YWAM might also benefit from developing tools for tracking their
DTS alumni over a long period of time. At present, no formal system of maintaining
connection with graduates of the DTS program exists.129
To summarize, local churches, mission agencies, campus ministries, and other
parachurch organizations that are offering STM for young adults generally build very
little formal structure into their programs, especially intellectually challenging elements.
Instead, they depend heavily on heart-level experiences to shape the participant. These
types of emotion-driven experiences provide an important element to any holistic
approach to the spiritual formation of an emerging adult, but they are obviously not
adequate on their own. As demonstrated through YWAM’s approach, structure does
indeed improve effectiveness.
Engaging the Body: Counter-Cultural Movements and Monastic Practices
No shortage of “counter-cultural” projects, or “socially responsible” promotions,
going on today exists that offers alternatives to the self-centered mentality of consumer
culture. Adventconspiracy.org, for example, urges its supporters to sacrifice excessive,
and sometimes meaningless, Christmas shopping in order to give more to the poor, and
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those in need.130 World Vision holds a fundraising campaign during the Christmas
holiday season, offering an alternative shopping experience to its supporters. They make
available online, and in direct mail promotions, an annual “Gift Catalogue” that allows a
potential donor to “shop” through a variety of opportunities to give to people in need
throughout the world. Available for purchase, for example, are options to feed a hungry
child living in Asia or to sponsor an African child in school.131 A rising interest among
college students exists in these types of alternative activities.
Additionally, students are increasingly joining monastic movements of varying
types. In general, the icons of these movements are “modern day monks” who celebrate a
simple lifestyle where incarnational service among the poor is radically pursued. Shane
Claiborne, founder of the Simple Way community in Philadelphia, is one of the
prominent leaders in this approach to countering the Western-consumerist lifestyle. His
book, The Irresistible Revolution, is well known among college students.132 In it he
challenges the American Dream as “unaffordable” in a world feeling the environmental
pressures of a growing population,133 and he exhorts the Church to unite orthodoxy and
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orthopraxis.134 His approach to spiritual formation leans heavily upon the engagement of
the body through physical acts of service and other spiritual disciplines.135
The New Friars: The Emerging Movement Serving the World’s Poor by Scott A.
Bessenecker documents another example of this type of “new monasticism,” as these
movements are sometimes called. In general, these are monastic-like expressions coming
out of the emerging generation. Bessenecker is affiliated with InterVarsity’s global
projects and is working to carry on the spirit of the great monastics: Saint Francis, Saint
Patrick, the Jesuits and others. His movement serves to connect various like-minded
organizations for cooperative service.136
These types of approaches to spiritual formation can certainly be of benefit to
college students. They have become quite popular among emerging adults who are
keenly interested in finding ways to physically counter consumerist behaviors and the
harmful effects such practices have on their world. They are, in essence, a type of
spiritual formation that engages the body in the process. They are also very effective at
engaging the young person on a heart level. Calling their followers to live incarnationally
among the poor, the leaders of these movements are appealing to a young generation’s
desire to make a tangible difference in the world.137
These movements are also meeting their followers “in their mind” by directly
focusing on the problems of over consumption. They point to the harmful effects
Western-consumerism has on the Western lifestyle, as well as the way Western134
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consumerism promotes poverty throughout the world by supporting harsh working
conditions among factory workers and by creating devastating environmental affects.138
However, potential shortcomings often arise in this approach to spiritual
formation. First, many of these programs, which are designed to counter consumerist
behavior, actually end up promoting it. As Heath and Potter describe, counter-cultural
movements have for decades served to promote capitalism and consumerism. What is
counter-cultural and hip today, quickly becomes marketable, and ultimately fuels
consumption and the “desire to consume” tomorrow.139 This pattern has been repeated
even in the recent activities of Claiborne. Since publishing his initial book in 2006, he has
not only sold massive amounts of his own materials, but he has also endorsed many other
publications, and is the subject of TV shows and documentaries. His website describes
him as a prolific speaker, “speaking over 100 times a year, nationally and
internationally.”140 One should not assume that these public activities are necessarily bad.
In fact, they may be serving a very good and noble purpose. However, we cannot deny
such activities do indeed promote consumerist ideals among an emerging generation who
lacks the cultural insight to recognize the harmful effects of consumerism on its behavior.
For such a following, a leader needs to take care in the way he or she articulates the
dangers of consumerism to those who are observing.
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It does appear, however, Claiborne is trying to educate his followers as he works
to counter some of the more negative effects of consumerism. For example, Claiborne
notes that all of the proceeds from his book, “both the advance and the royalties, is being
given away.”141 Also, his online store (“The Simple Store”), which sells books, videos,
CD’s and other “resources,” notes that the prices charged for these items are possibly a
bit higher than one could find elsewhere. This is so a “living wage” can be paid to the
workers.142
Second, similar movements have the potential to create a “separatist” mindset
among their adherents. In their zeal to counter the harmful effects of culture, followers of
this type, who are sometimes labeled as “radicals,” are prone to distance themselves from
society and disengage from much of their world and social structures, even though they
are pursuing a life of engaging others through service.143 Claiborne may risk being
written off by many as a “radical,” because of his call to sell his possessions and serve the
poor in India.144 He therefore needs to provide vision for those who are motivated by
what he is doing, but unsure of how to duplicate it in their own lives.145 As followers of
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Christ, we are called to actively engage culture, having the mind of Christ. We are called
to live within our culture, and to engage our world, with the love of God—to be “in the
world” but not “of the world.”146 We are not motivated as the world is, through the
exaltation of self; instead, we are motivated through selfless love, as Jesus modeled for us,
placing the needs of others above our own. Kavanaugh believes that we must integrate
every aspect of our life with our faith, and on this topic he says: “Style-of-life changes
without a sense for justice and an ongoing contact with the poor are ineffectual and
ultimately self-defeating.”147 This potential pitfall is especially dangerous when monastic
practices are used in isolation from community, and in isolation from formative processes
that engage the heart and mind. It is therefore essential that monasticism, spiritual
disciplines, be practiced in Christian community,148 utilizing mentors in the practice, as a
part of a holistic approach to spiritual formation. Claiborne’s movement seems to be
avoiding many of these potential problems. However, if the movement separates itself
from the larger Christian community, and fails to provide avenues of connection with
those who are not called to sell everything and move among the poor, it is in danger of
becoming irrelevant to many who could otherwise greatly benefit from his perspective.
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Third, some of these movements tend to establish walls around themselves,
perceiving their way as the only “right” way, even acting as fundamentalists at times.149
In some circles, this kind of approach results in a fertile environment for the growth of an
attitude of exclusiveness, where an absence of the “other” perspective destroys humility.
Mark Driscoll, pastor150 of Mars Hill Church in Seattle, WA, is sometimes perceived as a
fundamentalist for the bold and outspoken character he displays openly. As a part of the
Neo-Reformed (New Calvinism) movement and a leader in the Acts 29 Network,
Driscoll has captured the attention of the evangelical world on multiple occasions through
his unabashed hardline statements.151 One of his more recent books bears the title:
Doctrine: What Christians Should Believe.152 Perhaps the title is somewhat fitting for
Driscoll, who is not ashamed to say, rather boldly, what is “right.” Yet, if the best way to
understand the complexity of Scripture and the nature of God is in community with
others, then Driscoll may be on dangerous ground. We all can learn from others who are
seeing the story from a different angle. N.T. Wright says it this way, “We all see the
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world distorted, and that is why we need one another.”153 Parker Palmer suggests we are
required to submit ourselves to the community of which we are a part. He goes on to say
that “This view is dangerous, for submission will transform us, require us to become
something new.”154 Tim Clydesdale, in his extensive research on emerging adults, notes
that students in the USA today are not as globally aware as their counterparts in the rest
of the world.155 Rah and Metzger would likely contend, and logic would dictate, that this
is due to a general shortcoming on the part of Americans to fully engage life with those
who are ethnically different from themselves.156 However, this issue extends beyond
national and cultural boundaries to include doctrinal boundaries as well. Being
“submissive to community” is something that should penetrate God’s people deeply. It
should be evident in the way we conduct ourselves among others, especially for those of
us who are in positions of authority and leadership. It is doubtful that the hard line stance
being taken over and over again by Christian leaders like Driscoll is conducive to the
establishment of the diverse community necessary for appreciating the depth that is the
beauty of God’s people. Instead, it holds the danger of communicating to his followers
that “our way is the (only) right way.”
Indeed some very positive elements have arisen in the “New Monasticism” taking
hold today among emerging adults. These movements remind us that the emerging
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generation is deeply concerned with action, and engaging the world through their
physical acts of service. They look to modern day “radicals” for leadership, because these
leaders are demonstrating a form of Christian discipleship that is experiential in nature,
engaging the entire person—mind, heart and body. Furthermore, as these various groups
remain anchored within the Body of Christ as they glorify God through their acts of
service, many young adults are being, and will be, transformed into the image of God,
and through them the world in which they live.
Summary
In the examination of the other proposed solutions to the problem presented in
this study, several key themes have arisen. First, an intellectual examination of the metanarrative is fundamentally important for deepening the faith of young Christians.
Through this understanding, young people are directed to find their own place within the
ongoing drama of God. If their lives are to have the depth of purpose that they desire,
they need to have a clear grasp of the world around them—a vision of what God is doing
in their own place and time.157 Moreover, it is clear that we are not doing enough to
communicate the specific nature of Western-consumerism and its harmful effects on
social behavior. A thoughtful strategy, designed to address consumerism and other
relevant cultural matters directly and purposefully, is essential.
Second, an experiential approach to discipleship is critical if we are to witness
effectiveness in the discipleship process. Students want, and need, to be engaged at an
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emotional level throughout the learning process. Achieving this goal will require
tremendous intentionality on the part of their educators, mentors, pastors and parents.
Third, a well-designed discipleship model will include physical activities,
designed to allow the student to engage the world through acts of service. The emerging
generation wants to make a difference in the world, and they look for leadership that is
establishing an example for them to model.
Finally, the voice of “others” in the form of mentors and Christian community is
essential for long-term, sustained behavioral transformation. Students need to be carefully
and thoughtfully led to form new patterns of behavior, exemplified tangibly through the
embodied practices of mentors, from within the context of a supportive, like-minded,
community that serves as an inspiration and support for maintaining these new behaviors.
To develop an effective way forward, therefore, requires both an in depth
understanding of our Western-consumerist context and a well-designed holistic plan for
modeling an incarnational Christian faith to students. Therefore, our desire as pastors,
educators, mentors and parents ought to be to create such opportunities for young adults.
Certainly, this task before us is not an easy one, but it is one worthy of our energies. In
the following section, I present my thesis, giving consideration to all of these discoveries.

SECTION 3: THE THESIS
Introduction
As we consider the importance of effectively reaching a young generation today
with the Good News in the midst of the powerful cultural force that is Westernconsumerism, highlighting the conclusions Steven Garber is a wise place to begin. In his
book, Fabric of Faithfulness, Garber notes that college years are critical ones for students
in the development of their worldview. He discovered through his research that three
strands were consistently in place in the lives of young people who were successful at
connecting their belief system (telos) with their behavior (praxis). In other words, three
important strands in life, when utilized in the college years, will typically allow an
individual to weave together a “fabric” that supports a life where beliefs and convictions
are in sync with behavior.158
The first strand is the presence of a worldview that is sufficient to make sense of
life—a worldview that addresses the challenges of the modern world and the crises of
life.159 This finding is especially helpful as I seek to address the needs of students located
in the Western-consumerist culture where a telos of personal comfort and convenience
dominate.
The second strand is as important as the first. The young person needs a mentor
who incarnates the worldview that the student has discovered as sufficient to address all
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of life, giving flesh and bone to the vision of “the good life.”160 The mentor is the visual
image of the telos of which the student has intellectually taken hold. By embodying this
vision, the mentor helps the student navigate daily decisions and activities that will set
the course for life.
The third strand, though seemingly similar to the second, is ultimately a critical
element for the student’s long-term success in syncing their behaviors with their beliefs
and convictions. The young person needs a Christian community, a group of like-minded
people who share the worldview that the student has adopted. It is within this context that
each member is able to practice the lessons they are learning from their mentor. In
community, habits are formed and solidified; where support and encouragement to live
according to personal convictions is found. This is also the place where a counter-cultural
form of living takes hold, enabling its members to battle against cultural forces that
would daily keep them from living a life devoted to God as a follower of Christ.161
My claim is rooted in Garber’s assertions: Students will most effectively learn to
incarnate the life of Jesus in the Western-consumerist context through a multifaceted
discipleship approach that offers them the opportunity to challenge the more harmful
effects of their Western-consumerist culture on their behavior. It is a process that
includes: 1) A message: a vision of the Christian worldview that defines who they are as
participants in God’s meta-narrative, 2) A mode: an approach to communicating this
message from a holistic perspective of the individual that engages the mind, heart, and
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body, and 3) A milieu: the proper social setting required to nurture life-long spiritual
transformation.
While I am confident that the process I am about to outline in detail has merit for
this young generation and its particular time and place in history, I am also aware that it
is an ancient approach, at its core, that has been used by Christians for centuries. In that
regard, I am not presenting anything new. But, what I do hope to accomplish here is to
provide the Church, and those of us serving young students in this Western-consumerist
context, tools that will help us form a contextualized approach for communicating the
Gospel message to an emerging generation. Toward this end, the three important topics
are addressed: message, mode and milieu.
The Message: Envisioning “the Good Life”
Effectively equipping anyone to live as Christ incarnate in the world begins with
communicating a message that explains the existence and purpose of the created order.
This message will yield a perspective of who we are as participants in God’s story—the
meta-narrative.162 Young adults today generally lack an understanding of their place in
the world, as revealed through the biblical narrative. The highly individualistic Westernconsumerist culture draws a picture for students where the sovereign self is at the center
of life’s purpose. However, in reality, God is at the center, and students have been created
for His glory, invited into that story where they can find purpose, joy, and fulfillment.
Yet this God-centered story goes largely unheard by students today in our postmodern academic context. This has not always been the case. The university’s original
purpose, founded in modernity, was to transform character, done in part by passing on the
162
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meaning of life to students.163 Over the past few centuries, however, this purpose has
shifted to the passing on of information. The original vision of the university has been
lost in a post-modern world, where moral relativity and the absence of absolute truth
dominate the perspective of our educators, and where students struggle to locate an allencompassing meaning of life.164
Dallas Willard, a prominent voice in the field of spiritual formation, asserts that
becoming like Christ starts with a proper vision of God’s purpose for humanity. He says,
The vision that underlies spiritual transformation into Christlikeness is the vision
of life now and forever in the range of God’s effective will. That is, we partake of
the divine nature…and participate by our actions in what God is doing now in our
lifetime on earth.165
A proper vision of the meaning of life (telos) is one that locates God at the center
of the meaning and purpose of life. God invites us to participate with Him in His
restorative purpose through Christ. It is a story built upon the virtue of love.166 This is not
a selfish sort of love, a narrative that permeates society today, but a self-sacrificing love.
For Willard, self-denial is the “indispensable foundation” for spiritual formation.167
The Western-consumerist vision of “the good life” ultimately leads to depression,
hopelessness, discouragement, and apathy, as students move through life each day. They
progress along in a “drama” that positions them at the center of the world as they pursue
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comfort and financial security. This narrative presents a vision inadequate to deal with
life’s pains and struggles—insufficient to construct a coherent vision across all of life.168
Ultimately, our youth need a meta-narrative that includes strong themes of hope and love.
These themes form a strong foundation that is not only adequate to deal with life’s most
difficult dilemmas, but sufficient to help them actually find peace and contentment in the
midst of those dilemmas.
Our goal, as educators, pastors, mentors and parents is to help these emerging
adults discover their place in the world. We want them to be able to enthusiastically
engage the world’s social systems with a hopefulness that implores them to be a part of
making the world a better place for humanity. Having obtained this proper vision of
God’s restorative plan for all aspects of His creation, we are then able to connect our faith
with all of life’s elements because we understand that God is using us to transform every
aspect of the world for His good purposes. Yet, our youth have largely disconnected their
faith from life’s biggest issues. They tend to keep their religious beliefs in a separate
“identity lockbox,” as Tim Clydesdale explains.169 They do this, in part, because they see
political leaders and other social leaders who do not openly allow their religious beliefs to
impact their public behavior. Moreover, students are directed by educators to keep their
religious beliefs from entering the classroom. They are therefore trapped in a postmodern context, where the absence of absolute truth and the existence of moral relativity
encourages a compartmentalized faith. They cannot see how their personal, individual,
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self-centered belief system can penetrate a larger society comprised of multitudes of
similarly structured beliefs.170
As students begin to understand who they are, as players in God’s unfolding
drama, they are encouraged to live for a noble purpose.171 Our calling, as God’s
ambassadors in the world, is not to abandon social structures, nor is it to live in seclusion;
rather, we are called to engage social systems, infusing them with the character of
Jesus.172 Newbigin points out that when we engage the world and embody the true
meaning of the human story, we are actually doing the work, the mission, of God.173
Conversely, he reminds us that we are called to challenge our culture and the story it
tells.174 We accomplish both of these tasks by living within the story of God, engaging
the world in our own time and place. This has been our calling from God throughout
history. From the time Israel entered into the Promised Land, through the centuries of the
Church’s interaction with the world, God’s people have been entrusted with a story. This
story was embodied in the life of Jesus and it remains central to our mission as Christ’s
followers. Our young generation needs to hear this story.
The Mode: Engaging the Whole Person (Mind, Heart, Body)
How is it that today’s emerging adults will best hear this message? This question
is one that the Church must continually address if it wants to find success in capturing the
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interest of each new generation. In missions, the concept of contextualization describes a
process of shaping the Gospel message into cultural forms that accurately communicate a
desired meaning into a specific cultural context.175 This practice is best accomplished
when these cultural forms penetrate an individual at multiple levels—intellectually,
emotionally, physically, as well as spiritually. The emerging generation is not at all
satisfied with mere intellectual engagement. In fact, Elmore’s research notes that young
people today need to be captured on an emotional and relational level, as well as on an
intellectual level. They are most interested in educational processes that capture their
hearts through emotionally engaging experiences.176 Therefore, an effective process of
discipleship for students today will include a holistic approach (simultaneously engaging
the mind, heart, and body), where the student’s integrated self (soul) is completely
engaged in a process where their imagination is stimulated. Again, we easily recognize
that this approach is an ancient one, modeled for us centuries ago by Jesus, who was
imitating the practices of rabbinic teachers before him.
I think it is important, at the outset of this discussion, to identify a problem that
exists in the Church today. There seems to be a difficulty in conceptualizing the
individual in a holistic way as we consider the modern discipleship task. The evangelical
church, rooted in modernity, has typically approached discipleship from a perspective
that sees the intellect as the mechanism that ultimately controls behavior. This view holds
that acquiring proper understanding, or knowledge, is sufficient to direct one toward
proper behavior. Herein lies one area where the Church can learn something from the
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post-modern perspective, which interprets the individual person as a unified collection of
distinct elements.177 The mind is only a part of the total person. The heart (passions,
desires, emotions), as well as the physical body, play important roles in developing
behavior, so these elements of the person also need to be engaged in any process that
purposes to transform the total person (soul).178
Willard recognizes this reality and addresses it at length as he unfolds his model
of spiritual formation, concluding that the most effective approach to discipleship
includes elements that speak to the individual at every level.179 Ultimately, Willard
knows that to be the incarnation of Christ in our culture, we must be spiritually
transformed, which is a “Holy Spirit-driven process.”180 Moreover, while becoming like
Jesus (in character) is in the end the work of God, a holistic view of the person will yield
a discipleship process that provides our youth with the best chance of experiencing life
transformation through God’s grace.
In my proposal for a holistic approach to spiritual formation, I include three key
components of the person to consider: mind, heart, and body. Each of these smaller
elements of the larger whole play a critical role in the process of enabling students both to
acquire (envision) a Christian worldview (telos), as well as to formulate patterns of
behavior (praxis) that faithfully embody that vision of “the good life.” This holistic
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approach is the means through which educators, pastors, mentors and parents will
effectively lead students to successfully connect vision with behavior.
Mind
When I speak of the “mind,” I am referring to the intellect, to cognitive
understanding and assent. The mind serves a critically important function in the spiritual
transformation process. Willard asserts that we enter into the spiritual formation process,
early on, through our thoughts. He says, “Thoughts are where we begin to truly
change.”181 It is in our thoughts where new insights are stored. Over time, new ideas are
formed as these insights combine with other parts of our understanding. Eventually, our
brain works to bring cohesiveness to form the basis of an intellectual framework, which
grows to a sufficient depth of understanding capable of supporting complex beliefs—
even a comprehensive vision of the meaning of life.
Therefore, it follows that an important first step toward redirecting one’s telos is
to recognize the critical role of the mind, taking steps to provide the intellectual
framework necessary to construct a given life narrative. As Willard points out, engaging
the mind is where Jesus typically started his discipleship process. He proclaimed a
message. He started with the right information.182 This point is rather obvious, but
Christians are called, as people entrusted with God’s message, to understand our culture
at a cognitive level, so that we are able to articulate, and ultimately embody (incarnate),
the Gospel message. This approach to life requires an intellectual understanding of our
present reality. I appreciate Stanley Grenz’s thoughts in this regard when he says:
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Part of the Christian calling is to appraise any new ethos that shapes the culture in
which God calls believers to live as his people. One goal of this task is to equip
the church to articulate and embody the gospel in the context of that culture.183
Grenz is speaking of an effort that is ultimately initiated in the mind. We
“appraise” thoughts through reflection and contemplation.
However, in a harried and hurried society that largely discourages stillness and
focus, students not only lack opportunities to be reflective and contemplative, but they
are also losing their understanding of the benefits of these practices. This is generally true
for all of Western society.184 These skills are necessary if one is to carefully examine
life’s most complex matters. Without the necessary skills, and lacking intentional
opportunities to examine the Western-consumerist context, for example, students will be
increasingly challenged to recognize the significance of this culture’s most harmful
effects on their behavior. Reflective thinking is critical to understanding culture and to
building recognition for the need to develop new patterns of behavior.
James K.A. Smith points out that culture loses power over us when we critically
examine it. Once we recognize cultural practices for what they really are, “formative
liturgies bent on shaping and aiming our desire,” their effect on us can be significantly
minimized.185 Learning to analyze our own culture, however, is an extremely difficult
task. Again, recalling the thoughts of Newbigin who likens our culture to the lenses of
our spectacles, we peer through them, but we do not see them. It is only when we step
outside of our home culture for a period of time and experience the stress that comes
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when those things we take for granted each day, the rules by which we conduct our lives,
are no longer in place, that we begin to comprehend the existence of culture.186 Only after
such experiences are we truly prepared to critique culture. I suspect that Mark Twain was
touching on this concept when he said, “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrowmindedness.”187 Stepping outside of what we know allows us to take in the world from a
new perspective.
Our youth need experienced, culturally alert, leaders who can help them develop a
broader perspective of the world from which they can more effectively critique the
Western-consumerist context. They need a process of Christian discipleship that is
specifically addressing the harmful effects of Western-consumerism through intelligent
cultural analysis. Too often, thoughtful and informed cultural analysis is not a part of a
discipleship curriculum.188 When this occurs, the undetected powerful force of culture is
allowed to sweep its captives along—those living under its influence.
Engaging the mind is only the beginning, however. The need for doing more in
spiritual formation has never been greater. Because teens are not as intellectually curious
as they once were, knowledge must be offered to them in ways that capture their attention
and imagination. Clydesdale notes, “They will consider new subjects and new fields of
inquiry when presented to them in an engaging manner.”189 Therefore, effective
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discipleship will also include experiences that engage them at the heart level by igniting
their passions.
Heart
As I turn to consider the “heart,” I include within this category the human
elements of desire, passion and emotions, which ultimately give rise to an individual’s
will. Willard separates emotions from the heart in his study, but for the sake of simplicity
I have included them together. Our heart is a powerful force in determining who we are
and the decisions we make each day. For this reason, it is essential that any formative
process for young people include an intention to “capture their heart.”
In his book, Desiring the Kingdom, Smith challenges the widely accepted view
that one’s worldview is predominantly shaped by beliefs. Instead, he argues that humans
are creatures of desire, pulled toward our worldview through the things we love. Smith is
not saying that the mind has no role in the formation of our worldview, but he is saying
that the Church needs to reconsider the importance of the heart, and passions, in this
process. He says,
Our ultimate love moves us and motivates us because we are lured by this picture
of human flourishing. Rather than being pushed by beliefs, we are pulled by a
telos that we desire. It’s not so much that we’re intellectually convinced and then
muster the willpower to pursue what we ought; rather, at a precognitive level, we
are attracted to a vision of the good life that has been painted for us in stories and
myths, images and icons. It is not primarily our minds that are captivated but
rather our imaginations that are captured, and when our imagination is hooked,
we’re hooked.190
Smith describes here a formation process that takes place at a “precognitive
level”—something that happens before we analyze it intellectually. He describes humans
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as being attracted to a vision of “the good life” through our imaginations as opposed to
our intellect. This vision is developed and shaped through our culture’s values,
communicated to us through cultural forms. We pick up on these values at an inner heart
level, acting instinctively in ways that will satisfy our desires. We do this because our
hearts have been captured by a particular vision of “the good life.”
In the Western-consumerist context, the story of the shopping mall is useful to
help understand Smith’s point. We are taught instinctively through this narrative that the
world revolves around us as soon as we enter this space. It is a hospitable environment
where we are made to feel comfortable. We lose sight of concerns and worries as we drift
into a state of existence that is “spiritual” in nature. Even the architecture tends to pull
our attention upward. It is here, in this special space, where we imagine a world where
we are at the center, where troubles do not exist, and we are indeed hooked.191
In a similar way, students need to be captivated, at the heart level, by a proper
vision of “the good life.” This is not merely an intellectual understanding of telos, but it is
an image, a vision, of the meaning of life that captures the imagination and pulls the
individual toward it. As a leader, I have learned over time that sharing vision is a
difficult process that takes time and energy. Casting vision is ultimately about
transferring heart desires to another person. But when done effectively, vision can
transform the imagination and inspire others to adopt new behaviors. Effective education
transfers vision from teacher to student.
Smith describes the traditional goal of Christian education as the development of
a Christian perspective, or a Christian worldview. This is usually taken to be a system of
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“Christian beliefs, ideas, and doctrines.”192 However, education needs to be about the
formation of the heart’s desires if the Church is going to effectively equip this generation
for service in God’s kingdom. Students have a strong desire to accomplish something
significant in the world, but they lack the proper vision required to achieve such
desires.193 Craig Oldenberg discovered in his research that emerging adults advance in
their spiritual formation as they are given a picture of what God is doing in the world.194
An understanding of God’s larger activity in the world can grab their heart and give them
a vision, propelling them to be used in significant ways to change the world.
Body
The Church would do well to recognize that the Western-consumerist narrative is
already at work capturing the heart of our youth. It does this by not only speaking to their
passions and emotions, but by engaging their bodies through experiences and daily
routines.
Once again, referencing Willard is a good place to begin. He views the body in
terms of the actions and interactions we experience within the physical world.195 The
body has throughout church history played a very significant role in the spiritual
formation process. The spiritual disciplines are bodily practices that serve to remind us of
spiritual realities. They include things like prayer and fasting, silence and solitude,
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worship and service, study and memorization of scripture. Each discipline is designed to
counter ingrained habits of sin in our lives.
The disciplines are not magical in themselves; rather, they are merely tools at our
disposal that serve to put us in a position to receive, by God’s grace, the transformative
power of the Holy Spirit. I appreciate Foster’s image of the seedbed at this point. We
cannot make a seed grow, but we can place it within a context to give it the best chance
of growing. The disciplines are the seedbed of spiritual growth. We place ourselves in a
position that gives us the best opportunity for receiving God’s grace and experiencing
spiritual growth.196
As I have already demonstrated, telos is formed through both the engagement of
the mind and the heart. The intellect is necessary in this process, though it is sometimes a
more passive partner in the process as it yields control to the passions of the heart. This
fact is keenly evident when we add to this picture the role that the body typically plays in
helping to shape our image of “the good life.” James K.A. Smith puts forth the idea that
cultural practices and rituals carry within them an “embedded telos.” He says,
…there is an intimate and inextricable link between the telos to which we are
being oriented and the practices that are shaping us in that direction…[The
practices] are essentially loaded with a particular vision of the good life—a
specific vision of telos—which is then communicated or transmitted to our desire
through the practice.197
Therefore, as we engage in daily routines, a particular telos is subtly reinforced in
our being through each activity. Left unchecked, or failing to intellectually reflect and
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critique our behaviors, we eventually allow these “hidden messengers” to produce
ingrained habits within us that, over time, lead us toward their vision “the good life.”
Smith is ultimately concerned that, while there are both sacred and secular
“liturgies” at work in our world that are shaping us, Christians are very easily caught up
in the more harmful secular liturgies that lead us toward a telos that is diametrically
opposed to the telos God has for us. He states,
The core claim of this book is that liturgies—whether “sacred” or “secular”—
shape and constitute our identities by forming our most fundamental desires and
our most basic attunement to the world. In short, liturgies make us certain kinds of
people, and what defines us is what we love…Liturgies aim our love to different
ends precisely by training our hearts through our bodies.198
Perhaps it is now easier to see the danger that exists for a young generation that is
so powerfully swept up in a culture that encourages its participants to practice daily
“liturgies” that point their ultimate “love” toward something other than God. We should
recognize, however, this is not anything new, but an ancient struggle. The Church has
always faced this tension of maintaining a kingdom perspective in the world.
Throughout history the response to this struggle has remained consistent. The
Church has pursued spiritual disciplines to remind us of the realities of the kingdom, and
to retrain our body toward a proper telos. But the disciplines alone are not adequate to
lead us toward an undivided love of God. Spiritual transformation comes, Willard says,
as we retrain our bodies.199 But, this is not an isolated process. Changing practices
without addressing belief will not bring about character transformation. It is only when
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the love of God is adopted that we are empowered, from the inside-out, to break the
ingrained habits of sin within us.200
Therefore, an effective formation process will include practices, rituals and
routines that are built around a particular vision of “the good life.”201 These practices
need to capture the attention of young people. They need to include experiences that are
by nature adventurous, and intense—even disorienting.202 Of particular value are crosscultural experiences that stretch students’ boundaries and help them to expand their
understanding of God’s activity in the world. When utilized effectively, bodily practices
(spiritual disciplines) yield new insights for the participant, which in turn serves to
transform their mind and heart.203
While I still need to address the topic of the spiritual disciplines further, I will
close this section with this reminder from James K.A. Smith:
Being a disciple of Jesus is not primarily a matter of getting the right ideas and
doctrines into your head in order to guarantee proper behavior; rather, it’s a matter
of being the kind of person who loves rightly—who loves God and neighbor and
is oriented to the world by the primacy of that love.204
Following Jesus is not about obtaining the right data set. Ultimately, it is about our
actions, and interactions, in the physical world.
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The human is a complex being. And the formation process is at many points a
mystery. However, history tells us that spiritual transformation happens over time, by the
grace of God, in the lives of those individuals whose hearts are aligned toward Him. To
set the stage for effective discipleship, however, there is still one vital piece to be
addressed in this process of helping students connect their belief and behavior: the
context of a Christian community.
The Milieu: Mentors and Christian Community
If the previous section described the means through which effective discipleship
takes place, then this section describes the social context, or milieu, in which effective
discipleship lives. Because effective discipleship is a calling to pass on to others our everdeepening levels of spiritual maturity, it is only carried out within the context of a
Christian community. It requires an intentional and purposeful plan. This plan includes
two important “anchors”: Christian mentors and community.
As I begin to describe a healthy discipleship context for students, I call attention
to the purpose of the Church. The Church is the “body of Christ,” the earthly presence
(dwelling) of God’s love.205 We are the ones “called out” (ekklesia206) for a purpose—to
share the Good News with the world. We are God’s stewards, blessed in order to be a
blessing to others.207 Being the conduit of God’s blessings has always been a part of the
meta-narrative—God’s plan for His people. This reality was a part of the promise for
Abraham’s family, it was the calling of the nation of Israel, and it is the present situation
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for the Church today. The Church is God’s evidence to the world that He is powerfully at
work bringing humanity joy, peace, and love.
Newbigin reminds us that as a Christian community we indwell God’s story
together.208 John Wesley notes, “Christianity is essentially a social religion and to turn it
into a solitary religion is indeed to destroy it.”209 Bonheoffer declares that we are to live
“life together.”210 In community, the Church bears witness to “the manifold wisdom of
God” to the world.211
The Church has never been perfect. Its history is fraught with internal strife. It has
not always acted as the presence of love in the world. Although, through all of its
struggles, it has endured as the living organism that has been entrusted with the Message
of God. The Church has endured because it consistently turns back to its ancient roots,
recalling its purpose and re-visioning its methods by giving attention to the practices of
those who have gone before us—the saints—whose lives represent a richness of thought
and wisdom.
Therefore, it is no surprise my research should conclude in a place where a
multitude of others have also found promise: in Christian community. It is important that
I give opportunity here for other voices to speak, especially those who have served to
shape this project.
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Garber affirms that we can only effectively challenge culture and live a
committed faith in a life that is shared in Christian community.212 Kavanaugh asserts that
the most effective means for fostering a Christian faith and challenging culture are found
within the context of a communally shared Christian life.213 Palmer is convinced that an
effective educational environment is set within a context of trusted community.214
Willard notes that God is only truly knowable through the redeemed community.215
Newbigin reminds us that it is only within the context of a “…supranational,
multicultural family of churches that we can find the resources to be at the same time
faithful sustainers and cherishers of our respective cultures and also faithful critics of
them.”216
Recognizing the importance of the Church, any plan for discipling emerging
adults will take place within the context of a Christian community. There are two
important elements to recognize at this point: mentors and Christian community. I refer to
them as “anchors” because they serve to hold us securely as we live within the everpresent danger of culture’s forceful current.
Mentors
First, mentors serve a critical role. Students need deep personal relationships with
those who are living lives that embody the Christian worldview. They need a mentor who
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understands the grand story God is telling (telos), who lives within that story, who knows
our culture is feeding us false information, and who can successfully lead them through
life’s complex social structures. Mentors, through relational experiences, provide our
youth tangible evidence that it is possible to live out our convictions faithfully.
The incredible irony of the emerging generation is that they are more socially
connected than any other generation in history, but increasingly unable to establish depth
in relationships. They long for meaningful relationships.217 The Church can, and should,
offer solutions to this dilemma. Young people are desperately looking for those who are
modeling the lifestyle of Jesus in a consumerist culture.218 We, therefore, cannot afford to
sit idle, watching the vast majority of our students walk out of the Church during their
high school and college years. When we do this, we are handing over the important task
of discipleship to the culture, to their college professors, and to their peers (who are also
struggling to make sense of the world).
Christian Community
Second, students need community as the milieu for practicing the lessons learned
from their mentors. It is not enough for our young people to only hear the message and to
see it lived out in the life of a mentor. They also need opportunities to practice these
lessons, for this is where habits are formed and solidified. Young people must live life as
a part of a Christian community that also lives according to the worldview that students
are trying to faithfully practice. Students benefit greatly by being a part of a community
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that supports and encourages them in their convictions and models a counter-cultural
form of living that upholds them in their battle against cultural forces that would daily
keep them from living a life devoted to God as a follower of Christ.
Though similar to the previous point on mentoring, what we are talking about
here is a bit different. Communities are where the lessons we learn from mentors are
practiced and formed. Communities provide the social context we need to learn new
things, and to experience the power of God. Communities challenge us to consider new
ideas, and they afford opportunities for our young people to hear the "Good News" in
fresh ways, and to creatively express God’s story to others. This emerging generation
needs to experience within milieu of the Church the empowered life in the Spirit.
Only in community are we able to embody the all-important truth of “God as
owner of everything.”219 We are merely stewards of what God has given to us. This
reality was lived out among the community of the Early Church in Acts, where they
shared their possessions willingly. Community is the necessary context that allows us to
visibly project an understanding of our world that is very different from the secular
understanding where the underlying premises tend to be entirely opposite from kingdom
truths.
Conclusion: An Ancient Approach, Sufficient for Western-Consumerists
To conclude, it will be helpful to not only summarize some of the more recent
ideas of others that have been highlighted in this project, but to also recall the important
elements of this ancient approach to discipleship and spiritual formation As we do this,
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we will briefly touch on a few key worship practices (disciplines) that can be used to
specifically counter the ill effects of Western-consumerism.
Summarizing Current Ideas
Several similarities exist in the ideas of others who have taken on the specific
topic of reaching an emerging generation with the Good News. For example,
Kavanaugh’s key for successfully challenging the formative forces of the Westernconsumerist world involves 1) actively taking a stand against culture, in community, and
2) practicing spiritual disciplines.220 James K.A. Smith’s approach is markedly similar.
His is a three-pronged approach, which includes 1) intellectual examination, 2)
immersion in worship/community, and 3) developing monastic habits.221 Christian Smith
details five critical elements, including: 1) intentionally teaching emerging adults to
recognize the formative power of culture on behavior, 2) recognizing the critical need for
mentors, 3) providing our youth with a vision for something better than the predominant
message of culture, 4) contextualizing the message for young believers, and 5)
recognizing that God is the one who opens the eyes to truth.222 All three of these voices
are calling for a largely similar way forward that, when combined with Garber’s findings,
gives support for the details of my thesis.
My thesis asserts that college students will be most effectively equipped to
incarnate the love of God in their time and place when they 1) receive the proper
message: a vision of the Christian worldview that defines who they are as participants in
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God’s meta-narrative, 2) through a particular mode of communication: an approach to
communicating this message, in a contextualized form, from a holistic perspective of the
individual that engages the mind, heart, and body, and 3) within the milieu of Christian
community: the proper social context required to nurture life-long spiritual
transformation. If we, as educators, pastors, mentors and parents fall short of this
standard, our efforts will not produce the results that our youth deserve.
Recalling Ancient Practices
In reality, I am calling for a remembrance of a very ancient approach to
discipleship. Jesus concentrated a great deal of energy on communicating the message of
the “kingdom of God,” and its proximity to the lives of his listeners.223 He communicated
this message as he lived life with his disciples. He engaged them through every aspect of
their being: mind, heart and body.224 He did all of this in community. He did not isolate
himself from others, but in fact lived in the midst of people, modeling a way of life for
others to follow.225
At the center of this ancient model is worship. Jesus displayed for us how worship
is to permeate every aspect of our lives. Worship is not something we do on Sunday;
rather, it is the motivation for, and product of, our every movement. Worship and the
practice of the spiritual disciplines keeps us firmly connected to God, shaping us into the
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image of His love, so we can be ambassadors for Christ in our culture—agents of cultural
renewal. 226
Several spiritual disciplines serve to directly counter the cultural forces of
Western-consumerism. I touch on these only briefly. Further study should be done in
each of these areas—study which engages us mind, heart and body.
Simplicity is an important discipline. It teaches us to live life with minimal
distractions. In simplicity, our possessions become available to others. Our focus turns
toward what we truly need, not to what we do not yet possess. We gladly share our
abundance with others. We find satisfaction in Creation.227
Sabbath keeping, taking a day to cease from our work in order to participate in
deep worship, rest and delight,228 reminds us that God is the one who ultimately provides
for our needs. This is an especially appropriate discipline for a society bent on measuring
self-worth in terms of busy-ness.229
Tithing keeps us in tune with our position as God’s stewards. He owns everything
and we are His servants, entrusted with material possessions so that we can be a blessing
to those in need. Tithing forces us to budget our funds wisely. In a debt-laden society,
this discipline serves to keep God at the center of our financial planning.230
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Perhaps this is a rather unconventional discipline, but I propose Christians would
benefit by taking up the practice of “child sponsorship.” Avenues of entry into this
practice are abundantly available today. The act of being a “champion” for a child living
in poverty further reminds us that we have the opportunity each day to impact the life of
those in need, regardless of their geographical location. Being a champion, however, is
about more than mere financial support. It is truly about utilizing the technology that
exists today in productive ways to be connected to “orphans and widows”—the
vulnerable ones in our world. Being a champion is also about accepting responsibility for
the global consequences of our Western-consumerist behaviors. A sponsored child will
remind us that even small sacrifices made on our part today can have powerfully
significant and life-altering results for others.231
Possibilities for the Future
Finally, what can the world look like when an ancient, yet sufficient for the
context of the Western-consumerist college student, approach to discipleship takes hold?
We can imagine the Holy Spirit powerfully at work in the lives of God’s people, acting as
a “restorative” agent in the world. Perhaps we should allow the imaginations of others
speak to us at this point?
Students will engage the world’s social systems, pursuing God’s restorative
purposes, as his “faithful presence” in the world.232 Globally connected youth, having
received the heart of God, will begin to develop new models to tackle the world’s biggest
231
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Christianity in the Late Modern World (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 4. Also see chapters 7
and 8 for an in depth discussion.
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social, economic and political problems.233 Communities will be transformed from the
inside out as a young generation discovers that the key to relieving poverty lies in
empowering local believers.234 History will repeat itself as an emerging generation seeks
the heart of God. Stories with the historical significance of the “Haystack Prayer
Meeting,” which set into motion the Modern Missionary Movement, will be told to a later
generation.235 Young people will be willing to look beyond the religious elite to fix the
brokenness in the world. There will no longer be a separation in the Church between the
“secular” and the “sacred” as the laity rise up to their calling to be the priesthood of
believers.236 The Church will take back its vital function to be the restorative agent to the
world—a function that has been handed over to our culture.237 A narcissistic generation
will wake up to the reality of a God who is at the center of life’s story. A society that
currently seeks its own comfort, peace and prosperity will begin to challenge this
narrative, and redirect its focus to love and serve others.
As God’s people, we can certainly imagine a hopeful future. Although, even when
we have done all we can to serve this generation, it is only by the grace of God that our
labors will bear fruit. The Holy Spirit works powerfully through those whose hearts are
focused on Him. Therefore, we hold firmly to the hope we have in the One who has the
ability to do much more than we can possibly imagine.
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May the ancient practices, as well as the present voices of God’s holy people,
continue to direct our future. May we continuously acknowledge that we have been
created to be a part of God’s unfolding drama. May we long to be re-created by the power
of the Holy Spirit so that we can intimately engage the world as the incarnate love and
grace of God, in our time and place, ultimately, recognizing Him as the source of our
spiritual transformation, as Augustine did, when he penned this enduring truth: “What
can save us but your hand remaking what you have made?”238
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SECTION 4: TRACK 02 ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION

The Track 02 DMin dissertation calls for the development of a practical ministry
tool (Artifact), which draws from the research discoveries of the Written Statement. The
Written Statement portion is not designed to be as substantial as the PhD, but it is
expected to provide a level of depth adequate to establish the theoretical and theological
foundation of the Artifact.
My specific research findings point to the need for a practical ministry tool that
includes several critical elements for effective spiritual formation among young adults,
specifically college students living within the Western-consumerist social context of the
USA. Therefore, my Artifact, developed with the overall mission and vision of the
campus ministry organization that I lead in mind, is a cross-cultural, service-learning
experience, which is designed to meet each of these critical elements.
First, it recognizes the need for a contextualized presentation of the Gospel
message. It leads the participants to critically examine the often “unseen” influences of
their Western-consumerist culture by pulling them out of that context for an extended
period of time, placing them in a new cultural setting. This serves to provide the student
with a new perspective of their world, and challenges them to evaluate the ingrained
habits that hinder their spiritual growth.
Second, it utilizes a holistic approach in the spiritual formation process. It engages
the entire person: mind, heart and body. Learning is achieved in community, through
shared experiences. Each day the participant is required to synthesize intellectual ideas
with lived situations.
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Third, it demonstrates to the student the critical need for mentors and Christian
community. Students are led to work, study and practice spiritual disciplines alongside of
mentors and peers. As a community, new insights are gained as the Spirit is allowed to
speak through others.
The Artifact is organized into 40 “lessons.” Each lesson is designed to stimulate
new ideas as the student engages the curriculum on an intellectual level through
individual reflection and group discussions. Space is given in the course of each day for
various activities that help to enhance the learning experience through practical
application and discovery. Spiritual disciplines are also practiced throughout the activity,
including Scripture reading and memorization, periods of prayerful silence and solitude,
service, journaling and reflection. The day is concluded with a time for group debriefing,
where insights gained can be shared openly, providing further opportunities for learning.
The lessons are structured to first challenge the student to consider the meaning of
life through a presentation of the “meta-narrative”—God’s overarching story of salvation
through Jesus. It then turns the focus of the participant toward competing narratives,
especially Western-consumerism and individualism. Once the participant’s eyes are
opened to the realities of their own culture, the life of Jesus is examined, especially the
importance of self-denial in the life of Jesus and his followers. The curriculum then calls
the participant to action, exhorting each individual to develop a plan for their spiritual
growth, identifying several key elements to living a life that exemplifies the love and
grace of God in the Western-consumerist context.
Fortunately, I was able to field test the curriculum with a small group of college
students and campus ministers before completing the dissertation process. This allowed
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me to make some significant adjustments to the curriculum, which are reflected in the
version included below. In May 2013, I led a group of seven students and ministry staff
to Kenya for a period of 14 days. We moved through the curriculum at an accelerated
pace, reading 2-4 lessons each day, as time allowed. During the first 6 days of the
experience we worked to reflect upon, and deconstruct individualism and the Westernconsumerist worldview. Being positioned in a cross-cultural setting for this process
allowed for effective learning, and lively conversation to take place. I limited internet
availability, and provided space throughout the day for the practice of various spiritual
disciplines. The group typically took time each day, morning and evening, to reflect on
our experiences. I was surprised at how quickly and easily the group adopted these
changes to their routine. The group dynamics quickly developed to a point where each
participant was willing to share with one another in sometimes deeply personal ways. On
days 7-11 we focused our attention on the life of Jesus, and on the concept of selfsacrifice. Because we were working among the poor each day, the participants were
confronted in very tangible ways with their own self-centered behaviors. The final 3 days
we looked to the future. Each participant was encouraged to think through a process of
developing a long-term plan for successful spiritual growth. Debrief ensued after the
experience, for a period of three months.
Perhaps one of the most startling discoveries surrounded the idea of mentors.
Each one of the participants longed to be in a relationship with at least one mentor, but
none of them felt like they knew how to pursue such a relationship, or what that
relationship might ultimately look like in real practice. As anticipated, participants were
convinced that their relative wealth created a responsibility that they had not recognized
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prior to this experience. In the weeks following the experience, each participant was able
to articulate clearly the negative influences of Western-consumerism on their lives,
identifying various practices that they wanted to implement into their lives to minimize
the negative influences of their culture.
Because of the obvious success of the experience, a 2014 event has been approved.
Impact is also looking to expand the curriculum to include a version that is designed for
an Asian context. Moreover, I am giving consideration to producing an abbreviated
version of the curriculum that could be used for shorter experiences, perhaps as short as
7-10 days.

SECTION 5: TRACK 02 ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION

This section of the Track 02 dissertation details the overall design and structure of the
Artifact, including a plan for its implementation. It includes a discussion on the overall
goals and strategies, the intended audience, the scope and content, as well as budget
considerations. It concludes with an action plan, which outlines the steps required to
complete the project.

Goals and Strategies


The primary goal is to help students gain a better perspective on their Westernconsumerist culture, by leading them through a cross-cultural, service-learning
experience that is designed to engage their entire soul (heart, mind, and body).
o Goal 1: The program will help students understand their cultural context
(Western-consumerism) in order to more readily identify its more harmful
effects on their Christian spirituality. This goal is achieved by situating the
participants in a foreign culture for an extended period of time.
o Goal 2: The program will help students understand certain theological
truths that counter consumerism ideals, learning to practically live out
these truths in the Western context. A formal curriculum will be used that
will engage the student intellectually, as well as emotionally and
physically, through a series of activities.
o Goal 3: The program will help students understand the importance of
spiritual disciplines, and the difficulties the Western social context
presents for the proper maintenance of these disciplines, developing
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strategies for adopting the disciplines into their daily rituals. This is
achieved through the curriculum, as the student engages the disciplines in
community.
o Goal 4: The program will help students understand the importance of
mentors and Christian community, giving them the insight needed to
develop strategies for maintaining these relationships long-term.
o Goal 5: The program will help students understand their place in God’s
meta-narrative, providing them with the tools needed to develop a
sustainable vision for enacting an incarnational Christian faith in the
Western-consumerist context.


The Artifact will be tested through a pilot group of both students and campus
ministry professionals, through the ministry organization I lead, Impact Campus
Ministries.



The project will exist as an element of student discipleship within a larger
framework of ICM’s long-term objectives of reaching students on university
campuses throughout the USA.



Program mentors will be selected from our existing ministry staff, as well as from
other interested individuals.



Efforts will be made to track the overall effectiveness of the program through
annual questionnaires delivered to participants.

Audience


The project is aimed at the following groups/individuals:
o University/college students
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o Campus ministry professionals who are assisting in the program, or
evaluating the program for possible future involvement
o Mission organizations looking for ways to improve their internship
programs
o Other ministry professionals looking for programs to disciple college
students
o Others who are interested in serving as a mentor for a young adult

Project Scope and Content


The Artifact, in “booklet” form, will include the following elements:
o A series of 40 lessons, designed to help the participant deconstruct their
worldview in order to reconstruct a more Christ-centered purpose of life
o Theoretical lesson points, intentionally and strategically designed to
especially examine the origin and nature of Western-consumerism, as well
as other applicable theological studies
o Activities designed, within the cross-cultural context of Kenya (other
locations will be added later), to illustrate and highlight these theoretical
lesson points
o A guide to help promote the practice of daily spiritual disciplines, daily
reflection and journaling activities within the context of a tightly woven
Christian community
o A guide to help the participant develop a long-term plan for living as the
incarnate love of God in their social context, and to help the participant
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identify the importance of mentors and Christian community, enabling
them to maintain these relationships over the long-term

Standards of Publication


A “booklet” form that can serve multiple functions as:
o A daily journal for thoughts and reflections
o A daily reader that contains the theoretical lesson plans, designed to help
the student dissect and decipher their Western-consumerist cultural
context, lesson points on the origin and nature of consumerism, as well as
applicable theological studies
o A daily reader and guide in spiritual disciplines
o An activity guide designed to illustrate theoretical lesson points
o A guide to assist the participant in daily group reflection and journaling
activities

Artifact Promotion


The Artifact will be promoted through Impact Campus Ministries, and the various
campus ministry teams that are a part of the organization’s network.



The Artifact may be promoted through other means in the future, after the initial
testing period is completed.

Artifact Budget


The budget for the project is divided into two stages:
o Stage 1, $25,000: Program development and testing:
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A two-week trip to Kenya with students and ministers to field-test
the curriculum (COMPLETED, May 2013)

o Stage 2, $3,000: Curriculum production run 1:


100 copies to be used for experiences in 2014-2015

Artifact Development Process (Action Plan)


First draft of the Artifact, containing four elements (COMPLETED):



Field Testing by a pilot group of students/mentors (COMPLETED, May 2013)



Finalized version of Artifact completed and sent to production (SCHEDULED,
April 2014)

SECTION 6: POSTSCRIPT

This project has been rewarding and enlightening, and I am grateful for the
opportunity it has afforded me to contribute something of value to an important
conversation. It began as I was stepping into a new role with the ministry organization
(Impact Campus Ministries) I had been a part of for several years, serving as a campus
minister. In 2010, however, I was handed the task of leading Impact (ICM) through a
restructuring process. I was eventually named the President of the organization and have
been serving in this position ever since. Without a doubt, the George Fox LGP DMin has
been a tremendous aid to me, helping me to grow into the demands of leadership.
In the initial stages of this work, I set out to research the topic of contextualization
of the Gospel message within the field of campus ministry. A conversation among my
peers was gaining momentum on the topic, and I wanted to contribute something of
significance. The DMin program seemed to be the perfect fit for my desire to not only
grow in my ability to lead others, but to also gain a deeper understanding of the future of
campus ministry.
Over the course of the first year of my research, the problematic nature of
Western-consumerism, and the complex way that it negatively influences the lives of
college students, became abundantly clear. I realized that any project dealing with
campus ministry and contextualization needed to give special attention to consumerism.
Of course, consumerism is not the only aspect of Western culture that needs to be
scrutinized, but it is certainly a powerful force of influence on emerging Christians.
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I first began to examine the problem of Western-consumerism in 2010, and
quickly noticed that even though I was a “victim” of many of the negative forces of
consumerist behavior, I had neglected to recognize these forces and their influence on my
beliefs, as well as my behaviors. I assumed that if I had succumbed to the silent forces of
this culture, then others were also suffering along with me. Therefore, I began to ask
questions, and to seek answers. I immediately recognized that my assumptions were true:
The silent influence of Western-consumerism was at work in the lives of students as well
as my ministry peers. I set out to bring to light these negative forces, and to provide tools
for battling their effects on our behavior.
As I proceeded to examine what others were doing to combat this problem, I
noticed that very little is being done to directly call attention to the way Westernconsumerism functions to influence the belief and behavior of Christians. Having lived
outside my “home” culture for a period of four years, I realize that it is very difficult for
someone to critique his or her culture without the outside frame of reference that crosscultural experience provides. Often, cultural critique is initiated through outsiders, and
advanced through insiders. My hope is that my work will call attention to the problematic
issues present in Western-consumerism for Christian discipleship.
My thesis is certainly not something new under the sun. Indeed, I consider it to be
a very ancient form of following Jesus. In retrospect, I could not be more satisfied,
having affirmed the voice of the saints, and the ministry of Jesus, by simply reminding us
that discipleship involves communicating a very special “message,” using a “mode” of
communication that calls for our total devotion, set within a “milieu” of close-knit
community.
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The Artifact I have developed is the product of the research. It was written after I
defined my research discoveries. From the outset of this project, my desire was simply to
produce something of value for the field of campus ministry, and for the local church in
their efforts to reach a young generation. I believe this objective has been met, but it is
important for the Artifact to find its way into the hands of church leaders. My plan is to
share the Artifact generously, trusting that it will provide benefits for educators, pastors,
mentors, parents, and others who are called to reach a young generation with the Good
News. Indeed, long-term spiritual transformation requires longevity of relationship. Who
besides the local church is better suited to provide these long-term relationships with
students?
I do hope that others pick up this topic for further research. There is certainly
more I could have included in Section 2, knowing that I examined only a tiny sliver of
what others are doing to address the problem of consumerism. Even so, considering the
strong influence of Western-consumerism on the Church today, as well as on our culture
at large, much more work needs to be done on this topic.
Moreover, I discovered through my research that many of us in the Church today
do not understand what it means to mentor a young believer, or to be mentored. I’m not
entirely sure how it is that we have lost hold of this important function, but we have, and
something needs to be done about it. College students are looking for mentors, but they
are not really sure what the role of a mentor is to be. Mentors are looking to develop
relationship with an emerging generation, but they are unsure how to go about building
and deepening these relationships.
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Ultimately, this project has served to deepen my understanding of what it means
to disciple a young generation of believers. It has also afforded me the opportunity to
speak to the issue of contextualizing the Gospel for college students. I hope that others
will benefit from my efforts.

APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

I performed several interviews with the designers and overseers of STMs and
summer internships. In total, I spoke with three mission organizations (CMF International,
New Mission Systems International, and Amor Ministries), all of which partner
extensively with the Independent Christian Churches, with whom Impact Campus
Ministries (ICM) is affiliated; three national campus ministry organizations (Cru,
InterVarsity, and Campus Ambassadors); and ten local churches (presented in the table in
summary as “10 LC’s”), varying in size, geographical location, and denominational
affiliation. I also spoke with program participants from each organization to help to
corroborate the findings. The names of all interviewees are withheld by mutual
agreement.
The interviews were conducted over a period of several months, from August
2011 through May 2012. A late set of interviews was added in August 2013 when I made
the decision to include YWAM in the study.
The table below summarizes the most pertinent information gathered from the
interviews. All of the information gathered is not included in this table, but only the
information deemed most relevant to my research topic. The study was not intended to
produce scientifically reliable data: rather, it was an attempt to gain a general sense of the
types of programs being offered by some of the key organizations with whom ICM
partners.
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Table 1: Interview Results
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

CMF

STM/SI

1 wk.
to 1
yr.

Y

Y
Varies

Y

Y/N

Y
4day
N

H, B

Varies

NMSI

STM/SI

1 wk.
to 1
yr.

Y

Y
Varies

Y

Y/N

Y
5day
N

H, B

Varies

STM/SI 4 days
to 1
yr.
2 wks.
STM
to 3
Cru
mos.
10
STM
days
Interto 3
Varsity
mos.
10
STM
days
Camp.
to 10
Amb.
wks

Y

Y

Y

N/N

N

B, H

Y

(Video)

(Video)

H, B,
M

N

H, B,
M

N

Y

>1 wk

Y

Varies/N

H, B,
M

N

YWAM

STM/SI

Y

Y
Varies

Y

Y/N

Y
>1 wk

MHB

N

10
LC’s

STM
(7/10)

Y
(7)

Y(6)
Varies

Y(6)

Y(2)
N

Y(4)
Varies

B, H

Y

Amor
Minist.

22
wks
(DTS)
Varies
1-3
wks

Y

Y
4-7
days

Y

N/N

Y

Y

Y

N/N

Y
Varies
>1 wk
Y
Varies
>1 wk
Y
Varies
>1 wk

The numbers in the table above correspond to the numbered questions listed
below. The individual cells contain the responses from each of the organizations
interviewed.
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1. Does your organization/church provide STMs and/or summer internships to your
college age members?
2. What is the general length of your STMs and/or internships?
3. If STMs are offered, are your participants working in partnerships with local hosts,
either LT missionaries or national ministry organizations?
4. Does your program include a pre-field orientation element? If so, how long is it?
5. Does your pre-field orientation include training in cultural sensitivity as well as
general information on the host culture?
6. Do you have a written curriculum for participants, and, if so, is the topic of
Western-consumerism covered in your program?
7. Do you offer a debrief element in your program? If so, what is the duration? Is
debrief performed throughout the experience?
8. Is your program focused on stimulating the mind (M), the heart (H), or the body
(B), or some combination? Rate the priority given to each.
9. Does the program provide a natural tie to a local church, before and after the field
experience, where mentors and Christian community can help the participant
reflect on the lessons learned through the experience?
Another important questions, “Do you have tools in place to measure the LT
effect of the program on the participants?” provided interesting insight. Of all of the
people interviewed, none felt they had a good system in place to measure the long-term
effectiveness of their programs.

APPENDIX 2: ARTIFACT
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Impact the World
A Curriculum for Impact Campus Ministries
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“IMPACT THE WORLD” CURRICULUM

Objective: To help students gain a better perspective on their Western-consumerist culture, by
leading them through a cross-cultural, service-learning experience that is designed to engage
their entire soul (heart, mind, and body).
Description: The study will immerse the student in a variety of activities that are all designed to
work in connection with one another to achieve a common end: a greater perspective on the
world with an understanding of how to live more like Jesus in the Western-consumerist context.
The major elements of the curriculum will include:
 Spiritual disciplines, practiced within a Christian community
 Intellectual study/examination of various ideas and topics
 Experiential learning opportunities (i.e. service opportunities, and opportunities to
participate in cultural activities)
 Group reflection opportunities, designed to help participants process what they are
learning
GENERAL STRUCTURE:
 A special type of learning environment will be fostered where openness, boundaries,
and an air of hospitality exist (from Parker Palmer)
 Spiritual disciplines will be include:
o Daily rhythms that would include…
 morning, noon, and evening prayer times (hours of prayer)
 scripture memorization (Sermon on the Mount)
 evening periods of reflection
 acts of service
 Recognize the reality of spiritual warfare and that our struggle is not
against “flesh and blood”
 A holistic approach:
 Intellectual stimulation through the lesson material,
 Emotional stimulation through the experiences,
 Physical stimulation through the activities
o Weekly rhythms that would include
 Sabbath, service, Scripture memorization, silence and solitude, fasts
(especially from technology and multi-tasking
 Morning prayer and Scripture readings, community gathering
 Evening community reflection and quiet time
 Assignments will be given to prepare the students for the experience, including:
o Writing their personal telos (vision of “the good life”)
o Reading the book, The Drama of Scripture: Finding Our Place in the Biblical
Story, by Craig G. Bartholomew and Michael W. Goheen
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An emphasis will be placed on identify individualistic tendencies, and working toward a
better understanding of the perspective of collectivism
The lessons build on the premise that in order to reconstruct our worldview, we first
draw a plan (what we are aiming for), deconstruct (tear down old structures), then
reconstruct (build something new)
The participants will be challenged to “champion” (sponsor) a student from MOHI
There will be a screening process in place for selecting participants. Priority will be
given to those who are involved as student leaders, and to alumni/donors who are
actively involved in Impact Current (ICM’s alumni association)
The experience will continually recall the truth that Jesus alone transforms our lives,
not good deeds, not anything else, and to experience spiritual transformation the
participant must keep his/her eyes focused on Jesus, not allowing other things in their
life to become an idol.
Daily liturgical practices will be inserted in the schedule. Examples might include:
Scripture, silence, prayers, sermon/reflection, creed, confession and absolution, sharing
the peace, offering, Eucharist, sending and blessing
Post-experience assignments will be given:
o Culture mapping of the participants school (researching the founding of the
participants school, its history, etc.)
o Writing a personal “rule of life.” This should be done with input from the
participant’s home community, as well as with input from the group.
o Developing a re-entry plan that will guide the participant to locate mentors and a
worshipping community
Ultimately, the “love of self” will be identified as a major root problem in our world
(John Calvin). Emphasis will be placed on developing a “vision of the good life” that is
centered around the primacy of Christ, and his life of self-sacrifice, not primacy of self.
Death to self must happen for spiritual formation to occur (Dallas Willard).

OTHER THOUGHTS? To do items
 The experience must start with the participant understanding their place in God’s Story
(we will start with the proper vision of the good life).
 Develop love for God through creation, thru changed lives, and through God in history
(Dallas Willard)
 Technology is habit forming (Daniel Forrester). Take it away.
 Make a prayer bead chain?
 Insert more quotes
 Insert memory verses and biblical passages for all lessons
 Include a place to record names of people met along the way
 Develop a pre-trip and post-trip survey
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LESSON TITLES

Our Place in THE Story
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Our Learning Environment: God is Our Teacher
“What is success to you?” Your Personal Telos
THE Story: God at the Center
God’s Original Intent Gone Wrong?
God Dwells with Israel
God Dwells with Us Today: The Incarnate Jesus
God Dwells with His Believers (the Church)
Our Place in THE Story Today

Other Competing Stories
9. Individualism: Some Historical Context of a Potentially Self-Centered Perspective
10. Individualism: The Case for Community in the Bible
11. Individualism and Ubuntu: The African Way
12. Individualism: The Western Way of Life
13. Individualism: Community, and the Problem of Poverty
14. Humanism: Another Prominent Self-Centered Story on the University Campus
15. Consumerism: Our Predominant Cultural Context
16. Consumerism: Historical Background…“How did we get here?”
17. Consumerism: The Pain of Detachment
18. Consumerism: The Pain of Misdirected Desire
19. Consumerism: The Pain of Commodification
20. Consumerism: Comparing Underlying Values
21. Other “Religious Cultural Liturgies”
Begin Anew: Following Jesus in Self-Denial
22. Self-Denial: It All Starts Here
23. Engaging the World with Faithful Presence (Part 1)
24. Engaging the World with Faithful Presence (Part 2)
Moving Out into the World with Jesus
25. The Potential of a Young Life Devoted to God: The Haystack Story
26. Education: Character Formation, or the Transference of Information?
27. Now, or Later? When Does Life Really Begin?
28. The Power of Now: “Champion” a Child (Part 1)
29. The Power of Now: “Champion” a Child (Part 2)
30. The Power of Later: Leading Where You Are
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Life in Jesus: Marking the Path Forward
31. Life in Jesus: Marking the Path Forward
32. Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: A) Understanding “The Story”
33. Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: B) Finding a Mentor Who
Successfully Lives within “The Story”
34. Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: C) Learning to Live “The Story” in
Christian Community
35. Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Living Simply, with Minimal
Distractions, without Hurry
36. Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Practicing Spiritual Disciplines
37. Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Fighting Narcissism
38. Step 3, Developing a Plan: Formulating a “Personal Rule of Life”
39. Step 3, Developing a Plan: Learning to do “Cultural Exegesis”
40. Step 3, Developing a Plan: Developing a “Vision of the Good Life”
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Day 1

Our Learning Environment: God is Our Teacher

Quote:

No man has a right to lead such a life of contemplation as to forget in his own
ease the service due his neighbor; nor has any man a right to be so immersed in
active life as to neglect the contemplation of God. ~Augustine of Hippo~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 Genesis 1
 John 16:5-15
Parker Palmer, author of To Know as We are Known, and several other books on the topic of
education and spirituality, believes our current educational system is flawed. He suggests that
education is not about the transference of information, but about formation of the student’s
character. We do not learn by memorizing facts, but we learn by interacting with the subject.
Education is, therefore, not about “dictating ends,” he says, but about “exploring the sources of
learning, being open to new ideas, paradox, diversity and conflict.” Real learning happens when
students are brought into a relationship with one another, and with the teacher, and with the
subject.
Palmer correctly identifies that this type of learning can only exist within the context of a
community where an environment of close, trusted relationships are present. For Palmer, this
environment can only exist when three vital elements are nurtured: openness, boundaries, and
hospitality.239
Openness: We must be open to the fact that we do not know everything (even as teachers).
Sometimes we have a fear of "not knowing something" and we carry that into the learning space.
But, recognizing that we do not know everything is the first step toward discovering truth. Truth
actually has a way of SEEKING US if we will allow ourselves to be honest and open.
Boundaries: We must hold fast (stay within established boundaries) and endure the pain that
comes through the learning process. Yes, it will be painful at times to face truth. We might be
forced to change, or, worse yet, to admit we have been wrong about something! Teachers need to
keep their students "in their cell" (force them to struggle through the painful moments) in order
for truth to do its TRANSFORMATIVE work in their lives.
An air of hospitality: A hospitable community is one where “strange” ideas are welcome. It is
within these seemingly odd ideas where we often discover new truths. A hospitable community
does not come easily; it must be nurtured into existence. Community members will be required
to trust one another.
239

See Parker Palmer, To Know as We are Known, chapter 5.
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Ultimately, this type of learning environment only exists as we rightly view God as the source of
truth, and as our Teacher. The Holy Spirit is alive in other members of our community. God has
revealed things to others that He has not yet revealed to us. If we are open, we can learn from the
experiences of others. As we walk humbly with others, listening for the voice of God within the
learning community, we are indeed transformed—our character is shaped to more closely reflect
the character of God. This is what education is to be about.
This is the type of learning environment that we want to create over this 40-day period (and
beyond). It will require hard work, but the work will pay off as truth is discovered, and as
character is shaped. True learning will take place. Are there obstacles you see that you may need
to overcome as you enter into this process? Have you ever been a part of a community that had
established rules similar to these? Does this type of environment seem intimidating to you in any
way? Why do you think you are, or are not, feeling that way? Talk these questions over with God,
and ask Him to give you the strength you need to fully enter into the learning process. Journal
any thoughts that come to mind.
Journaling: See the Appendix at the back of the book for thoughts on journaling. This is an
extremely important aspect of this experience, so be sure to take time each day (morning and
evening, and if you find time throughout the day) to journal your thoughts.
EACH DAY OF THE WORKBOOK WOULD INCLUDE SPACE FOR…
Morning Journaling Activities
Evening Reflections
Summarizing the Day’s Activities
Thoughts from the Group Reflection Time
Identifying a Main “Take-Away” from Today
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Day 2

“What is success to you?” Your Personal Telos?

Quote:

Remember your Creator during your youth: when all possibilities lie open before
you and you can offer all your strength intact for his service. The time to
remember is not after you become senile and paralyzed! Then it is not too late for
your salvation, but too late for you to serve as the presence of God in the midst of
the world and the creation. You must take sides earlier—when you can actually
make choices, when you have many paths opening at your feet, before the weight
of necessity overwhelms you. ~Jacques Ellul, from Reason for Being: A
Meditation on Ecclesiastes~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 Genesis 2
 Revelation 22:1-6
Have you ever thought about what motivates you each day? When you get out of bed each day,
what is it that drives you to make the decisions you do?
Aristotle believed that our life’s telos (or the ultimate/final goal) was ultimately responsible for
driving our daily choices and activities (praxis, or practices). In other words, what we believe to
be the “meaning of life” (or “the end purpose”) determines our life practices. Some people call
this our “image of the good life.”
Today, many college students are driven by an image of the good life that might be best summed
up in the words “comfort” and “security.” Ultimately, students see that “success” in life is the
point at which we become financially secure, and able to buy the things we need in life to
maintain our comfort. Here’s an example of how this “image of the good life” might play out in
our life choices…
If we believe life is all about getting a good job so that we can eventually live a life of comfort
and security, then we will probably make decisions that enable us to…
…get a good education, so that we can
…land that dream job, so that we can
…make money, so that we can
…buy a nice house (or two) and the stuff we think we need to enjoy life, so that we can
…settle down and enjoy life.
So, have you ever thought about your own telos? Your own “image of the good life”?
What is that picture of “success” that drives you each day?
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Do you ever find yourself struggling to imagine an alternative purpose in life that the culture
around you is offering?
You might say that “My telos is about being reconciled to a loving and gracious God and living
for Him each day.” Ok, that’s really awesome. But what do your daily actions demonstrate?
Does your praxis provide evidence of this telos, or of something completely different? Why
might there be a disconnect between your actual daily practices and your stated beliefs? Spend
some time considering your lifestyle. Based on your actions, what do you really believe is the
meaning of life? What is success to you? Where is your life headed? Journal about these
thoughts.
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Day 3

THE Story: God at the Center

Quote:

If I have a hope, it’s that God sat over the dark nothing and wrote you and me,
specifically, into the story, and put us in with the sunset and the rainstorm as
though to say, “Enjoy your place in my story. The beauty of it means you matter,
and you can create within it even as I have created you.” I’ve wondered though, if
one of the reasons we fail to acknowledge the brilliance of life is because we
don’t want the responsibility inherent in the acknowledgement. We don’t want to
be characters in a story because characters have to move and breathe and face
conflict with courage. And if life isn’t remarkable, then we don’t have to do any of
that; we can be unwilling victims rather than grateful participants. But I’ve
noticed something. I’ve never walked out of a meaningless movie thinking all
movies are meaningless. I only thought the movie I walked out on was
meaningless. I wonder then, if when people say life is meaningless, what they
really mean is their lives are meaningless. I wonder if they’ve chosen to believe
their whole existence is unremarkable, and are projecting their dreary life on the
rest of us. ~Donald Miller, A Million Miles In a Thousand Years~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms 19:1-4
 OT: Genesis 11:1-9
 NT: Acts 7
Life is a story, and you are a character in the story. The story is not about you, it is about God.
But God has written you into the story, even allowing you the freedom to be creative in how you
carry out your role.
The story is about a loving God, and His desire to make His love/character known to the world.
It’s a good story—a very good story—complete with all of the elements that make a story
captivating. But, the story is not about you.
This is a disappointment for some to hear. We like to be at the center of importance. Our culture
is constantly telling us that WE are at the center of reality. We live in a highly individualistic
society where self is viewed as sovereign and where it is acceptable to consider nearly every
choice from a perspective of self-interest. Living from this perspective makes for a very boring,
and discouraging life.
But, if the God of the universe is telling a story about Himself, and He has written you into the
story line, don’t you want to know the part He has for you? Wouldn’t you be excited to live your
life with God-given purpose at its core?
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The Bible reveals to us that God has indeed invited us to take part in the story He is writing. The
story begins before the creation of the world. It involves a beautiful beginning, and tragic scene
in the Garden of Eden. It develops further through the nation of Israel, and then reaches full
meaning through the life of Jesus. The story continues on today, and it involves YOU. You are
invited to take part in an epic adventure that is full of excitement, purpose, and meaning.
For the next several days, we will be considering this story that God is telling, or Meta-Narrative
(all-encompassing story). As we begin the process today, reflect upon your life to this point in
time. If your life is a story, what is its message? Is it boring? Is it exciting? Is it confusing? Is it
headed somewhere? What are its themes? Are you living as if you are at the center of the story,
or as a participant in the story that God is telling? Why do you think this?
Donald Miller’s quote above should cause us to pause. Do we “fail to acknowledge the brilliance
of life” because we lack courage? Has God, perhaps, invited you into His story in the past, but
you were afraid of accepting the invitation because it was going to require great risk on your
part? Living a remarkable life will indeed require us to take a risk. We will have to place our
trust in God. This can be a scary proposition, but, in the end, it makes for a really good story!
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Day 4

God’s Original Intent Gone Wrong?

Quote:
Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Genesis 3
 NT: John 1:1-18
The Story actually begins before creation. John 1 speaks of God, and Jesus, being together from
the very beginning, and that all of creation came through Jesus, the Word. As we pick up the
Story in Genesis, God is at work creating the universe. For five days He speaks the world, and its
organic life, into existence.
On the sixth day, something extraordinary happens. God creates a man, and a woman, in his own
likeness/image. In doing so, God sets into motion His purpose to enjoy a deep fellowship with
His creation. In Genesis 2:8 we discover that God was actually in the Garden of Eden with Adam
and Eve. He was not observing them from a distant location, but He was there, walking,
searching for His companions. But something had gone wrong…or had it?
When God established the Garden, and placed man and woman in the Garden, He did so giving
them the ability to freely choose to be in relationship with God. After all, what is a relationship
that is forced, or coerced? It certainly is not a relationship built upon love. And this is exactly the
type of relationship God desired—a relationship that reflected His own nature. Having this
freedom in hand, Adam and Eve deliberately chose to violate a directive from their Master. Their
eyes were “suddenly opened” and the Story takes a turn. No longer is God present in the Garden
with his companions. Their choice created a break in the relationship, and the man and woman
were banned from the Garden, and from the original design God had established for their
interaction with Him.
An interesting thing happens at this point in the Story. God places a curse on what had
previously been a perfect setting, where only “good” existed. God cursed the serpent, saying that
one day a man will “crush (its) head.” Those who study Scripture recognize that this is a hint to
where the Story is going. God immediately puts a plan into place to restore the relationship to its
original design, where man and woman will dwell with God, in love and in harmony with all of
the created order. In the meantime, all of creation still suffers the consequences of the break in
relationship that was initiated in the Garden.
Every good story introduces the audience to a problem that must be overcome. Usually, this
problem is introduced fairly early on in the story. It is ever-present, creating an ongoing tension
that builds to a climax, or resolution, later on in the story. It serves the purpose of drawing us
into the story. It heightens our emotions. It calls us to action.
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Have you ever wondered, did God create Adam and Eve knowing that they would choose to
express their ability to do as they pleased? Did God create them already knowing the Story He
would tell through them? Did God allow evil into the world so that we would truly understand
the nature of goodness, and the meaning of grace? Did God plan, from before the beginning of
time, to draw YOU into the story? If so, is He calling you, and others, to action? Journal your
thoughts and engage others in this topic today as you consider these thoughts.
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Day 5

God Dwells with Israel

Quote:

Once the people of God had surrounded the city Jericho, it had to be stormed.
How then was Jericho stormed? No sword was drawn against it, no battering ram
was aimed at it, no javelins were hurled. The priests merely sounded their
trumpets, and the walls of Jericho collapsed. Jericho will fall, then; this world
will perish. How will the world be brought to an end, and by what means will it be
destroyed? The answer of Scripture is, by the sound of trumpets. If you ask what
trumpets, then let Paul reveal the secret: The trumpet will sound, and the dead
who are in Christ will rise incorruptible. ~ Origen of Alexandria ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Genesis 12:1-3; Exodus 39:32 – 40:38
 NT: Hebrews 9
The Story takes a leap forward when God calls Abram to “Get up and Go!” Genesis 12:1-3
records God’s initial interaction with Abram. There is no specific reason why God selected
Abram, but it is clear that God is up to something of great significance when he directs Abram to
head to an unknown land, requiring him to leave family, and everything that is familiar behind.
And for Abram’s obedience, God promises to reward him with the greatest gifts a man could
imagine in that time and place: a beautiful land in which to dwell in peace, tremendous wealth,
and the great honor that comes with being the father of a nation.
God eventually gives Abram the name of Abraham (meaning “father of many”), and Abraham
does indeed become the father of a nation. The people of Israel are the direct descendants of
Abraham (as are the Arabs). Abraham’s grandson, Isaac (renamed Israel by God), has twelve
sons. These sons become the “tribes of Israel” and eventually the land of Canaan (modern day
Israel) is inhabited by, and divided among, these twelve tribes.
What does all of this have to do with the Story of God? What does Israel have to do with God’s
plan to restore the relationship with His creation that existed in the Garden of Eden? Just this:
God had a purpose for Israel. He wrote them into His Story so that others could come to know
and understand the nature of God, and be drawn into a relationship with Him. God blessed
Abraham for a purpose: So that he would be a blessing to others (Genesis 12:1-3). God did not
pass on honor and wealth to Abraham because Abraham was special. No, God blessed Abraham
so that others could see the nature of God through the life of Abraham. So it is with the nation of
Israel. God called them to be a “light to the nations” (Isaiah 51:4), or a tangible presence of
God’s love in the world.
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But this part of the Story is only a foreshadowing of what is to come. Origen, a 4th century
theologian, loved to read the Old Testament through this lens. He understood that God was using
the people of Israel to help Him tell the Story to a future generation, as well as to the people of
their own time and place. The Tabernacle is a very good example of this. As Israel was
wandering in the desert, waiting to enter the land that God had promised to their ancestor,
Abraham, God directed them to build a Tabernacle, or a tent. This was the place where God
would “dwell” in their midst. Careful instructions were given by God concerning its design and
construction. These instructions were carefully followed by Israel. When the Tabernacle had
been completed, God’s presence descended on it and the people understood that God was present
in their lives as they were obedient and faithful to His instructions. Sound familiar? Yes, this was
also the picture painted in the Garden of Eden. God’s presence remained as long as Adam and
Eve were obedient to His instructions.
But, as happened in the Garden, the people of Israel followed their own desires, and disregarded
the guidelines God established for them. They were bent on following their own, self-centered,
desires. As a result, God eventually “banned” them also from the land He had given to them. But
even as this happened, God used others to shape His Story. Prophets found their place in the
Story by reminding the people of God’s faithfulness, and His unfailing love. They assured the
world that God was not finished with His story, and that another chapter was being written. This
new chapter would, quite decisively, reveal how God had been planning, all along, to restore the
paradise of Eden.
Have you given much consideration to the fact that the God who created all of the universe,
everything in it, is deeply interested in you? He wants to share His glory, all that He is, through
your life. Stop. Put everything aside. Sit in this moment. Close your eyes and listen to everything
around you. How does it make you feel to know that you are loved by the Almighty? Are you
motivated by this reality to do anything differently today?
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Day 6

God Dwells with Us Today: The Incarnate Jesus

Quote:

Above all the graces and gifts of the Holy Spirit, which Christ grants to His
friends, is that of self-conquest and of willingly bearing sufferings, injuries and
reproaches and discomforts for the love of Christ. If we shall bear all these things
patiently and with cheerfulness, thinking on the suffering of Christ the blessed,
which we ought to bear patiently for His love, O Brother Leo, write that here and
in this is perfect joy. ~ Francis of Assisi, a twelfth-century homeless preacher ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Deuteronomy 8
 NT: Romans 5-6
Irenaeus of Lyon (130 – 200) was the first systematic theologian of the church. Irenaeus lived in
a time when Christianity was young and fragile. He was appointed bishop of Lyon and led the
church at a time when there was a great need for “orthodoxy” (established Christian beliefs). He
combated, among other things, the dualistic notion that matter and spirit are entirely separate,
with matter being wholly corrupt. Irenaeus insisted that there is nothing inherently corrupt in
creation but that humans lost their “likeness to God” through the distortion of sin. That likeness
was restored, Irenaeus proclaimed, through Christ, the “second Adam” who corrected the story
of the first Adam.
When God gave The Law (the set of rules for them to live by) to the nation of Israel, it was quite
evident that humanity had a problem with obedience to God. The Law did nothing to reconcile
people with God, it only served to demonstrate that people needed the grace of God more than
ever (see Romans 5, especially verses 20-21). Within The Law, a provision was made for people
to deal with the guilt of “sin” (disobedience to God’s rules). However, this provision did nothing
to actually eliminate the result of sin, which was this ongoing separation in the relationship
between God and people (spiritual death). This provision was built around animal sacrifice.
According to The Law, when an Israelite sinned, he could offer a sacrifice (usually in the form of
a bull, or a goat, or a sheep) to “cover” the sin. The sacrifice did not actually remove the sin, but
it merely put a patch on it.
Why was the sacrifice insufficient? Remember, God created people in His image. We are a very
special element of God’s creation. Therefore, the blood of an animal is inferior to the blood of a
person. And if rebellion against God is punishable by spiritual death (or a separation in our
relationship with God), then the life of an animal cannot pay the price for our sin. No, the blood
of a human would be required to truly remove the consequence of sin in our life.
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In light of this, God’s Story takes an amazing turn when a human sacrifice is made available to
people. And to add the element of irony, God, Himself, provides the sacrificial man. His own son,
His own Nature, is sent to the earth in the form of man to live WITH people. It is in the life of
Jesus that we see the embodiment (incarnation) of God’s loving character. Jesus did not deserve
death, because He lived in complete submission and obedience to God’s rules. He did not exert
his own will, his selfish desires, but he modeled a life of selflessness. Even so, Jesus was not
accepted by humanity, and he was killed at the hands of men even though he did nothing
deserving of death. The result? The serpent’s head was crushed! Recall the image from the
Garden of Eden where God first made mention of a promise to strike a deadly, and decisive blow,
to evil. Though evil certainly must have thought that Jesus’ death (the strike of the heel, see
Genesis 3:15) was a point of victory, God brings the Story to a climax by raising Jesus from the
dead, and promising a restored relationship with Him for all who accept this all-sufficient
sacrifice. What Adam had failed to do, Jesus brought forth.
So what does it mean to accept Jesus’s selfless act? It means that we take up his lifestyle. It
means that we acknowledge that he is our Lord, and King. He rules over every aspect of our life,
and we live each day in obedience to his call to be a “light to the nations”: to demonstrate the
love of God to the world around us. As we do this, we too are offered what was given to Jesus.
We are granted an eternal home, a dwelling place where God is walking among us. Our
relationship is restored. We become participants in the Story.
And while we live in the reality and promise that God has acted decisively to set things right for
our eternal dwelling place, we continue to live in the current reality that all of this has not yet
come to pass. God continues to call people to Him, and He uses us to demonstrate His love to a
world suffering in a reality that is distorted by sin. Our place in the world is one of great hope
and expectation. We eagerly await the renewal that will come with the fulfillment of the promise,
but we do so as we struggle daily against the effects of sin in the world.
Where are your deepest struggles with sin? Where would you like to see God’s renewal
completely take hold? Does poverty make you angry? Does superficiality in relationships cause
you bitterness?
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Day 7

God Dwells with His Believers (the Church)

Quote:

Christ has no body now on earth but yours, no hands but yours, no feet but yours.
Yours are the eyes through which Christ’s compassion is to look out to the world;
yours are the feet with which he is to go about doing good; yours are the hands
with which God is to bless people now. ~Teresa of Avila, a Sixteenth-Century
Spanish Mystic~
Praying is no easy matter. It demands a relationship in which you allow someone
other than yourself to enter into the very center of your person, to see there what
you would rather leave in darkness, and to touch there what you would rather
leave untouched. ~Henri Nouwen~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Jeremiah 31:27-40;
 NT: John 14:15-31; Acts 2
After Jesus was crucified, and then brought back to life by God, he spent a period of 40 days on
the earth, interacting with his followers. At the end of that time, he ascended into heaven, and
promised that he would be at work preparing a place for us to come and be WITH him in a new
garden, or home: Paradise (the place in time and space when the Story’s final point of
reconciliation between God and humanity is fully realized). As he departed from earth, he gave
his followers the task of continuing to make more followers (disciples of Jesus). Jesus also gave
a promise that his followers would receive a “gift”: the Holy Spirit would come to live within,
and among them. This Holy Spirit would be the very Spirit of Jesus indwelling their soul. This
Spirit would encourage those in whom he dwelt, and empower them with the love of God—the
same love that was demonstrated through the life of Jesus. All of this was for the purpose of
enabling Jesus’s followers to serve as the presence of God in the world, just as Jesus had been
doing. The believers, collectively as the Church, were now given the awesome responsibility of
being the hands and feet of God Himself.
For those of us who desire to find our place within God’s Story, the journey is undertaken only
as God fills us with His Spirit, transforms our heart, and we begin to take on the loving nature
that Jesus modeled. Jesus made it very clear that the “most important rule” for us, as people
living obedient to God’s desires, is to demonstrate the type of love that God has for us—a selfsacrificial type of love that puts the needs of others first. Jesus said “to love God, and to love
others” were the absolute greatest commands. (See Mark 12: 28-34.) Yet, we are only able to do
this as God’s Spirit/Love indwells us and empowers our life. But how does this transformation
take place? How is it that we receive within our heart the presence of God?
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The Apostle Paul tells us we are filled with God’s Spirit, and transformed by the presence of God
in our lives, only because of God’s grace, as we put our faith/trust in Jesus. As we believe in the
power of Jesus to restore us to a right relationship with God, God’s Spirit fills our soul/heart, and
begins to transform our character into the very character of God. This does not happen overnight,
but it takes time as we learn the full extent of what it means to be a follower of Jesus, learning to
deny ourselves each day just as he did.
And this transformation does not happen in isolation. We learn to be followers of Jesus within
the community of other believers (the Church). Collectively, the Church becomes that hands and
feet of God’s love in the world. We are called to love God, and to love others, by denying our
selfish ambitions, and taking up the self-denying ways of Jesus. We are God’s “…royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God…” so that we might declare His goodness
to the world (1 Peter 2:9).
Think of a time over this past week when you had the opportunity to be the very presence of God,
extending self-sacrificing love, to another person. Did you realize at that moment that you were
being used as an instrument of God? If not, how might that perspective help you to more deeply
love others in the future? How might you be more readily able to sacrifice your personal comfort
for others with this perspective in mind in the future? Pray for an opportunity to be used by God
today, as His instrument of sacrificial love.
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Day 8

Our Place in THE Story Today

Quote:

The great and firm foundation of the spiritual life is the offering of ourselves to
God and being subject to his will in all things. We must completely forget
ourselves, so that we regard ourselves as an object which has been sold and over
which we no longer have any rights. We find all our joy in fulfilling God’s
pleasure — his happiness, his glory and the fact that he is our great and only
delight. Once we have this foundation, all we need to do is spend our lives
rejoicing that God is God and being so wholly abandoned to his will that we are
quite indifferent as to what we do and equally indifferent as to what use he makes
of our activities. ~Eighteenth-century Jesuit, Jean-Pierre de Caussade~
I read in a book that a man called Christ went about doing good. It is very
disconcerting to me that I am so easily satisfied with just going about. ~Toyohiko
Kagawa, Japanese Christian Activist~
Thou hast formed us for Thyself, and our hearts are restless till they find rest in
Thee. ~Augustine of Hippo~
Q. What is the chief end of man?
A. Man's chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy him forever.
~Westminster Shorter Catechism~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms 115
 OT: Isaiah 51:1-16
 NT: 1 John 3
Throughout the centuries, Christians have affirmed that the ultimate purpose of humanity is to
glorify (to give honor through worship) God. We do that by loving Him, and by willingly
following His directives for our lives. And what would He have us do? He desires that we be the
tangible expression of His love in the world. He exhorts us to love Him, by loving others.
This is our place in the Story. We are His characters, acting in His “drama.” We therefore live
each day asking the question: “What would YOU have me do today, loving God, to demonstrate
your presence, your love, in the world?” As you go about your day, today, make it a point to ask
this question repeatedly, and continuously? Respond obediently to whatever God may ask you to
do in order to glorify Him. Be willing to set aside your own agenda for His. As Christ
demonstrated, deny your own (potentially selfish) desires, pick up your cross (take on the honor
of walking toward a “death of self”), and follow Jesus wherever He may lead.
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Is God asking you to set aside your personal agenda in some way? If so, respond now, not later.
The time God calls us to a task is the time we are to act. He does not say to us, “Get ready to go.”
He says, “Go.”
A prayer of John Wesley: I am no longer my own, but thine. Put me to what thou wilt, rank me
with whom thou wilt. Put me to doing, put me to suffering. Let me be employed for thee or laid
aside for thee, exalted for thee or brought low for thee. Let me be full, let me be empty. Let me
have all things, let me have nothing. I freely and heartily yield all things to thy pleasure and
disposal. And now, O glorious and blessed God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, thou art mine, and
I am thine. So be it. And the covenant which I have made on earth, let it be ratified in heaven.
Amen.
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Day 9

Individualism: Some Historical Context of a Potentially Dangerous SelfCentered Perspective

Quote:

The first law of our being is that we are set in a delicate network of
interdependence with our fellow human beings and with the rest of God’s creation.
~ Archbishop Desmond Tutu, a leader in South Africa’s struggle against
apartheid ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: 1 Samuel 15
 NT: Philippians 2:1-18
Here is a concept that is sometimes hard for us to grasp: We have a difficult time knowing what
we do not know. Think of it this way…do fish know they are wet? How are they to know they
are wet if they have never experienced, or known what it means to be dry? Maybe when a fish
jumps out of the water, it suddenly realizes, even if only for a brief moment, that there is a larger
reality. But if a fish can’t spend time in that other reality, will it really know what that reality is
like?
We will return to this concept frequently over the next several days, because it is an extremely
important one. As we come to know other realities, our perspective changes, and expands. New
ideas and possibilities are considered for the first time. We change, if we are willing to be open
to changing. This can be a very good thing.
Increasingly, those who live in the USA are experiencing difficulty in understanding other
perspectives. Why? There might be multiple reasons for this, depending on the person, but for
the most part this is true because we have become very independent in our way of life. We are
taught to think for ourselves, and that being dependent upon others, for anything, is a sign of
weakness. In other words, we are a part of a society that pursues individualism, or a view of life
that “self is sovereign” and that success is about finding personal comfort and security through
our own ambition. Individualism is a deeply embedded way of understanding the world, and its
power to form behavior and belief is immense.
Individualism didn’t appear over night. It has been a social force that has been growing over time,
especially since the period of the Renaissance, and the through the Enlightenment (where the
view of the rational self was elevated), and even more so during the Industrial Revolution, as the
potential for personal wealth became more closely connected with the productivity and ingenuity
of the individual, as opposed to the previously held reality that wealth was the product of one’s
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social standing (community). As individualism becomes more entrenched in our society, most of
us fail to even recognize the possibility that any different sort of reality exists, or might exist.
Consider this…individualism is not the only way of understanding our place in the world. It is a
very Western idea. It is NOT how Kenyans, or most non-Western societies, understand society.
Much of the world approaches life through a very different filter, Collectivism, which places an
emphasis on the priority of the community.
Individualism really is a particularly dangerous frame of reference for someone who is striving to
live the self-sacrificing way of Jesus. And its power to shape the dreams and aspirations of
college students today goes largely unchallenged. We will examine this concept more closely
over the next few days, so, be prepared to not only make a leap out of your stream, but to look
for ways to more fully comprehend a larger reality.
This will be a difficult series of lessons beginning today, and stretching through Day 13. Most of
us do not like to admit that our way of seeing the world might contain some flaws. Recognize
this difficulty, and ask God to help you be open-minded in this process of analyzing your
worldview. As you journal today, and talk with others, take note of how often you approach life
from your personal (individual) perspective.
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Day 10Individualism: The Case for Community in the Bible
Quote:

Christianity is essentially a social religion, and to turn it into a solitary religion is
indeed to destroy it. ~John Wesley, Oxford's "Holy Club" Founder~
I am, because we are. ~Kyeri, A Kenyan~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms 24:1-4
 OT: Joshua 6-7
 NT: Acts 2:42-47; 1 Corinthians 12:12-31
Comments by Shane Claiborne, paraphrased and clarified: The Scriptures teach us to value
interdependence and community more highly than independence, and tell us that if we want to
gain life, we need to actually lose our life. Forming our lives around something other than our
own desires, jobs, and goals is radically countercultural. Even our architecture is built around
individual families, not around community (think for a moment about the fenced-in back yard,
where most of us spend our time in the summer months…this is only a very recent development).
But for many Native Americans and tribal cultures, society and architecture are built around a
village. Individual dwellings, like the tepee, are very small, and they are built around a central
common space where people eat, dance, sing, and tell stories. The rampant individualism of
Western society is a relatively new thing, and its emptiness is increasingly evident. We are
wealthy and lonely. But God invites us into a common life with others. Rather than build our
lives around the individualistic dream of a house with a white picket fence, we can build our
lives around God’s vision for community. [From Common Prayer, loc. 10613]
Both the Old Testament and the New Testament paint portraits of a life lived in community. The
nation of Israel was built around the tribal system (12 tribes of Israel), each of which was divided
into clans, and further divided into extended families. In fact, in Ancient Israel a person’s “home
address” was his/her family name. When people identified themselves, they did so by saying,
“My name is ______, of the family of ______, of the clan ______, of the tribe _____.” A
person’s identity, literally, was located within a community of people. The community provided
life. Extended families lived together, in a large house, situated on a family farm. Each person
had a role to serve within the larger family context. Individualism was a completely foreign
concept. Even decisions were made in community.
The New Testament shows a very similar social context. The Early Church gathered in homes,
because this was the central place of activity. Jesus “redefined” the family when he proclaimed
that anyone who believed in him was his “brother, sister, mother” (family), but the concept was
the same: an individual can find their place within the community of the believers (the Church).
The Early Church practiced radical community when they shared their possessions (“no one
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claimed ownership of their possessions”), even selling property and turning over the proceeds to
the community.
God’s people have, throughout history, acted as mere stewards of their property. They
understand the truth of Psalms 24, that “The earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it.” God owns
everything. This being true, His people are given the responsibility of managing HIS property.
This is why God has always made provision for the poor, and vulnerable, in His laws and
decrees. God commands His people to care for the poor, the orphan, the widow, the alien (see
James 1:27 as an example). These are the members of society who are “at risk” because of their
circumstances. But, by God’s design, all people are to have access to the resources they need to
live and to enjoy life.
Even so, poverty remains. (See lesson 13 for more on poverty)
Are you personally responsible for taking care of the poor? We will be talking about this topic
extensively over the next few days. What emotions surface when you begin thinking about the
poor, and your responsibility to them? Are you indifferent? Are you angry? Are you
overwhelmed? All of the above?
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Day 11

Individualism and Ubuntu: The African Way

Quote:

The first law of our being is that we are set in a delicate network of
interdependence with our fellow human beings and with the rest of God’s creation.
~Archbishop Desmond Tutu, a leader in South Africa’s struggle against
apartheid~
A traveller through a country would stop at a village and he didn't have to ask for
food or for water. Once he stops, the people give him food, entertain him. That is
one aspect of Ubuntu, but it will have various aspects. Ubuntu does not mean that
people should not enrich themselves. The question therefore is: Are you going to
do so in order to enable the community around you to be able to improve?
~Nelson Mandela, On the Topic of Ubuntu~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Ruth 1 – 2
 NT: Romans 12:1-8
From a Western point of view, Kenya (and most of Africa) will seem like a very strange place.
Some things may appear similar to life in the USA, but even these seemingly similar customs
may not be at all as they appear. For example, though a Kenyan’s outward activities at times
seems similar to ours, his or her internal processes are developed through a completely different
perspective on life.
Most of the difference is the result of meaning of the individual in life—a matter of perspective.
Where the West highly values individualism (self as sovereign), the non-Western portions of the
world typically value community as the element of life that is of primary importance. As a result
of this vastly different perspective on life, cultural practices in Kenya, and other parts of the
world, are very different from cultural practices in the USA. This difference of perspective has
been the source of centuries of tension in relationships between Africans and Westerners. Much
of this tension has existed around the topic of money. A Kenyan’s perspective on money, for
example, is very different from a Westerners. To the Kenyan, money belongs to the community,
and is used for the benefit of the community. As a result, Kenyans often choose to use their
resources very differently than a Westerner would choose. To the Westerner, the Kenyan often
makes “poor choices” and should not be trusted with the power to make decisions about how
funds are spent. Imagine how this conflict of opinion might influence relationships between the
Western missionary and the Kenyan Christian.
Consider the words of Nelson Mandela as an example (quoted above). A Western individual
wants to “enrich” his or her own life. We do this, basically, for our own benefit. We might spend
a summer traveling in Europe in order to enrich our own perspective on life. It is a way for us to
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gain experience so that we can use the experience to achieve something for ourselves, even to
gain an advantage over others we might “compete” with in the vocational world. We might see it
as a way to advance our career, or perhaps it is merely something we do for personal enjoyment.
Ultimately, our society can benefit from our experience, but we do not enter into the experience
thinking of how our community will benefit. It is a more “self-centered” goal that we have in
mind. On the other hand, an non-Western-minded individual, engaging in the same experience,
will typically do so for the benefits it can provide for the community of which he or she is a part.
Whatever is gained from the experience will be brought back and shared with the community.
This is the primary objective for entering into the experience.
Interesting, but Kenyan church leaders have actually pointed out that the rise of individualism in
parts of Africa (especially in the larger cities) is serving to “kill the African ethic of community.”
Others have also said, “Developing human potential lies more appropriately within the context of
community, not individualism.” (Pastor Jack Obongo) Though Westerners often approach
Africans from a position of superiority (thinking the Western worldview has much to offer the
rest of the world), there is actually a GREAT deal that Africa, and other Eastern-minded
societies can teach the West.
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Day 12

Individualism: The Western Way of Life

Quote:

Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness. ~Mark Twain,
from “Innocents Abroad”~
Like the lenses of our spectacles, (they are) not something we look at, but
something through which we look in order to see the world. The lenses of our
spectacles are performing exactly the function that the lenses of our own eyes are
made to perform. In that sense, they are a part of us. We indwell them. So also
with a vast amount of our culture--its language, its images, its concepts, its ways
of understanding and acting. It is only when we are exposed to a totally different
culture and a different language, shaped by a widely different history, that we can
turn back and see what we always took for granted is only one way of seeing
things. ~Lesslie Newbigin, from The Gospel in a Pluralist Society~
As the traveller who has once been from home is wiser than he who has never left
his own doorstep, so a knowledge of one other culture should sharpen our ability
to scrutinize more steadily, to appreciate more lovingly, our own. ~Margaret
Mead~
We all see the world distorted, and that is why we need one another. ~N.T.
Wright~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Ruth 3 – 4
 NT: 1 Corinthians 12
The quotes included in today’s lesson are some of the most powerful you will experience during
these 40 days. In fact, this entire curriculum is built on an important assumption: Expanding our
perspective on the world will serve to allow us to reach heightened levels of spiritual
maturity because it opens us up to the possibility that we can learn from others.
Increasingly, Americans are becoming less dependent on others in many areas of life (due to the
influence of individualism). One particularly dangerous area of life where we see this is in the
way we “hear” the ideas of people and groups who hold differing views from our own. In general,
we tend to pursue ideas that we agree with, and tune out voices that run contrary to our own
thinking. This is dangerous because there is great benefit in listening to the ideas of others, and
being open to new ideas and possibilities. Growth, especially spiritual growth, comes as we live
life within the context of a community of believers, where there is a rich diversity in perspective.
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If you have ever spent time away from your home culture you have experienced something that
those who have never stepped outside of their home have—you have returned to your home with
an ability to “see” culture. Culture is a funny thing. It exists all around us. We all participate in it
every moment of every day. But, for the most part, we take it for granted. As we grow, we learn
culture naturally. As children, our parents taught you culture when they put a spoon in your hand.
They taught you culture when they did not allow you to jump on the furniture, or when they
urged you to say “please,” and “thank you.” Gradually, you learned culture, and it eventually
became a natural part of you. You eventually became an expert at culture (hopefully) and could
navigate an entire day with even thinking about it. Slowly, it becomes “invisible” to you. You
just do it.
Now, step outside of your home culture for a while and you quickly notice the rules you
normally play by are no longer valid. You struggle, like a child, trying to learn how to act
appropriately. Eventually, if you live in this new culture long enough, you become quite
proficient at following its rules—though it is a very painful process to do so. When you return to
your original “home” culture, you will now “see” those cultural practices that you used to take
for granted. You quickly discover that some of these practices now cause anxiety in you, because
you have a new perspective on them. Your time in the foreign culture changed you. You grew
because you were open to listening to the “ideas” of others.
This is the beauty of diversity, and variety. When we learn to see life in new ways, we are
transformed. God intended us to live in community so that we could experience life to the full
(John 10:10)—understanding it much more completely because of the richness of perspective.

Evening Reflection
Postmodernism actually promotes the good of community. Stanley Grenz correctly identifies in
his book A Primer on Postmodernism that there are four elements of postmodernism that Grenz
says the church should embrace:
1. The attention given to “community” over “individualism”
2. The idea that an element of unknowable “mystery” now stands where only “reason”
once did
3. The rejection of a “mind/soul dualism”
4. An acceptance that “knowing” ultimately leads to spiritual transformation through a
unified body and spirit
What do you think about these? How might we use this fact to communicate the nature of
Christianity and the benefits of Christian community on the university campus?
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Day 13

Individualism: Community, and the Problem of Poverty

Quote:

At the end of the day, people are the cause of poverty, and it is people who must
change for things to change. ~Bryant L. Myers, Walking with the Poor~
The poor you will always have with you. ~Jesus of Nazareth~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Exodus 22:16-31
 NT: John 12:1-11
In the book, Walking with the Poor, Bryant L. Myers discusses a Christian approach to mission
development work, defining “poverty” from a larger perspective than what we Westerners
typically consider when we think of “the poor.” Myers points out that Westerners are often
“blind” to the many different facets of poverty, and that we too easily allow our biases
(developed from out of a non-poor perspective) to taint our efforts at development work. The
world tends to view the poor as “helpless,” so the one who offers help often feels he or she has
the authority to play the role of god in the relationship. This approach has contributed to
unhealthy attempts at mission work, and relief work.
Myers correctly points out that poverty is not brought about by “laziness” (which is all too often
the uninformed opinion of many Westerners), but it is generally the product of many different
forces at work in a society. Often, an oppressive social structure, where corrupt leadership carries
out injustices, is at the core of poverty. The poor are often victims of their social context.
The causes of poverty are many, and each serves to work in unison with the other causes to form
an inescapable system. Here is a list of the various causes of poverty (from Myers, 67):
 Material poverty (lack of assets)
 Vulnerability (lack of reserves, lack of choices)
 Powerlessness (lack of influence, lack of social power)
 Spiritual poverty (broken relationships with neighbors and God)
 Isolation (lack of education, exclusion from social systems)
 Physical weakness (lack of strength, too many dependents)
Poverty is a complicated social issue involving all areas of life—physical, personal, social,
cultural, and spiritual. But, as Myers points out, at the end of the day, it is people who are
responsible for poverty, and it is people who must change for things to change (Myers, 83).
Milton Friedman (1912 – 2006) was a very influential economist in America. In a famous
interview he gave to Phil Donahue (1979), Friedman noted that all social systems run on
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personal greed. People work for, and pursue, self-interest. Donahue, being a bit skeptical of
Friedman’s assertion, hints that the USA certainly doesn’t have corrupt leadership as evidenced,
ultimately, by our tremendous prosperity. From Donahue’s perspective, moral leadership surely
is present in the USA if the American people are experiencing such tremendous prosperity.
Friedman didn’t agree, however, and went on to make the point that every economic system in
the world has the potential for corruption and evil when human nature incites us all toward greed
and self-interest. Friedman did note, however, that Capitalism has the best track record for
serving to bring people out of, and keep people from entering into, poverty.
Friedman is absolutely correct. Social systems have the potential for either good, or evil. When
those in power are leading from the perspective of self-interest, there exists a much higher
potential for evil to exist. When those in power are leading from a position of selflessness, there
is a great potential for good to exist. Bottom line? Social structures do not save people. God
saves people as He works in the lives of those within a given structure.
At one point in the interview, as Donahue continued to press his point that American leaders
were people of noble character and high virtue, and that Capitalism was tightly connected with
virtue. Friedman goes on a bit of a sarcastic rant, saying to Donahue:
…And what does reward virtue? (pause) Do you think American presidents reward
virtue? (pause) Do they choose their appointees on the basis of their virtue, or on the
basis of their political clout? (pause) You know, I think you are taking a lot of things for
granted. Just tell me where in the world are you going to find these angels who will
organize society for us?
This brings up a very interesting point. As Christians, God calls us to engage the world with His
self-sacrificing love. His Church is not to hide from the world’s social systems, nor are we called
to approach life from a self-seeking perspective. Rather, we are to live differently, and, in
essence, be those “angels” who organize society according to the righteousness of God. As
God’s people, we have the ability to do something about the poverty that exists around us, and
we are called to act in ways that will bring about hope, and change, for those living under the
oppressive nature of poverty.
Look deep within yourself. How is it, in your opinion, that change is brought about in the world?
Do you trust change to come through politicians and new legislation? Or do you believe that God
ultimately brings about change through His people acting, in sometimes very small ways, in
love?

Evening Reflection
Why is it that many experts in Christian mission say that that the best mission work being done is
holistic work that is done in the relational context of equality?
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Holistic: Mission work that addresses all needs of the individual and their community,
both physical as well as spiritual.
Equality: The one teaching/serving (missionary) and the one learning/receiving work as
equals who need each other and learn from one another.
By now, you have probably learned something about holistic ministry through the presentations
that the experience has encountered. Perhaps you have recognized that CHE (Community Health
Evangelism/Education) utilizes a holistic approach through empowerment of local communities.
Why is this approach so effective?
On the topic of money: What causes tension in relationships between missionaries and nationals?
Why might a missionary “not trust” a national to use money wisely? What problems might this
cause in the relationship? How could a missionary approach this topic if he or she had the proper
perspective on the differences in perspective between Westerners and non-Westerners? We need
to develop relationships where trust is central, and where true partnerships exist.
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Day 14

Humanism: A Prominent Self-Centered Story on the University Campus

Quote:

quote ~ author ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
For the past several days, we have been examining Individualism, a “self at center” perspective
of life. Today we will briefly take a look at another self-centered take on life: Humanism, or
Secular Humanism. This is a worldview perspective that emphasizes the value of the human,
both individually and collectively, as the highest source of intellect and power. Because
humanism generally denies the existence of a superior deity, Atheism is typically an element of
humanist thought. It is a worldview that rises out of the Renaissance, and the Enlightenment,
where the elevation of the human mind and power to reason took hold in society over a period of
several centuries.
Secular Humanism typically has a very strong presence on university campuses. In fact, most
universities will have a secularist humanism student club listed as one of the official student
organizations. The mission of most of these groups is to encourage college students to use
“reason” in their approach to searching for a “faith perspective.” They typically challenge
traditional views of Christianity, and look for opportunities to promote “loopholes” in religious
beliefs and sacred scriptures.
Humanists are very effective on university campuses. Why? Most college students are looking
for answers to questions about the meaning of life, and the humanist approach is an appealing
one—emphasizing the importance of intellectual discovery and examination. Often times,
students are coming from backgrounds where they have never been exposed to arguments
against their “inherited” beliefs. Their beliefs have never been challenged. So, students are
intrigued by new ideas and are willing to listen to arguments for which they have no ready
answer.
At its core, humanism is a worldview constructed with self at the center. It emphasizes the
supremacy of reason and thought, and that theism simply does not “make sense” to the
enlightened mind.
Has anyone ever questioned your faith? Have you ever had to defend what you believe? If so,
were you prepared to defend your beliefs? How comfortable are you now with the thought of
having to defend your faith to others? Does this idea intimidate you in any way? Do you think
you are supposed to be able to respond to criticisms about your religious beliefs? Check out 1
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Peter 3:15. Do you think you are supposed to have all of the answers to all of the questions? Why,
or why not?
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Day 15

Consumerism: Our Predominant Cultural Context

Quote:

Tell me then, how is it that you are rich? From whom did you receive it, and from
whom did he transmit it to you? From his father and his grandfather. But can you,
ascending through many generations, show the acquisition just? It cannot be. The
root and origin of it must have been injustice. Why? Because God in the
beginning did not make one person rich and another poor. He left the earth free
to all alike. Why then if it is common, have you so many acres of land, while your
neighbor has not a portion of it? ~John Chrysostom, a Fourth-Century
Preacher and Bishop of Constantinople~
Our present ecological crisis, the biggest single practical threat to our human
existence in the middle to long term, has, religious people would say, a great deal
to do with our failure to think of the world as existing in relation to the mystery of
God, not just as a huge warehouse of stuff to be used for our convenience.
~Rowan Williams, Anglican Bishop~
Money never stays with me. It would burn me if it did. I throw it out of my hands
as soon as possible, lest it should find its way into my heart. ~John Wesley, in a
letter to his sister~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
We hear a lot about “consumerism” these days, but do we really know what consumerism is, and,
more importantly, how it affects our life choices? Over the next several days, we will spend
some time examining Western-consumerism. Specifically, we will look at what it is, how it came
about (historical perspective), and how it can work to hinder our walk with God.
Defining consumerism is not an easy task. It is a very complex matter, as you will soon discover.
Somewhat oversimplified, we might define consumerism as: A way of understanding the world
(the meaning of life) that elevates as the highest priority the attainment of personal comfort,
through the pursuit of wealth, promoting an individualistic and self-centered outlook on life.
Perhaps the greatest danger of consumerism is its ability to shape our character in very subtle
ways. Consumerism is a powerfully influential element of the Western world, yet it largely goes
unnoticed, because, as we discussed previously, most of us do not “see” our home culture. We
tend to take culture for granted. Much like floating downstream in a canoe, it takes intentional
effort to head upstream. Culture will take us on a “ride” unless we do the hard work of critically
examining it, making intentional choices to move against its powerful forces. It is therefore
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always important for us to be able to critically examine our culture, being able to identify
whether or not its forces are encouraging, or discouraging, our pursuit of God.
Have you ever considered that consumerism might actually be similar to a religion? Jason Clark
is an expert in the field of "consumerism and the church" who sees consumerism as a “religion”
that competes fiercely with Christianity. Clark says, in his book Church in the Present Tense:
I started to wonder if, in a secular and consumer society where people think of
themselves as nonreligious, they are in fact deeply religious. I found myself asking:
“What if the people we interact with are so deeply embedded in a religious system that
they are unwilling to convert to Christianity as an alternative reality?”
Alan Hirsch, author of several books, including, The Forgotten Ways, says:
(Westerners) are being profoundly discipled every day by a very sophisticated system
called "media and advertising"…trillions of $$ are put into this system to manipulate
our sense of self…Anyone who comes to Jesus in a Western context is already a welldiscipled consumer…AND IT'S A RELIGION…consumerism is the alternative religion
of our day!
We might go even further and say that consumerism is the predominant religion of our day.
Why? Consumerism has a way of forming our character (discipling us) through the cultural
practices we engage in every day. Shopping, for example, actually teaches us, through our body
(experiences), that desiring an object can bring a sense of fulfillment to our soul (though only a
very temporary sense of fulfillment). Can you think of a time you were intensely focused on
buying something? Do you recall the way you felt, physically and emotionally, as you pursued
that object? For some of us, the shopping experience can produce intense, desirable emotions.
If you have studied church history at all, you realize that learning to be a disciple of Jesus has
historically involved physical participation, using our bodies, in the spiritual formation process.
We refer to such practices as “spiritual disciplines,” and they include activities like prayer and
fasting, solitude and silence, Scripture reading and memorization, meditation, etc. Jesus often
taught the Twelve Disciples through actual physical experiences (i.e. healing activities, miracles,
engaging people in love, etc.). He did this because he knew that we learn as we participate in the
process with our body. If we think of religion as being something that serves to shape our
character, then consumerism might indeed be a religion. We will talk about this more over the
next several days.
Think for a moment about the “disciplines of consumerism.” Things like shopping, hunting for
bargains, competing with others on Black Friday, or engaging in media…these are all disciplines
designed to train your body to develop, through a very deep process, consumerist habits. Can you
identify your own consumerist habits? Even during this experience, have you been drawn into
the desire to purchase things? Why? How are you feeling about that? How does it make you feel
to purchase something that you desire? These are all important thoughts that we will be
discussing over the next several days.
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Day 16

Consumerism: Historical Background… “How did we get here?”

Quote:
Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Joshua 7
 NT: Matthew 6:19-24
Where did consumerism come from? How did we, as a Western society, get to where we are
today? Would you be surprised to learn that the Church may have actually had a very significant
role in the development of consumerism?
Though we could look back further in time to see the foundation of consumerism being
constructed, consumerism ideals pick up momentum, and find their origins in the 17th and 18th
centuries, where modernity and the rise of the consumer culture are intertwined. At its core,
consumerism is about individual choice and the primacy of self and the freedom of choice. The
tenets of modernism, namely the rise of the prominence of the individual and the free rational
mind, provided the necessary context, a fertile ground, for the development of consumerist
practices. Progressively, through the course of the industrial revolution, the growing privatization
of life continued to nourish the practices of consumerism between 1880 and 1930.
More recently, as the growth of the single-dwelling home lifestyle, especially over the past 60
years, has solidly taken hold as the pattern for Western life, society has become even more
individualized, privatized, and segmented. As families increasingly live as autonomous
consumer units, relationships between extended family members, as well as between neighbors
and larger social structures, are becoming more disconnected.
In our neighborhoods, and in the larger community, people are becoming less involved outside of
the home. Front yard activities have moved to the privacy of the backyard. Involvement in
community events have decreased as well, as people spend more and more time and money
investing in their private lives. Facebook and other social media tools have radically changed the
way we relate to “friends.” We are becoming more accustomed to understanding relationships as
superficial, and distant. All of this has led to greater social isolation, narrowed political and
social concern, and an overall fragmentation of culture.
Where has the church stood during this time? David Bebbington, in his book, Evangelicalism In
Modern Britain, examines the context of modern Britain (18th century to the present), arguing
quite convincingly that Evangelicalism has throughout history been largely shaped by the social,
economic, and philosophical shifts. He states, “The leaders of Evangelical opinion were swayed
by the fashionable Romantic assumptions of their day. The gospel was being remoulded by the
spirit of the age” (p. 154). Likewise, Max Weber, in his book, The Protestant Ethic and the
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Spirit of Capitalism, argues that the rise of Capitalism was tightly woven with the theological
movements of the time in which this economic system was developed. The view of work as a
“calling” from God provided the framework for the pursuit of God’s blessing through vocation,
and as a result the accumulation of wealth. In other words, both scholars suggest that the Church
has been both shapers of culture, as well as shapes of culture.
Ultimately, the Church is called to live in the world, but to not be of the world. This means that
God’s people are to actively engage live in the world, but doing so in a way that is culturally
transformative. We engage the world so that we might shape it to reflect God’s goodness. We are
called to be restorers of God’s created order. With God, we also long for a renewed world where
life, as God intended, is discovered and maintained. This life has us in relationship with God,
working with Him to share His love to a world still discovering His intended reality for us all.
This is a very difficult topic. How much do we participate in, and engage culture? When is it that
we have crossed the line, and allowed our culture to shape us, rather than shaping our culture?
Do you struggle with this “balance”? Where do you most often struggle? Would you like to have
a more definitive answer to these questions? Where might you turn for help? Are you a shape of
culture, or a shaper of culture? Why? What needs to change in your life?
Prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: We praise you, O Lord, for the waters, the mountains
and hills, the deserts and valleys, the wilderness spaces, and for all living creatures. Forgive us
when we have not been good caretakers of the earth. Make us into people who practice
resurrection by bringing dead things back to life and by making ugly things beautiful again.
Amen.
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Day 17

Consumerism: The Pain of Detachment

Quote:

There is enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for everyone’s greed.
~Gandhi~
When someone steals a person’s clothes, we call him a thief. Should we not give
the same name to one who could clothe the naked and does not? The bread in
your cupboard belongs to the hungry; the coat hanging unused in your closet
belongs to those who need it; the shoes rotting in your closet to the one who has
no shoes. The money which you hoard up belongs to the poor. ~Basil of
Caesarea~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Often, when we think about consumerism, we think of attachment to things, when in reality
consumerism is, at least in part, defined by detachment in relationships. Does the evidence
show we are attached to our possessions? Not really. Consider that the consumer is really not
interested in hoarding goods—in fact, the goods we purchase are often quickly discarded, or
replaced by something newer, or better. Our phones, for example, are typically replaced every
two years. But the life of a phone would probably be even shorter if it weren’t for contracts.
Ironically, college students often speak of their desire to “simplify” life by getting rid of material
possessions. However, even as they desire simplicity, they are continuously looking to buy the
latest “gadget.”
The idea of detachment, however, goes far beyond the view consumers have of their purchases.
Detachment is really about how society in general has become detached from those who produce
the goods being purchased. Changes in our economy and society over the past few centuries, as
highlighted in the previous lesson, have brought considerable distance between the consumer and
the producer. Where once the consumer purchased goods directly from the farmer, for example,
consumers now shop at grocery stores—often having no idea where the fruit and vegetables they
consume were produced.
This relational detachment has led (and this is a critical point to understanding the true nature of
consumerism) to the development of a society that is largely interested in getting the best
price for a product rather than ensuring that the transaction being conducted is benefitting
someone with whom a relationship exists. In our continuing pursuit to find the best deals, we
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often turn a deaf ear to the frequently deplorable work conditions and low wages that enable
those low prices to exist.
In 2002, a Washington Post article240 documented the story of a young Chinese factory worker
who was literally worked to death making stuffed animals for children in “developed” countries.
Nineteen-year-old Li Chunmei collapsed and died after working 16-hour shifts for sixty days
straight (that’s the equivalent of nearly 6 months of full-time work in two months). Of course,
the consumers of the stuffed animals did not purposely drive Li Chunmei to her death; rather, the
story illustrates the situation of consumerism where consumers are detached from the producer.
As the consumer sets out to find the “best deal” on a product, they often overlook the context of
the good being consumed.
On an average day, how often do you give thought to the work that went into the products that
you consume? Does the price of an item dictate your buying decision? Do you ever research the
production methods and conditions that exist for the workers who produce the things you
consume? Would you be willing to pay more for an item if it meant that, by doing so, you were
able to provide a better working environment for the producer? These are important questions we
often neglect to ask ourselves.
Think about an item that you use every day—an item of great importance to you. Would you be
willing to give up that item if you discovered that those who produced the item were being
mistreated, or oppressed? What if you had to look the producer of that item in the eye everyday?
What if you walked in their shoes? Would you want them to make a change that would serve to
provide a better quality of life for you? Are you responsible for them? Are you your “brother’s
keeper” (Genesis 4:9)?
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: God, give us discomfort at easy answers, halftruths, and superficial relationships, so that instead we may live deep within our hearts. Grant us
anger at injustice, oppression, and exploitation of people, so that we may wish for justice,
freedom, and peace. Bless us with enough foolishness to believe that we can make a difference in
this world, so that we can do what others claim cannot be done. Amen.

Philip P. Pan, “Worked Till The Drop: Few Protections for China’s New Laborers,”
Washington Post, May 13, 2002, A01.
240
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Day 18

Consumerism: The Pain of Misdirected Desire

Quote:

You know that you who are God’s servants are living in a foreign country, for
your own city-state is far away from this City-state. Knowing, then, which one is
to be your own City-state, why do you acquire fields, costly furnishings, buildings,
and frail dwellings here? Instead of fields, buy for yourselves people in distress in
accordance with your means. It is far, far better to buy this kind of field, property,
or building, which is quite different and which you can find again in your own
City when you come home. This ‘extravagance’ is beautiful and holy; it brings no
grief and no fear; it brings nothing but joy. ~From the Shepherd of Hermas,
whose second-century writings were cherished by the early Christians~
I did not intend my creatures to make themselves servants and slaves to the
world’s pleasures. They owe their first love to me. Everything else they should
love and possess, as I told you, not as if they owned it but as something lent them.
~God’s Words, spoken to fourteenth-century mystic, Catherine of Siena~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Ecclesiastes 2:1-11
 NT: Colossians 3:1-17
So if consumers are not attached to the things they buy, why do they become obsessed with the
consumption of goods? The answer lies in our desire to desire. On this point, it is worth
quoting William Cavanaugh, from his book, Being Consumed:
In consumer culture, dissatisfaction and satisfaction cease to be opposites, for pleasure
is not so much in the possession of things as in their pursuit. There is pleasure in the
pursuit of novelty, and the pleasure resides not so much in having as in wanting. Once
we have obtained an item, it brings desire to a temporary halt, and the item loses some
of its appeal. Possession kills desire; familiarity breeds contempt. That is why
shopping, not buying itself, is the heart of consumerism. The consumerist spirit is a
restless spirit, typified by detachment, because desire must be constantly kept on the
move (emphases mine, p. 47).
As Cavanaugh so poignantly describes, the consumer is narrowly focused on the process of
acquisition, of fueling desire through the practice of shopping, a core element of consumerism.
In fact, consumerism is about desire, not the immediate gratification that comes with the act of a
purchase. Vincent Miller writes, in his book, Consuming Religion, “Consumer
desire…strengthens the joys of seeking, of reaching out. The sufferings of particular lacks are
endlessly overwritten with new desires.” Miller goes on to say that with each cycle of desiring,
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seeking, and purchasing, “…the consumer is reinforced in the habit of endless consumption,
formed in the joys of endless desire” (p. 119).
This is precisely where the connection between consumerism and spirituality begins to gain
clarity. The consumer is consumed with a longing to feed desire itself. For the Christian,
this is an especially dangerous place to live life, as desire for anything other than God is
idolatry.
Miller also recognizes another psychological underpinning of consumerism, which he refers to as
misdirection. Miller says, “People engage in consumption in order to fulfill the social needs for
identity and belonging.” Cavanaugh sees this problem being the result of a lack of telos. From
his perspective,
A person buys something—anything—trying to fill the hole that is the empty shrine.
And once the shopper purchases the thing, it turns into a nothing, and she has to head
back to the mall to continue the search. With no objective ends (telos) to guide the
search, her search is literally endless. (emphases mine, p. 15).
Having a properly ordered Christian telos (perspective of life’s meaning) can actually counter sin.
Lacking proper perspective on the meaning of life, we live trying to rearrange the world to
satisfy our own desires. It is through this process of searching for meaning through the pursuit of
goods that we eventually begin to view everything in culture as an object to be pursued and
consumed—the commodification of culture—which is our next topic. But, before we conclude
this topic, consider if merely having an intellectual understanding of life’s meaning (telos) is
sufficient to actually keep us from being negatively influenced by the strong cultural forces of
Western consumerism. Is there something more we need to do in order to successfully challenge
the negative aspects of consumerism on our spirituality? If consumerism engages us at a bodily
level (through the practices of shopping and other activities), will we not need to train our bodies
to resist cultural liturgies? [These are common cultural practices that serve to shape our
behavior/character, similar to worship rituals/liturgies. We will discuss them more on Day 21].
As you journal today, think about your personal relationships. Do you find that you have lost the
desire to go deep in your relationships? Might this have anything to do with misdirected desire?
Discuss this with others today and journal your discoveries.
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Day 19

Consumerism: The Pain of Commodification

Quote:

How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land? The idea is strange to us.
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every
sandy shore, every mist in the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is
holy in the memory and experience of my people. We are part of the earth and it is
part of us. ~Seattle, chief of the Suquamish~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
It is Vincent Miller’s contention that postmodern society commodifies culture in a “process in
which the habits and dispositions learned in the consumption of literal commodities spread into
our relationships with culture.” This is quite a heavy topic (Miller devotes a large portion of his
book to the topic, p. 32-72). Put simply, consumerism actually encourages a process called
commodification, viewing everything in the world as a potential good to be consumed—even
our relationships with others. How does consumerism accomplish this?
Bottom line, consumerism is a way of looking at the world around us—a worldview. But more
than simply a perspective, it is a powerfully formative force on our character because it engages
us at an experiential level—it invites us into bodily practices that serve to shape our habits.
Similar to practicing spiritual disciplines in an effort to train our bodies to focus more intently on
realities of God’s character, practicing consumerist behaviors also teaches us to perceive the
world through the lens of the consumerism ideology, training our bodies to focus more intently
on realities of consumerist ideals.
The consumerist perspective of life is out of sync with how God would have us view the things
of the world. All of creation was created to remind us, and point us toward, the Creator. When
the object of our desire becomes the created thing itself, or when we view people as simply
objects of which we may take advantage, our spiritual grounding is in peril, and our spiritual
direction is skewed off course.
The solution to this is obviously to turn our attention toward the One who can ultimately satisfy
our desires. Augustine, in his Confessions (1.1) exclaimed, “…our heart is unquiet until it rests
in you.” As long as our hearts are set on the pursuit of anything other than God, or as long as our
perspective on life is grounded in the culture around us, we will struggle to find peace, and
purpose. The solution? Simply put, we need to recognize several things:
1. We need to discover our place in God’s Story, and recognize that there are
competing stories that are trying to capture our hearts.
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2. We must make a decision to fight against the negative forces of these competing
stories.
3. We must recognize that this fight cannot be done on our own, but that we need
others to help us in this fight.
4. We must recognize that without God’s strength, and a plan for making changes in
our life, we will not escape the negative forces of our culture.
In the latter half of this program, we will spend a great deal of time working through the
important role of others in our life. We will also spend time developing a plan that will lead us
toward long-term spiritual growth (maturity in Christ). But before we do that, we will spend a
little more time discussing the difference in the underlying values of consumerism when
compared to the values Jesus modeled for us through his life of self-denial.
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Day 20

Consumerism: Comparing Underlying Values

Quote:

There are two ways, one of life and one of death, but a great difference between
the two ways. The way of life, then, is this: first, you shall love God who made
you; second, love your neighbor as yourself, and do not do to another what you
would not want done to you. ~The Didache~
Unless you make what is right left, and what is left right, what is above into what
is below, and what is behind into what is in front, you will not learn to know the
Kingdom. ~The Acts of Peter, an Apocryphal writing~
We should remain within the limits imposed by our basic needs and strive with all
our power not to exceed them. For once we are carried a little beyond these limits
in our desire for the pleasures of life, there is then no criterion by which to check
our onward movement, since no bounds can be set to that which exceeds the
necessary. ~ Nilus of Ancyra, fifth-century monk ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT: Leviticus 25
 NT: Matthew 6:19-34
We have been working to reveal, through this examination of consumerism, what we might label
as the pain of consumerism:
The flourishing of an environment where relational fragmentation increases daily,
producing a social environment where the fulfillment of selfish ambitions, in isolation
from others, is nurtured and honored. Goods are pursued, rather than God Himself, in
order to fill our longings for rich relationships—for identity and belonging, and we are
deeply disappointed when our pursuits seem to have no end.
This is a truly “painful” situation, because it is a break from the design of God for people to
live in loving community with one another, where goods are viewed as gifts from God to be
used for the benefit of people. Indeed, life has been designed by God to be a journey in
community, but instead, consumerism produces a social environment where the fulfillment of
selfish ambitions, in isolation from others, is nurtured and honored.
Below is a table (adapted from John Kavanaugh’s book, Following Christ In a Consumer
Society) that illustrates the stark differences between the underlying values of consumerism and
of the kingdom of God. Perhaps seeing these differences so clearly will help you to understand
why our culture can be such a difficult place to be in, but not of.
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The Values of Consumerism Culture
Value is grounded in OBJECTS (marketability
of the individual, worth established in the
productivity of the individual)
Behavior based on SELFISH view of THINGS
(violence, domination, manipulation, greed,
demand, competition)
Perspective of possessions on SELF
(accumulation, having, individual satisfaction)
Focus on DOING
FRAGMENTED RELATIONSHIPS
ADDICTION TO THINGS
SELFISH PURSUITS

The Values of God’s Kingdom
Value is grounded in PEOPLE (intrinsic value
of the individual, worth established by God
and does not change)
Behavior based on SELFLESS view OTHERS
(peace, acceptance, forgiveness, healing,
sharing, giving)
Perspective of possessions on OTHERS
(attachment to God, generosity, trust and hope,
love, satisfaction in sharing)
Focus on BEING
REDISCOVERED COMMUNITY
SIMPLICITY IN LIFE
SELF-DENIAL

So, we should be asking by this point, “What response has the Church had to the pain of
consumerism?” After all, it is the ministry of the Church to be the presence of Christ in the
world. And Jesus was certainly interested in addressing the pain and suffering of people.
However, it is here where we understand that this pain, though felt by society, largely goes
unidentified and unnamed. Most people can seldom put a finger on the source of this pain in
their lives, though it exists. Therefore, it is vitally important for the voice of those who have
been enlightened by the reality of consumerism to serve to broaden the understanding of those
who have not. This is indeed the role of the Church, to help provide this larger perspective.
Yet, in spite of the Church’s calling to be an agent of cultural transformation, living as restorers
who provide healing, as Jesus did, to a suffering world, and who provide a heavenly perspective
on life, the Church has throughout history often looked too much like the world. Christians are
often guilty of taking on the shape of their world, rather than being ones who shape their world.
So, what can be done? Is there healing to be found for the pain?
God is indeed powerful enough to overcome the pain of consumerism. But this will require His
people to have a proper understanding of God as the “owner” of all things, as well as a proper
understanding of what it means to live life today believing and practicing “Jesus is Lord.” This
will take place only as we look for new ways of seeing the world, with the perspectives of others
as our aid in helping us to understand the premises of the kingdom of God.
Life in God’s Story is a much better story. What story would you like God to write with your
life? Dream a little, ask God for guidance, and journal your thoughts.
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Day 21

Other “Religious Cultural Liturgies”

Quote:

American preachers have a task more difficult, perhaps, than those faced by us
under South Africa’s apartheid, or Christians under Communism. We had obvious
evils to engage; you have to unwrap your culture from years of red, white and
blue myth. You have to expose, and confront, the great disconnection between the
kindness, compassion and caring of most American people, and the ruthless way
American power is experienced, directly and indirectly, by the poor of the earth.
You have to help good people see how they have let their institutions do their
sinning for them. This is not easy among people who really believe that their
country does nothing but good, but it is necessary, not only for their future, but
for us all. ~Peter Storey , South African Pastor and Bishop~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Cultural liturgies are common cultural practices that serve to shape our behavior, and ultimately
our character, working similarly to how worship rituals/liturgies, or spiritual disciplines, serve to
shape our behavior and character. Cultural liturgies can be extremely powerful forces in our lives,
because, quite often, they go completely unnoticed—we rarely reflect upon their existence and
meaning.
For example, one cultural liturgy that you have probably experienced before is the set of rituals
surrounding the singing of the National Anthem at a sporting event. You could probably very
easily describe the “liturgy” if you were asked to do so, but you may have never taken time to
reflect on the ritual, and its unspoken meaning(s).
Close your eyes for a moment, and imagine yourself at a sporting event. The crowd is gathering,
and it is time for the event to begin. An announcer comes over the loudspeaker.
What does he say?
Your eyes begin to move to and fro, and you quickly locate the USA flag. Without even thinking
about it, you have removed your hat. Perhaps your posture has straightened? Your demeanor has
changed?
The singing begins, and you naturally follow along. Maybe you are silently repeating the
lyrics/notes in your head, or perhaps you are singing along, quietly.
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You automatically cheer with the others who have gathered as the song reaches its conclusion,
and your hat somehow found its way back on top of your head. Your posture relaxes, and you sit
back down, never even realizing you had stood up.
This is a cultural liturgy. It is something that we have learned by doing. And, over the years, it
has actually shaped our beliefs. We have learned several things about national pride through this
liturgy. We are reminded that we are a part of a larger existence, and that existence may one day
require sacrifice, as it has for so many before us. We yield our allegiance to our country, subtly,
as we perform this ritual repeatedly and as the ritual reinforces within us our responsibility to our
countrymen, and to our ideals. For sure, we recognize that going against the crowd can be a very
dangerous thing. It is much better to go along with others. So, when topics of nationalism surface
in other aspects of our life, we may tend to not speak against the majority opinion. This is
because we have been shaped by a cultural liturgy. It has not only formed our behavior, but also
our character.
What other cultural liturgies can you think of today? Are there specific liturgies within your own
family? In what ways are cultural liturgies a good thing? How might they be a bad thing? Begin
making a list of those habits you have that need to be challenged. What can you do to make
yourself more aware of your culture, and the negative influences it has on you?
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Day 22Self-Denial: It All Starts Here
Quote: It’s one thing to study war and another thing to live the warrior’s life.
~Telamon of Arcadia, Mercenary of the 5th Century~
The first step of pride is curiosity. How does it show itself? Here is an example.
There stands a monk who up to this time had every appearance of being an
excellent monk. Now you begin to notice that wherever he is, standing, walking or
sitting, his eyes are wandering, his glance darts right and left, his ears are cocked.
Some change has taken place in him; every movement shows it. These symptoms
show that that monastic’s soul has caught some disease. One who used to watch
over his own conduct now is all watchfulness for others. ~Bernard of Clairvaux,
a twelfth-century Cistercian~
…Jesus now, in Matthew 6, alerts us to the two main things that will block or
hinder a (healthy) life with God…These are the desire to have the approval of
others…and the desire to secure ourselves by means of material wealth.
~Dallas Willard, Divine Conspiracy~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: Mark 8:22 – 10:52
Cultural liturgies often communicate the priority of self. Here is a simple example. You walk
into Starbucks and order a “tall, bold roast coffee.” They realize they are temporarily out of bold
roast, so they offer you a “tall, Pike’s Place,” at no charge. They just communicated to you that
YOU are the center of importance. You should not be inconvenienced in any way. You accept
the offer, and you walk out into the world that day carrying an attitude of self-importance that
was very subtly reinforced in you by the simple cultural exchange that happened to start your day.
Self-denial, the giving up of making ourselves the reference point of the world, is the key to
growing in our spiritual depth. Spiritual formation begins here...being willing to lay down our
lives for others. John Calvin used this term to summarize the entire Christian life. In fact,
throughout the centuries, many saints of God have recognized that pride, and self-centeredness,
is the very foundation of our daily struggle to be like Jesus. We are battling constantly with the
desire to be on the “throne” of our lives, rather than allow God to be the one who ultimately
controls our existence. Consider how important the topic was to Jesus. In his final days, as he is
approaching Jerusalem to face his death, Mark records in his gospel that Jesus spoke on the topic
of “self-denial” (in some form) at three critical moments. Each of these admonitions from Jesus
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are accompanied by a moment where Jesus’s own disciples are acting with a spirit of selfish
ambition, and self-seeking. They do this even as Jesus continues to demonstrate that his life is all
about serving others and self-sacrifice.
The Apostle Paul also wrestles with the topic in Romans 7-8. Ultimately, Paul points to the
freedom we have from sin, as Christ’s followers, through the power of the Holy Spirit at work in
us. It is only by God’s grace, through his transformative work in our heart, that we are able to
live a life of self-denial.
Vainglory, the desire for attention and approval from others, is something that we Americans, in
particular, struggle with to a great extent. We look for approval from others throughout our day
as we post our every movement on Facebook. We manage our reputation, posting only what
makes us look good. We are quick to defend ourselves when someone offers criticism. Is this
really how God would have us act?
Spiritual disciplines are designed to counteract the negative forces of culture. So, in this case, the
practice of the discipline silence is a counter measure to vainglory. When practicing silence, we
do not speak about ourselves, and we do not defend ourselves. We listen attentively to others,
and offer feedback only when it is invited. Often, we do not really listen to others because we are
busy in our minds formulating our response to them before they have even finished telling us
about their own thoughts and ideas.
Today we will practice silence. In this particular form of silence, it is ok to speak, but only speak
when you feel it is necessary. You will quickly discover that, in silence, you need to be more
attentive to others so that you can figure out what they need before they have to ask for it
(remember, others will be practicing silence as well, so try to keep them from having to speak by
anticipating their needs). You will also need to refrain from defending yourself, from promoting
your ideas. Make no comments about your feelings, and make no judgments about others. No
long-winded narratives; instead, train your ears to be attentive to others today. When words are
required, make them few, and carefully selected words.
Journal your thoughts and discoveries.
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Day 23Engaging the World with Faithful Presence (Part 1)
Quote:

As a natural expression of its passion to honor God in all things and to love our
neighbor as ourselves, the church and its people will challenge all structures that
dishonor God, dehumanize people, and or do harm to the creation. ~James
Davison Hunter, To Change the World~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms 78:1-17
 OT: Isaiah 58
 NT: Mark 10:35-45
In his book To Change the World, John Davison Hunter discusses the calling we have, as
Christians, to engage our world with the presence of God’s love. He believes that as God’s
people live with faithful presence (defined below), we can indeed change the world. But this
will be no easy task.
Before Hunter outlines what faithful presence looks like, he points out a couple of realities that
we face in our world today…
First, he asserts that cultural transformation is the result of top-down influences, initiated by
society’s “elites” (those in positions of significant power), who are part of strong networks of
overlapping interest groups. He argues, in a very convincing way, that while the role the
individual plays in cultural transformation is not unimportant, the role of the larger group, the
community, is much more important. We see this in action when a cause, initiated by one or two
individuals, takes hold and is carried by those in power. Think about how the battle against AIDS
took off when Bill Gates decided to pour millions of dollars into the cause.
Second, Hunter identifies that the political arena has become the predominant formulative sphere
of our society—the primary instrument of societal transformation in which most Americans
place their hope. He claims that the politicization of nearly every aspect of society (family,
education, science and innovation, the arts, news media, etc.) has deeply affected “our language,
imagination, and expectations.” As a result, most Americans, even Christian Americans, place
their hope in the political system to provide the solution to all of life’s problems, placing
impossibly high expectations on the political process. Does this work? Our political system, as it
presently exists, is, will ultimately fail us in this regard, because it utilizes a power structure
that is polar opposite to the power structure that the Church is called, by Jesus, to
embrace—a power structure that is based on self-denial and “servanthood.” [It might be
helpful at this point to refer back to Milton Friedman’s comments on Day 13.] This will likely be
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a difficult idea to accept. That is how deeply ingrained our hope in the political system has
become and how intertwined our Christianity has become with our patriotism.
These two current realities of our world (the power of elites, and the hope we place in politics)
point out that the Church faces some very difficult obstacles if it wants to be effective in our
mission to be agents of transformation in the world. With these thoughts in mind, Hunter
describes his approach to transforming the world: faithful presence.
His approach is not something new, but instead something very ancient. It is a remembrance, a
recalling of the original mission of the Church, and a reframing for the original model
exemplified through the Church’s Author, Jesus. For some it will seem too simplistic. But,
perhaps, this is its beauty.
At the most basic level, Hunter asserts that if there is to be good in this world, it comes through
God’s incarnate (existing in bodily form) love. In other words, Christians must actually live
out the shalom of God (peaceful, harmonious life in community with God, people, and creation),
and exhibit the loving character of God, as Jesus did. In the absence of incarnate love,
Christians have no real ability to bring about the type of change that God desires for the world.
It is Hunter’s contention that God lives faithfully present among the world, and in so doing,
models for the Christian what their faithful presence should also look like. The four attributes of
God’s Faithful Presence, as described by Hunter, follows:
1. God pursues people. God is active and alive in the world, he is not distant.
2. God identifies with people. Most notably, God became incarnate love in the
world, through Jesus.
3. God offers us life. He has shown us, through the life of Jesus, the way to live
presently, and the way to find life eternally.
4. God loves people sacrificially. God modeled for us the type of love we should offer
to others.
These four elements form the basis of what Hunter identifies as faithful presence: living as God’s
physical presence in the world through faithfully demonstrating His self-sacrificing love.
This is often a very difficult lesson for participants. Why might this be the case? Are you
experiencing a tension in yourself as you consider these ideas? In whom, or in what system, do
you place your trust? Is the USA a “Christian nation”? Many would claim this, but why? What
makes us more Christian than any other nation? Does the words of our constitution make us
“God’s people”? Or are we God’s people because of our actions? Journal your thoughts and
discuss these ideas with others today.
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Day 24Engaging the World with Faithful Presence (Part 2)
Quote:

I am going to speak to you simply as a pastor, as one who, together with his
people, has been learning the beautiful but harsh truth that the Christian faith
does not cut us off from the world but immerses us in it; the church is not a
fortress set apart from the city. The church follows Jesus, who lived, worked,
struggled and died in the midst of a city, in the polis. ~Salvadoran Archbishop
Oscar Romero, shortly before his assassination~
In a word, what I’m saying is, “Grow up. You’re kingdom subjects. Now live like
it. Live out your God-created identity. Live generously and graciously toward
others, the way God lives toward you.” ~Jesus of Nazareth, from the Sermon
on the Mount, The Message~

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms 78:18-72
 OT: Isaiah 1
 NT: Matthew 5:13-16
With God’s model in mind (review the last part of the previous lesson), this then is how Hunter
says Christians should practice faithful presence:
1. Christians should pursue love, and live “presently” with others (being devoted to
others, offering to be a self-sacrificing loving presence in their lives).
2. Christians should offer their entire lives over to God, pursuing all things in life out
of an obedience to God’s call to be self-sacrificing.
3. Christians should, within their spheres of influence, exercise “selfless power,”
which flows from out of our intimate relationship with God and which is the
evidence of our transforming character.
Hunter believes that as Christians actually live out (enact) the shalom of God, their lives of
love will be a persuasive, powerful voice for change in the world. Unless Christians are
willing to engage the world with the practice of self-sacrificing love, they cannot, and will not,
change the world in the manner that God has intended.
The prophet Jeremiah, centuries ago, gave the Israelites some very good advice after they were
taken into exile by the Babylonians. Basically, Jeremiah said (from Jeremiah 29),
Settle in for the long haul. Build houses. Plant gardens. Unpack…you’re going to be
here for a long time. And in the process of living here, pray for, and work for, the
peace of this city, Babylon, and for the peace and shalom of these people. You live
among them, and, as a result, you will experience life together. Share the good, and
endure the trials, together. Be my presence among them, and, in so doing, everyone
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will come to know my desires for all people…to experience my shalom, both now, and
forever.
The Church, in order to bring about this shalom of God, must work as a united people of
God. We can accomplish much more as a group working together, than as individuals. However,
we cannot overlook the fact that shalom starts with individual decisions to be people of love and
grace and mercy and humility.
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: Lord, keep us from following a faith that awaits
peace in heaven. You are our peace, and you are always with us. May your peace come and your
will be done on earth, as indeed it is in heaven. Amen.
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Day 25The Potential of a Young Life Devoted to God: The Haystack Story
Quote:

There is a deep desire in the human heart, common to most people and especially
active in students, to be a part of something bigger, greater and significantly
more lasting than the daily grind of classroom duties and the cyclical patterns of
nine-to-five routines. Of course, there is nothing innately wrong with such duties
and routines (they are, in fact, essential)—but such activities can quickly become
monotonous if they are not infused with a deeper sense of purpose. Critical to
discovering that purpose, as evidenced in the intercollegiate student movement of
the early 1800’s, is realizing we are not alone: There are others who are praying
even as we are praying and they too are believing for and working toward
significant change, just like us. ~Trent Sheppard, God On Campus~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
“THE HAYSTACK STORY” is the story about of a group of young college students, led by
Samuel Mills. Under his leadership, five students gathered to pray one August evening, in 1806,
on the campus of Williams College (Massachusetts). Their prayer meeting, interrupted by an
intense lightning storm, forced them to take shelter under a haystack. The conversation and
prayers persisted however, and in that stormy evening, decisions were made by each member to
give their entire life to the service of God. As a result of that meeting, and the dedication of those
lives, seeds were planted and world-changing events were set in motion. The origins of the
American foreign missions movement can be traced to this small group of college students who
were simply taking full advantage of their youthful energy—energy that was dedicated to the
service of God.
It has been demonstrated many times throughout history: Young people have tremendous
potential in the kingdom of God when they set their hearts on being obedient to the call of
Christ to a life of self-denial. Mills was simply seeking to live a life of obedience to God, at a
young age, when God used him for an incredible purpose. Mills was not looking to change the
world. He was merely seeking to know God, and to be completely obedient to whatever God
called him to do. He was determined to live a life of intentionality.
The Haystack Story is not the only one that can be told of the influence of young lives who have
set their focus on loving God. The “Oxford Holy Club” and the “Mount Hermon 100” are also
very exciting stories that illustrate the way God is able to use young people as they commit their
lives to living obediently and faithfully to God. Indeed, the origins of the various modern
spiritual revivals can generally be traced to activity taking place on the college campus. [Two
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excellent resources on this topic are God On Campus, Trent Sheppard, and Fireseeds of
Spiritual Awakening, by Dan Hayes.]
But there is also another important element that factors into the way God used these young
people to dramatically change society. God uses those who assiduously dedicate their lives to
Him, but He also has shown that He blesses those who work in cooperation with the larger Body
of Christ. In each of these stories, we can discover individuals who found their place in the
kingdom of God with others. In community, their efforts were exponentially multiplied.
Everyday moments become movements when we work together.
You have the potential to be of great service to God, today, as you seek to live each day obedient
to His call on your life. Your focus is not to drift off of Him as the author and perfector of our
faith. Your focus is not to be on “changing the world” or “starting a movement.” These things
happen as we learn to love God deeply, and share that love with those around us, working with
them in their desire to walk with God in obedience. You have the power to influence the
university. But that power is found in service, and in self-sacrificing love.
A Prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: Lord, remind us that it is not always agitated
uprisings and nonstop activity which lead to justice, but that change often comes through the
quiet commitment of a small group of people. Help us raise our small body of people to set about
quietly becoming the change we want to see in the world. Amen.
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Day 26Education: Character Formation, or the Transference of Information?
Quote: What else can save us but your hand remaking what you have made?
~Augustine of Hippo~
Take heed...less desiring to be as gods, we become as devils. ~Henry Dunster,
Harvard’s First President~
Let every student be plainly instructed and earnestly pressed to consider well the
main end of his life and studies is to know God and Jesus Christ which is eternal
life, John 17:3, and therefore to lay Christ in the bottom, as the only foundation of
all sound knowledge and learning. And seeing the Lord giveth wisdom, let
everyone seriously set himself by prayer, in secret, to seek it of Him. ~Harvard's
original purpose statement~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Take just a moment to reread Harvard’s original purpose statement, included in the quotes above.
The university educational system has come a long way since this statement was first written and
adopted by the university in 1642. Then, wisdom was understood to be something that God
granted to people, through prayer. The main purpose of life was to “know God and Jesus Christ”
and to firmly establish Christ as the foundation in life, on which all of knowledge and learning
was to be constructed.
Today, the university context is much different. “Tolerance” might be the best word to describe
the foundation on which students are to build their knowledge. The university student is required
to be accepting of all views, and respectful of all opinions. “Relativism” is the term used to
communicate the prevailing belief that each person’s perception of truth is equally valid.
This makes getting at “Truth” (absolute truth) a bit difficult, because the university is one of the
most diverse (pluralistic) settings in all of the world. If everyone’s opinion is granted the same
weight, how is a student to go about discovering absolute truth? Wait…absolute truth does not
exist, according to our post-modern worldview.
This poses quite a dilemma then, for those of us who do believe there is Truth to be discovered in
the world. How are we to effectively communicate this perspective on life in such a setting as the
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university campus when to do so makes us seem “intolerant” of others, and lacking respect for
“equally valid opinions”?
Not surprising then, this is why we have seen a shift in the nature of education. Centuries ago,
education was about character formation. In 1642, at Harvard, this was absolutely true.
Students were being intentionally “shaped” by their educational experience. They were taught to
know the character of God (to make it their own character), and then to build on top of that
character the knowledge that was needed to practice a specific vocation. Today, however, there
has been a shift in the purpose of education, which is no longer about character formation, but
about the transference of information. This shift has taken place, in large part, because the
post-modern mind-set no longer allows for educators to hold one worldview above another.
There surely is room for diversity of thought in education. Community plays an important role in
the educational process. Recall that the opening lesson emphasized the importance of listening to
others, and to giving thoughtful consideration to new ideas. But how much freedom are we to
give to diversity? Is there a place for Truth? And, if there is a role that absolute truth is to play in
education, how do we effectively communicate Truth in a post-modern world that highly values
relativism? These are important questions for us to address together.
What has been your experience with education? What role does critical thinking play in the
educational process? Do you know the mission statement of your college/university? Do you
agree that education should be about character formation? Why, or why not?
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Day 27Now, or Later? When Does Life Really Begin?
Quote:

One of the greatest myths and most disempowering concepts of our collegiate
years is the faulty idea that real life starts later. As if the daily decisions that
deeply influence our friends, significantly shape our campuses and regularly
recenter our lives have no actual bearing in the real world. Had (other obedient
students) bought into that bogus belief, the world they would eventually transform
might still be waiting for some humble and courageous souls to take the risk of
actually doing something in the present, rather than forever waiting for the
idyllic environment of the future. ~Trent Sheppard, God On Campus~
Our life does not consist in making up beautiful phrases but in performing
beautiful deeds. ~Athenagoras, second-century Christian~
A brother came to Abba Theodore and began to converse with him about things
which he had never put into practice. So the old man said to him, ‘You have not
yet found a ship nor put your cargo aboard it and before you have sailed, you
have already arrived at the city. Do the work first; then you will have the speed
you are making now.’ ~The Desert Fathers~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: Matthew 25:14-30
Too often young adults are unknowingly caught in a trap. They live their youth under the
assumption that “real life” doesn’t begin until later—when they are out of college, have a “real”
job, are married, and are beginning to think about starting a family. This could not be farther
from the truth, however.
Life has begun. Each day holds tremendous potential for significance if a person is determined to
live life with intentionality. Samuel Mills lived his life in this way. He wrote in his journal one
day, “O that I might be aroused from this careless and stupid state, and be enabled to fill up life
well.” He was concerned each day with living life “fully.” To not live into his God-given
potential was a state of carelessness and stupidity.
Evidence shows today that most young adults are afraid of commitments. They want to do
something of significance, but they are resistant to putting in the required effort, day after day,
necessary to complete a task requiring persistence and consistency. [See Tim Elmore’s book,
Generation iY for an in depth study on this topic.] They are often afraid that making a
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commitment will close the door to “better” opportunities that might come their way. So, rather
than picking something and doing it, they tend to do nothing, always waiting for a great
opportunity that never seems to appear. These are generalities of the iY generation, of course.
God makes it very clear in Scripture that He will test us in little things, to see if we are faithful
and trustworthy. If we are not trustworthy in the small tasks, how can we expect to grow into
mature disciples of Jesus who can be trusted with assignments requiring even greater faithfulness
on our part?
So, when does life begin? Are you showing, in your actions, that you truly believe life has
already begun, and that God is giving you opportunities to demonstrate your faithfulness? These
are important thoughts on which to focus today’s journal entry.
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: Steadfast God, perhaps one of the greatest
mysteries is why you continue to entrust the work of your kingdom into our clumsy hands. But we
are forever grateful that you do not want to change the world without us. May we become the
church you dream of. Amen.
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Day 28The Power of NOW: Champion a Child (Part 1)
Quote:

There is no improving the future without disturbing the present. ~Catherine
Booth, co-founder of the Salvation Army~
Hope has two beautiful daughters. Their names are Anger and Courage: Anger
at the way things are and Courage to see that they do not remain the way they
are. ~Augustine of Hippo (an African)~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Hope…sometimes perplexing. How is it that humans are ever able to remain “hopeful” in the
midst of oppression? Injustice? Starvation? Death?
Hope often appears where there really should be no hope.
Can you think of a time when you were desperately clinging on to hope? Perhaps you were very
sick, or someone you loved very deeply was very sick. Maybe you were lost. Maybe there was a
tragic event, and a close friend or family member was in the vicinity of that tragedy, and you
waited to hear word that they were safe, and out of harm’s way.
Take a moment to recall those emotions.
At some point during this experience you have probably seen children, smiling and laughing, yet
living in deplorable conditions. Maybe it was in the slums of Nairobi? Maybe it was from the car
window as you traveled through a town? Have you considered what it is that gives a person hope
while living in extreme hardship?
Many ministries focus considerable resources on providing educational opportunities for children.
Why? Very simple. Education fuels ambition and dreams…and dreams sustain hope.
And this hope is contagious! These young children who are gaining an education go home every
evening and share their dreams with their family members, and their neighbors. These young,
bright-eyed dreamers, inspire their parents to pursue business opportunities, educational
opportunities, and community involvement. Over time, entire communities are transformed.
And it is all starting with a child.
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But we still haven’t answered the question, “Why does hope exist at all?” One key element to
hope is community. It’s pretty tough remaining hopeful when you’re on your own. If you have
ever been in a situation where you wanted to cling to hope, it is likely that the encouragement of
others was key in that moment.
And that, finally, leads us back to the quote from Augustine above. Interesting…Hope has TWO
daughters. Anger and Courage are not alone. They need each other.
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: Lord, turn our praises into hands that clothe the
naked, arms that comfort the afflicted, tables that host the stranger, and shoulders that support
the weary so that your name may be praised by those who live and die with their backs against
the wall. Amen.
More on hope, and children, tomorrow.
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Day 29The Power of NOW: Champion a Child (Part 2)
Quote:

Hope has two beautiful daughters. Their names are Anger and Courage: Anger
at the way things are and Courage to see that they do not remain the way they
are. ~Augustine of Hippo (an African)~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: James 1:27
The world has abused the continent of Africa over the past several centuries. Colonialism served
to oppress local communities, and it is not difficult to see that the remnants of this part of our
world’s history still remain.
Even the Church, and its current attempts at mission work and development, sometimes follow
the old colonial mentality, where the visitor brings with them their culture, and perspective on
life, forcing the nationals to adhere to a new way of life. This can take the form of a missionary
expecting the nationals to adopt certain styles of Western worship. Or, it can take the form of a
relief organization making all of the decisions about how they will operate within a host country,
not allowing the local leaders to have the authority to make important decisions, or even refusing
input from local leaders in important decisions that are being made.
Africa, and other impoverished parts of the world, do not need hand-outs. These are temporary
fixes that often cause damage within a society being served. Instead, Africa needs partners, they
need brothers and sisters who will walk alongside of them, as equals, to help them find ways to
overcome the struggles they face. They cannot fight the forces of poverty on their own, but they
can discover solutions, and work toward those solutions, if they are encouraged by others.
What do you think? Are you ready to make an impact on your world?
When does life begin? Does it not begin today? Refer back to Day 27. College students, and
even those past their college years, sometimes fall into the lie that life doesn’t really begin until
later—until school is complete, a job is secured, and a family is forming. But as cast members,
players in God’s unfolding drama, life begins today.
College students have the ability to impact the world in a profound way by simply making the
decision to begin life TODAY. Though you may think you are “poor,” you are incredibly
wealthy. You have opportunities in your life for education. You have a great hope for the future.
In such circumstances, you are capable of being a champion. Making small sacrifices each day,
you could provide hope to a child who has no reason to hope.
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In short, the Western world needs to become the champion of the poor. A champion fights for a
cause, protects, encourages, and advocates for another. A champion is a voice for the one who
needs to be heard, but who does not have the power to speak. A champion pursues the needs of
the other, and is willing to sacrifice so that the other can be strengthened. A champion provides
hope to the one who is in danger of losing hope. A champion is the embodiment of both Anger
and Courage…Hope’s two beautiful daughters.
Being a “champion” is more than being a child sponsor. Child sponsorship programs are very
popular today, and they are accomplishing great things through transformed lives. Typically, a
child can be sponsored for less than $10 per week. That small amount of money provides food,
clothing, shelter, and an education. But, more importantly, it provides hope for a future. It also
provides hope for more than a child, it provides hope for that child’s family, and community.
But let’s consider together something more. Let’s raise the stakes. Let’s consider the idea of
being a champion. Social media technology today presents unprecedented opportunities for you
to become an advocate, and a voice. Are you willing to invest in the life of a child who needs a
champion?
What would it take for you to come up with $10 each week? What kind of sacrifice would you
be required to make if you determined God was asking you to be a champion? What kind of
commitment would it take to walk with a child through life? Are you afraid of making a
commitment like that? Why? Have you lacked champions in your own life, and therefore
struggle with what the relationship might look like? Do you want to allow others to miss out on
this type of relationship simply because you are unsure, or insecure?
Would it be worth it? Is the thought of changing a life a worthy pursuit? Would that pursuit serve
to draw you deeper into your relationship with God? Could that weekly sacrifice actually end up
saving your own life?
It is certainly an idea worth considering.
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Day 30The Power of Later: Leading Where You Are
Quote:
Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT:
John Woolman was born October 19, 1720. After refusing as a young man to write a
bill of sale for a slave, Woolman went on to play a key role in challenging Quakers to
give up slavery and recognize it as unchristian. Thanks to the active faith of Woolman
and others, Quakers played an important role in the abolition movement throughout the
nineteenth century. [Common Prayer, loc. 10269]
On Days 23 and 24, we examined James Davidson Hunter’s ideas for changing the world. Recall
that he argues that the world is transformed as people, working together (especially people who
have positions of power and authority in society), engage the world with the love of God. He
calls this approach, faithful presence. In essence, it is an approach that calls us to pursue the
very heart, the core values, of the Christian faith: deep love of God, self-sacrifice, incarnational
ministry to the world, and total devotion to God. It does not allow for any aspect of our life to be
segregated from our faith. In other words, our faith should drive absolutely every aspect of our
life. Our faith should penetrate our very soul, shaping our every action and thought and desire.
Mother Theresa is a great example of what faithful presence looks like. She was one person, but
motivated countless others to work alongside of her. She faithfully pursued a life that modeled
the incarnate love of Jesus in every aspect of her life.
Today, our Western culture often encourages us to live segmented lives. We tend to separate the
sacred and the secular. We do this when we go to church on Sunday, but then do not connect
what we learn on Sunday with what takes place in our workweek. We may think of “love of
neighbor” as something that is nice, in theory, but which finds no practical application during the
majority of our weekly activities.
Let’s think about this in another way. In the recent past, the Church has often set those students
who opt to attend a Bible college and/or seminary up on a pedestal as they pursue the “higher
calling” of full-time Christian ministry. Students who decide to attend a secular university are, at
times, seen as “second-class.” This faulty perspective has a way of communicating that there is
no place for “ministry” in the secular world. It encourages this view on life that there is a divide
between the sacred and the secular. This could not be further from the truth. In reality, secular
College students who possess an understanding of the Christian faith as an all-encompassing call
on their entire life will realize that their secular vocation is their “field of ministry.” Though they
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may not be considered “clergy” by the Church, they are indeed “ministers of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ.” Moreover, they will have opportunities to penetrate portions of society where a member
of the clergy will not have opportunity. Their work environment becomes the arena for an
incarnational ministry. Faithful presence becomes their approach to engage their world, and to
penetrate all of society with the Good News.
To be clear on this: Secular college students have the opportunity, unlike most clergy, to
penetrate every aspect of society, as God’s faithful ambassadors of His love. They are to
engage the world as business professionals, legal professionals, healthcare professionals,
politicians, social workers, teachers and educators, scientists and artists in order to
demonstrate God’s presence in the world through their calling as His incarnate presence.
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: O God of the poor and meek, form us into people
who do not conform to the patterns of this world but rather conform to the norms of your upsidedown kingdom. Give us eyes to see you in those who suffer. Move us to the margins of this world,
and help us to find you there, in your most distressing disguises. Amen.
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Day 31Life in Jesus: Marking the Path Forward
Quote:

Everyone thinks of changing the world, but where, oh where, are those who think
of changing themselves? People may genuinely want to be good, but seldom are
they prepared to do what it takes to produce the inward life of goodness that can
form the soul. Personal formation into the likeness of Christ is arduous and
lifelong. ~Richard Foster~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: 1 Peter 2:9-10
As we enter into the final portion of the “Impact the World” experience, we will begin to look to
the future. Ideally, seeing the participants in this experience grow in their understanding of God,
and deepening their faith in Him, is a primary objective of “Impact the World.” However, the
real success of this experience will be realized in the years ahead when you are able to look back
to this point in time and see that significant spiritual transformation began here, and continued to
develop because of the steps you took to implement the lessons learned during this opportunity.
Over the next few days, several important ideas will be presented on a variety of topics. Each of
these topics uncover a particular challenge that you will undoubtedly face as you return to
“normal life” back at home. Most of these challenges have already been presented in some form
over the past 3 weeks, so they will not reveal anything particularly “new” to you. But now is the
time to begin putting all of the pieces together, ultimately formulating a workable plan for your
“re-entry.”
Step 1, The Keys to Spiritual Growth: We begin this process by first addressing three keys to a
life marked by spiritual growth and maturity. When we speak of “spiritual maturity,” we are
talking about being able to live as “Christ incarnate” back at home. In simple terms, we are
talking about living a life that effectively reflects the love of God to others in your specific
cultural context. For most of us, that context is the Western-consumerist culture. To do this
effectively, three essential elements need to be in place. They are as follows:
A. Understanding of the “meta-narrative”—the Story God is telling—and knowing your
place within that story
B. Finding a mentor who successfully lives within this Story, in your home context
C. Learning to actively live this Story with others, in Christian community
Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: After discussing these three key elements,
we will then begin to reflect upon some specific difficulties present for young people today
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within the Western-consumerist culture, providing suggestions for combatting the harmful forces
of this specific cultural context.
Step 3, Developing a Plan: Finally, you will be asked to develop a plan that you will implement
as you return home. This plan will include writing a “rule of life” and learning to do the work of
cultural critique. It will also direct you to give serious consideration to your life goals, and how
you will go about finding the role God has for you in His Story.
If you follow each of these steps, you will have done a great deal to put yourself in a place where
you are likely to achieve long-term “success” in your pursuit of spiritual maturity in Christ, and
living as his presence in the world.
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Day 32

Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: A) Understanding “The
Story”

Quote:
Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
For today, take some time to reflect back on the previous lessons. Also take some time to review
your journal. Throughout this experience, has God been speaking to you about how He
specifically wants to use you, back at home, as a “player in His drama”? Has this time away from
home helped you gain new perspective into your life, as it presently exists? Journal any thoughts
you may have on this topic. If you feel you do not have a strong enough grasp of the overriding
story being told in the Bible, how can you pursue this vital element? Is there a small group of
people who could help you expand your knowledge in this area? Are there books you could
read? [A great book on this topic is The Drama of Scripture: Finding Our Place in the Biblical
Story, by Craig Bartholomew and Michael Goheen.] You can begin constructing your plan (step
3) by taking some notes now. Does a part of your plan need to include learning more about the
Biblical Story? If so, ask God to give you some ideas for how you can pursue this need. Write
down anything that comes to mind.
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Day 33

Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: B) Finding a Mentor
Who Successfully Lives within “The Story”

Quote:

Christians live in their own countries, but only as guests and aliens. They take
part in everything as citizens and endure everything as aliens. They are as poor
as beggars, and yet they make many rich. They lack everything, and yet they have
everything in abundance. They are dishonored, and yet have their glory in this
very dishonor…. They are abused, yet they bless…. In a word: what the soul is in
the body, the Christians are in the world. ~From the Letter to Diognetus, an
early Christian writing~
Include a quote from Steven Garber

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: 2 Corinthians 6:3-10
Mentors serve a critical role in our lives. In the professional world, mentors can assist us as we
look to advance our careers. A good mentor is one who has learned valuable lessons pursuing a
career path, has grown from those lessons (and advanced professionally), and can pass on
insights to us that will help us to also grow and develop the skills we need for advancement. The
concept of a mentor in the professional world has been embraced for a long time.
As we look to grow as followers of Jesus, it would seem that the idea of a mentor would be
widely accepted as well. It just makes sense for us, as Christians, to look for those who can assist
us in our desire to become more like Jesus. A Christian mentor, one who has learned valuable
lessons pursuing Christ-likeness, has grown from those lessons, and who can pass on valuable
insights in order to help us develop spiritual maturity, is a logical and essential aspect to any
well-constructed plan to grow in our faith.
Yet it seems that the presence of a mentor is lacking for many Christians today. There are
probably many reasons for this, but the truth is we often simply lack intentionality and planning
in our spiritual formation. Finding a mentor is not easy. It takes work. It also takes prayer. The
best mentors will be the ones we ask God to provide for us.
There is probably another important reason we don’t see the concept of mentorship being used
prominently today in most Christian circles: The church often lacks vision for connectivity
between the sacred and the secular. For the most part in the Western world, we view faith as
something separate and distinct from the secular world. We especially see this when we think
about Christian workers. We pay preachers and ministers to be the spiritual leaders in our
Christian community. This typically nurtures a mentality that the work of the church belongs to
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the paid clergy. Therefore, clergy are often viewed as the “spiritually elite”—not something we
think we can aspire to be, unless we go into full-time paid ministry as well. And while we may
sometimes seek out clergy members as spiritual guides, we don’t often think of them as
“mentors” because we have such a difficult time relating to their lifestyle as a vocational minister.
They also have a similar difficulty trying to relate to the secular working environment. What we
need are “missional” leaders in the church who understand their calling to be Christian
mentors, no matter their vocation. These types of leaders will relate more closely to a younger
generation of believers.
Studies have shown that if young people are going to successfully live as Christ incarnate, then
they need to have a visible model, a mentor, who embodies this life of success for them. [Se
especially the work of Steven Garber, Fabric of Faithfulness.] The mentor is someone who
demonstrates, on a daily basis, what it looks like to display the love of God in a given culture.
The values the mentor models are the values that the young person has come to desire for their
own life, but has not yet been able to carry out consistently through their routines and behaviors.
Only within the context of a deep, and personal relationship, where life experiences are shared
openly, is the mentor able to transfer his or her own character to the one being mentored.
These types of mentors will do the hard work of developing deep, personal relationships with
young people. They will model a life that embodies self-denial and service. These mentors will
know the Story that God is telling, and they will be always listening for God’s direction in their
lives as they pursue involvement in that Story. They will confidently find their place in His Story,
living each day “on mission,” and with purpose. These mentors will be people who know that
culture often feeds its members false information. They will be wary of the underlying values of
culture, and how these values tend to be in stark contrast to Kingdom principles. Ultimately,
these types of mentors will yield tangible evidence, through relational experiences with an
emerging generation, that it is indeed possible to live out our Christian convictions faithfully.
Finding a mentor like this may take a great deal of prayer, and determination. Commit this task
to prayer now, asking God to guide you to one or two people who can model for you the love of
Jesus in your life. If any names come to mind, right them down now, and decide how you will
approach these individuals with your desire to live a transparent life with them. Know that
learning from a mentor will require humility on your part, as well as on the part of the mentor.
Pray for God to grant you humility. This will need to be a part of your plan for moving forward.
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Day 34

Step 1, Implementing the Keys to Spiritual Growth: C) Learning to Live
“The Story” in Christian Community

Quote:

A church that doesn’t provoke any crises, a gospel that doesn’t unsettle, a word
of God that doesn’t get under anyone’s skin, a word of God that doesn’t touch the
real sin of the society in which it is being proclaimed — what gospel is that? ~
Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador ~
When I feed the poor, they call me a saint, but when I ask why the poor are
hungry, they call me a Communist. ~ Dom Helder Camara, a TwentiethCentury Bishop in Brazil ~
Life in community is no less than a necessity for us — it is an inescapable ‘must’
that determines everything we do and think. Yet it is not our good intentions or
efforts that have been decisive in our choosing this way of life. Rather, we have
been overwhelmed by a certainty — a certainty that has its origin and power in
the Source of everything that exists. We acknowledge God as this Source. We
must live in community because all life created by God exists in a communal
order and works toward community. ~ Eberhard Arnold ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Yesterday we considered the essential nature that mentors serve in our spiritual growth. Today
we will give thought to Christian community, the context for practicing the lessons learned from
our mentors.
Let’s first define what we mean by Christian community.” This is important to do since it is
often easy to surround ourselves with communities that masquerade as Christian communities.
They are marked with apathy, and with superficiality. This is not what we are referring to when
we speak of Christian community.
Christian communities are a collection of individuals who have fully committed their lives to
Jesus, and to modeling his life within their own context. They are committed to one another, and
to the good of the community. They seek to love one another, and the world, with the selfsacrificing kind of love that God modeled for us through Jesus. They are filled with the Holy
Spirit, and are willing to go deep in relationships. They are committed to sticking with the
community through “thick and thin.” They long to see God’s love penetrate every aspect of the
world.
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This type of community provides the context we all need as Jesus’ followers to help us consider
new ideas, and to cement into our soul new concepts. They afford opportunities for us to hear the
"Good News" in fresh ways, and to creatively express God’s story to others. Communities allow
us the opportunity to experience a life that is empowered by the Holy Spirit.
As we saw in the previous lesson, the presence of a mentor in our life is vitally important. But it
is not sufficient in itself. We must couple the role of the mentor with that of the Christian
community, or local church, in order to construct the necessary environment for good spiritual
health. Through the mentor, we will hear a message. If we are in close relationship with the
mentor (which is critically important), then we will also have the opportunity to see this message
lived out (embodied) through the life of a mentor. The message will begin to sink in more deeply
as this happens. But it is not until we actually have the opportunity to practice this new concept
that we will begin to see this new lesson take hold in our own lives. Practice happens (and habits
are formed and solidified) within the context of a church body, a Christian community.
Take, for example, memorizing Scripture. Let’s say that your mentor begins to relate to you how
important it is to embed Scripture in your heart. You hear what she is saying. But then the
mentor begins to show you, over time, how memorizing Scripture helps her in her walk with God.
She is able to remain faithful during times of difficulty because she can easily recall a promise in
Scripture. She actually recites Scripture at times when she is facing a difficult situation. It
emboldens her, and you can now see how this concept has shaped who she is. But you still have
not made the practice your own. You could begin to memorize Scripture and ask your mentor to
hold you accountable to this discipline, and this would offer some success, but it is when you
begin to spend significant time practicing this discipline with a group of people from your
church that the real value of this discipline is revealed. As you recite Scripture together, you
begin to discuss it. Group members begin to reflect on it with you, revealing how God is using it
to bring deeper insight into their understanding of Him. They are challenged to take action in
some way because of this new insight, and you join them in what they are doing. As a result,
God uses you and your group in an exciting way, and you come to an even deeper appreciation
of this Scripture passage. You now recall this experience often, and you use it as a way to share
with others, even non-Christians, how God made Himself known to you in a very tangible way.
This example really is not uncommon at all when we are living life in community. When we seek
to know God, with others, He has a way of revealing Himself to us in ways that cannot be
experienced on our own. We all need to live life as a part of a Christian community that supports
and encourages us in our convictions—a community that holds to the values that we are trying to
faithfully practice. We need to be a part of a community that models a counter-cultural form of
living that helps us battle against cultural forces that would daily keep us from living a life
devoted to God as a follower of Christ. Without such a positive force in our lives (think of
Christian community as an anchor that holds us firm), we will tend to merely drift along, and,
over time, we will lose the ability to remain steadfast in our convictions.
Consider this: Only in community are we able to embody the all-important truth of “God as
owner of everything” (Psalm 24:1). If we are living on our own, by our own means, for our own
desires, we cannot communicate the truth that God is in control of our lives, and that He desires
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us to care for others by sharing with them from what He has provided. In truth, we are merely
stewards of what God has given to us. The Early Church modeled this for us when they shared
their possessions willingly (Acts 2), living in community. Community is the necessary context
that allows us to visibly communicate an understanding of our world that is very different from
the Western-consumerist understanding, where each person owns his “stuff” for his own use.
Community is not at all easily formed, or maintained. It can take years for us to really feel like
we are a close part of a group. Our culture does not do us any favors in this regard, either. We
live in a place where people would rather not go deep in relationships. Depth often means
“messy.” We don’t like messy relationships. It is much easier to simply quietly end a relationship
than it is to deal with the “drama.” Consider the words of Shane Claiborne (from Common
Prayer, loc. 7136):
There is something to be said for a “theology of place” — choosing to orient our lives
around community for the sake of the gospel. So much of our culture is built around
moving away from people rather than closer to them. In many of the wealthiest
countries in the world, we have lost the sense of a village. And we have some of the
highest rates of home ownership and some of the highest rates of depression. We are
some of the wealthiest and loneliest societies the world has ever seen. We live in a
mobile culture in which people are used to moving every few years, and in which many
folks will uproot without question to move for a higher-paying job. Commitment to a
people and a place is one of the countercultural values at the heart of the gospel. It
means recapturing the notion of the parish, a word which shares a root with parochial,
meaning “localized and particular.” Many folks these days are learning from village
cultures, where people often have fewer resources but more life and joy. Even our
geography has to be rethought, because our neighborhoods and homes are often built
around values different from the gospel and community. What we often lament as a
“breakdown of the family” is really a breakdown of local community, which has
stripped away the support structures that help all of us survive.
Are you living a life that will promote community? Would you rather not deal with the
complications/messiness that comes from depth in relationships? What might need to change in
your life if you are to live completely committed to a Christian community? What sacrifices
might you need to make in order to experience deep Christian community?
As you continue taking notes for the plan you will put into place when you get home, think about
the opportunities present for developing Christian community. Has God been leading you to
make a commitment to a specific community? If not, how will you go about finding a
community? Write down your thoughts and be praying about this, asking God to provide the
community that you need.
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Day 35

Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Living Simply, with
Minimal Distractions, without Hurry

Quote:

Simplicity is the first cousin of contentment. Its motto is, ‘We brought nothing into
this world, and we can certainly carry nothing out.’ It recognizes that we are
pilgrims. It concentrates us on what we need, and measures this by what we use.
It rejoices in the good things of creation, but hates waste and greed and clutter. It
knows how easily the seed of the Word is smothered by the ‘cares and riches of
this life.’ It wants to be free of distractions, in order to love and serve God and
others. ~ British evangelical John Stott ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
Indian priest Anthony de Mello told this story: "A rich industrialist from the North was horrified
to find a Southern fisherman lying leisurely beside his boat. ‘Why aren’t you fishing?’ asked the
industrialist. ” ‘Because I have caught enough fish for the day,’ said the fisherman. “ ‘Why don’t
you catch some more?’ “ ‘What would I do with them?’ “ ‘You could earn more money,’ was the
reply. ‘With that, you could fix a motor to your boat, go into deeper waters and catch more fish.
Then you would make enough money to buy nylon nets. These would bring you more fish and
more money. Soon you would have enough money to own two boats … maybe even a fleet of
boats. Then you would be a rich man like me.’ “ ‘What would I do then?’ “ ‘Then you could
really enjoy life.’ “ ‘What do you think I am doing right now?’ said the fisherman.”
Do you ever wonder if more is always better? There is an interesting AT&T commercial that
promotes the idea that “It’s not complicated, more is better.” The commercial shows several
children sitting with an adult, and they are giving reasons why “more is better.” To the children,
more is always better.
But is more, better?
The story about the fisherman, above, certainly gives reason to pause and rethink this idea. Often,
more in life simply serves to bring in more distraction from what is truly enjoyable and fulfilling.
As we accumulate more “things,” we tend to spend more time maintaining those things. The
message that “more is better” is prominent in our society today, so we need to find ways to first
identify where this is not true, and then to combat this social force.
The Apostle Paul encouraged the Corinthians to live life in such a way that they would be able to
give their undivided devotion to Him. Paul specifically speaks to the idea of marriage (1
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Corinthians 7:32-35), and how marriage will require us to give a great deal of attention to our
spouse. Not that this is a bad thing…it is an entirely good thing to care for our spouse, and for
others. But Paul is trying to make a point: The “best” life is one that is fully devoted to God.
Paul may have been thinking of Jesus’s teaching on the topic of worry and materialism when he
wrote these thoughts to the Corinthians. Jesus directed his followers to “…seek first his kingdom
and his righteousness, and all these things will be yours as well” (Matthew 6:25-33). Jesus
promises both freedom from anxiety and an adequate supply to those who trust in Him and set
their heart on doing His will.
Consider two reasons why we tend to lead complicated lives.
First, we often fear the future. We opt to cling to our possessions, rather than to share them freely,
because we are anxious about our future? If we give them away, will there be an adequate supply
later? We lack trust in God’s provision, so we hold tightly to what we have, and we work hard to
gain even more. We take our future into our own hands, and in the process we rob ourselves of
the peace that God offers to us when we allow Him to be our provider.
Second, we often look to our culture for our self-worth. We opt to cling to “things” because our
society tells us that our value is found in the way we dress, and in the car we drive. Even though
our closet may be full of hardly-worn clothes, we are off shopping for more in order to meet
expectations of fashion. We willingly go into debt for a new car, rather than pay cash for an older
car, because we want to impress others.
We would do well to allow our godly character to make an impression on others.
Richard Foster, in his book Celebration of Discipline, offers ten suggestions for living a simple
life. Give consideration to these today. Which ones speak most directly to you?
1. Buy things for their usefulness rather than for their status.
2. Reject anything that is producing an addiction in you.
3. Develop a habit of giving things away.
4. Refuse to be propagandized by the custodians of modern gadgetry.
5. Learn to enjoy things without owning them.
6. Develop a deeper appreciation for creation.
7. Look with healthy skepticism at all “buy now, pay later” schemes.
8. Obey Jesus’s instructions about plain, honest speech.
9. Reject anything that breeds the oppression of others.
10. Shun anything that distracts you from seeking first the kingdom of God.
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Day 36

Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Practicing Spiritual
Disciplines

Quote:

Let us leave a little room for reflection in our lives, room too for silence. Let us
look within ourselves and see whether there is some delightful hidden place inside
where we can be free of noise and argument. Let us hear the Word of God in
stillness and perhaps we will then come to understand it. ~Augustine of Hippo~
Superficiality is the curse of our age. The doctrine of instant satisfaction is
primarily a spiritual problem. The desperate need today is not for a greater
number of intelligent people, or gifted people, but for deep people. ~Richard
Foster, Celebration of Discipline~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading: Augustine of Hippo, a fifth-century bishop and theologian
 Psalms 42
 OT
 NT: Romans 5; Galatians 5
Yesterday you considered the practice of simplicity, and how it can be used to counter some of
the negative forces of culture. Simplicity is only one of many practices, which are referred to as
spiritual disciplines. A spiritual discipline is any bodily, or physical practice that is undertaken
for the purpose of developing, or strengthening, a certain character quality. Each discipline is
designed to counter particular negative aspects of culture, reminding us through a physical
behavior of an important spiritual reality. Some disciplines serve to transform a variety of
character qualities, while others may focus on one specific quality.
For example, we practice the discipline of simplicity by making decisions based on our needs, as
opposed to our desires. It calls us to shun excess, and to resist attachment to possessions. It
requires us to live within our means, and to share with others what God has given to us for our
use. [See the list provided in the previous lesson for practical ways of living a life marked by
simplicity.]
Ultimately, simplicity serves to remind us that we are not to find our worth in material
possessions, but in our identity as God’s children. It also serves to remind us that God owns
everything, and that He provides what we need. By practicing simplicity in our daily activities,
we are constantly reminded of a set of spiritual realities.
There are many different disciplines, and Christians have been practicing these disciplines for
centuries. Jesus modeled many of the disciplines for us (like prayer, fasting, solitude, silence,
service, worship, celebration, among others). In fact, people of faith have practiced many of the
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disciplines since ancient times. The Old Testament reveals that the people of Israel also practiced
spiritual disciplines.
One of the best modern studies on the spiritual disciplines is Celebration of Discipline: The
Path to Spiritual Growth, by Richard Foster. In his book, Foster highlights twelve different
disciplines, separating these into three different types: Inward disciplines (those practiced alone,
and not visible to others), outward disciplines (those practiced alone, but visible to others), and
corporate disciplines (those practiced in community, and therefore visible to others). Others have
organized the disciplines differently, including many more than twelve disciplines. The way we
organize the disciplines is not as important as actually finding practices that help to shape us into
God’s character.
There is one very critical point we need to understand about the disciplines. Though they are
something we DO in order to grow in our faith, our ACTION is not what causes spiritual growth.
We grow by the GRACE OF GOD, which is granted to us freely through our faith in Jesus.
Spiritual maturity is, according to the Apostle Paul, a “gift from God” (see Romans 5:17 and
Galatians 5:5).
Think of the spiritual disciplines this way: When you go to plant a garden, do you make the seed
grow? Do you control the fruit that is produced? Of course not…God does these things. But God
does ask us to partner with Him in the process. Our job is to prepare the ground, to plant the seed,
and to water it and care for the plant as it grows. In the same way, the spiritual disciplines require
our participation. We place OURSELVES in a proper position/setting that is conducive to God’s
transformative work in our lives. So, we practice the disciplines, trusting that God will use these
practices to shape our character.
The concept of going to sleep is another good example of how spiritual disciplines work. When
we need sleep, we place ourselves in a position conducive to bringing about sleep. We put on
comfortable clothes. We lay down. We close our eyes. We can’t make ourselves fall to sleep, but
we can place our body in a position where it is more likely to experience sleep.
You have been practicing several disciplines these past few weeks during this experience. You
have been praying regularly. You have fasted on occasion (from internet use, and perhaps from
food). You have practiced solitude, and silence at times. You have read, studied, and meditated
on Scripture. You have worshipped. Perhaps you have confessed sin to someone, or to God in
your prayers. You have served others. You have journaled. These are all disciplines designed to
draw you closer to God, and to transform your character into His character. As you reflect back
on this experience, in what ways have you seen spiritual transformation take place in yourself?
Spiritual disciplines need to be a part of your regular routine. They need to be given space in
your daily, weekly, and monthly rhythms. As you continue to think about the plan you are going
to make for your return home, begin taking notes on the disciplines. To which character qualities
do you sense God would have you direct your attention? Are there unhealthy addictions in your
life? Then perhaps the discipline of fasting needs to be a part of your plan. Are you overly
dependent on the approval of others? Then the disciplines of simplicity and solitude might be
good for you to practice. Of course, there are certain disciplines that we should all be practicing
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regularly. Prayer, Scripture reading and study, worship (both corporate and private), service, and
confession, among others, are an essential part of any plan to develop godly character.
Talk with others and ask them to help you set some goals for the regular practice of disciplines.
This is a start. You will need to continually address this topic with your Christian community.
Begin making a list of disciplines that you want to practice. Pick two of these to practice in these
final days of this experience, while you still are in the midst of this community. Ask others to
help you learn from this experience. You might also ask others to join you. Discuss together
what God teaches you through these practices. You will be greatly encouraged.
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Day 37Step 2, Combatting the Harmful Effects of Culture: Fighting Narcissism
Quote:

The way to Christ is first through humility, second through humility, third through
humility. If humility does not precede and accompany and follow every good work
we do, if it is not before us to focus on, if it is not beside us to lean upon, if it is
not behind us to fence us in, pride will wrench from our hand any good deed we
do at the very moment we do it. ~Augustine of Hippo~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: James 1:27; Philippians 2:1-11
Narcissism is excessive love or admiration of oneself. It is synonymous with self-centeredness.
Some researchers today are saying that narcissism is at an all-time high among the emerging
generation—even calling it an epidemic. There are many social factors that have led to this.
Young people are not to blame, entirely, for this. They were, for the most part, raised by a
generation of over-protective and coddling parents, and they live within a culture that strongly
promotes self above all else.
Narcissistic tendencies are obviously dangerous if we desire to develop any depth in our
spirituality. If we want to combat narcissism in our society, then we need to recognize its
presence, and find ways of diminishing its influence on our lives.
Before we discuss ways to battle against the forces of narcissism, let’s examine one social
phenomenon that highlights the presence of narcissism today: Facebook. Think about how you
use Facebook. If you don’t use Facebook, you probably know people who do, and you have
probably been exposed to it influence in our culture. In general, people post to Facebook the
things that they want others to see about their lives. They tell others where they have been, and
with whom they have spent time. They update their “status” to communicate their latest thoughts,
or to boast about something great that they were able to experience. They look for others to
“like” their status, as a sign of approval and admiration. All of this promotes this idea that “I am
at the center of reality.” Without us really even becoming aware of it, we begin to perceive the
world as something that revolves around our existence, and is in place to serve our desires.
Facebook is only one example. There are many others. Our society is built around the premise
that our individuality is to be expressed in a variety of ways. As we look for ways to combat the
negative social forces in our lives, we will find tremendous value in looking back to the Christian
saints who have practiced the disciplines throughout the centuries.
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John Cassian discussed vainglory (somewhat similar to narcissism, it is defined as a disordered
desire for attention and approval from others) when he wrote his metaphor called, The Tree of
Vices. To Cassian, sin is organic. It is a living thing that can be thought of as one might think of
a tree. Pride is the deep taproot, and seven vices stem from this root: vainglory, envy, sloth,
avarice, wrath, lust, and gluttony. Left unattended, these vices take root in our lives, branching
out and becoming twisted and interconnected. But, as Cassian notes, there is a great benefit to be
found in actually naming the vice, and identifying its nature. When we do this, we are able to
direct attention to it in a way that effectively counters the vice’s negative influence in our lives.
To do battle against narcissism, or vainglory, we might select a discipline like silence. [We
practiced a form of silence on Day 22. Refer back to those notes.] Since much of our lives these
days tend to focus on managing our reputation (online), we could benefit from being silent for a
period of time. This silence might include a refusal to update our Facebook status, but it also
might include making the point to not talk about ourselves and to spend our energy in listening to
others. When we are silent, we tend to hear others more clearly. Here’s a fun exercise: Spend a
day with a friend, but agree only to talk when it is absolutely necessary to do so. In this way, you
will notice that you begin to anticipate the needs of your friend (not wanting to have them use
words unnecessarily to ask you for help).
Another key discipline to use against the negative forces of narcissism and vainglory is service.
Service tends to build humility in us as we practice meeting the needs of others. Service draws
our focus off of ourselves, and directs it toward others. Submission is also a very key discipline
for us as we look to develop humility. It calls us to look to others as more important than
ourselves. This is a message we rarely hear today in our Western-consumerist culture.
Realize that ACTUALLY PRACTICING new behaviors is a critically important step in the
process of developing godly character. Practice yields new understanding, even to the skeptic. As
you practice a discipline, God will reveal a new truth to you—a truth that was not readily visible
at the outset. In this way, the practice, itself, becomes our teacher.
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Day 38Step 3, Developing a Plan: Formulating a “Personal Rule of Life”
Quote:

Above all, trust in the slow work of God. We are quite naturally impatient in
everything to reach the end without delay. We would like to skip the intermediate
stages. We are impatient of being on the way to something unknown, something
new. And yet, it is the law of all progress that it is made by passing through some
stages of instability — and that it may take a very long time. Above all, trust in the
slow work of God, our loving vine-dresser. ~Pierre Teilhard de Chardin~
Your way of acting should be different from the world’s way; the love of Christ
must come before all else. ~Saint Benedict, The Rule of St. Benedict~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT: Jesus in prayer, Jesus making a sacrifice for others
Jesus made it clear to us that life in him was not to be burdensome, nor complicated (see Luke
11:28-30; John 15:1-8; Mark 12:28-34). Jesus also made it clear to those who wanted to follow
him that life “with him” was going to require them to live differently from the rest of the world
(see Mark 10:42-45; Luke 9:57-62). However, we are often prone to view the life that Jesus
modeled as difficult. If this is not the case, if being a follower of Jesus is indeed “light” and
simple, how do we go about discovering the way to experience this for ourselves?
We should probably examine the life of Jesus, and do what Jesus did.
As we consider his life closely, we see that he really focused on two things. First, he spent a lot
of time with God in prayer (he “communed” with God, or lived in community with Him),
drawing energy, direction, and insight from Him (see especially Mark 1:35; Luke 5:16). Second,
he continuously demonstrated through his life’s activity the sacrificial love for people that God
has for us all (see Mark 1:38-39; Luke 4:14-21; John 15:9-17). Jesus’s ministry activity (loving,
healing, serving people) was empowered by the presence of His Father in his life. It is probably
safe to say about Jesus: “He worked hard; and he played hard.”
Perhaps this is why we, at times, see Jesus completely “zonked out” in the back of a boat, in the
midst of a raging storm (Mark 4:38). He was exhausted from the intense work he had been doing.
We should keep this in mind when we think about living a “balanced” life. Balance probably
does not mean that we are in a constant state of comfort, nor does it look like a life always “on
the go” for Jesus. Rather, it is a life where our action is motivated and inspired by our
interaction with God—an interaction that provides a constant state of restfulness for our soul.
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When we are living such lives, we will encounter an inner peacefulness, knowing that we are
living out the drama that God is directing.
Recall from our opening lessons that, at a foundational level, we understand that we are called to
be a participant in the story that God is writing (meta-narrative). As players in His drama, we
have an assigned role. We are to be His loving presence in the world. In order to do this, we must
take time to listen and look for His guidance (abiding in him, John 15), and then live our lives as
a response to the revelation we receive from Him (bearing good fruit). A “rule of life” is a tool
we can use to help us shape our life’s routines/rhythms in such a way that nurtures relationship
with God, and fruitfulness.
The Rule of St. Benedict was a “rule” of life (from the Latin word regula), or an instrument for
shaping one’s life, written by Benedict of Nursia (480-547). St. Benedict wanted to live a
different type of life than the one he saw most people living (he was disgusted by the lifestyle he
saw being lived out in Rome). Benedict wanted to construct a way of life that emphasized
“community” and “contemplation.”
In his rule, Benedict established a basic outline for life, and for the life of the monastic members
that were a part of his community (today we call these Benedictine monasteries). This outline can
roughly be framed around the division of each day into three elements: 8 hours of work, 8 hours
of contemplation, and 8 hours of rest.
Within this basic framework, Benedict formulated detailed rules to help him in his ongoing
relationship with God, and through that, his relationship with others. His rule addresses:
 Developing virtues (humility, obedience, restraint of speech, discipline, etc.)
 Daily activities/disciplines to guide his spiritual life [prayer, Scripture reading (chanting),
confession (dealing with sin), silence & solitude, etc.]
 Daily activities to benefit the community (constructive and productive labor, eating/meal
habits, accountability, hospitality, combatting poverty, etc.)
Benedict ultimately believed that following Christ required a life of strict discipline. He therefore
established a rule for his life that required the commitment of heart (emotional dedication to a
Christ-centered community), mind (intellectual engagement), and body (physical activity).
Assignment: Begin to develop a “rule of life” for your own life. Start by thinking about a daily
routine/rhythm, then consider a weekly routine/rhythm and a monthly routine/rhythm. Next,
consider annual, or seasonal routines/rhythms that would be helpful for establishing a
framework for your life—a framework that will promote your desire to live each day within
God’s grand narrative. Give prayer and consideration to how you can establish the necessary
accountability for living out this “rule.” In other words, when you return home, what will keep
you excited about pursuing this rule every day?
A prayer from Claiborne’s Common Prayer: Like a tree planted by living water is the person
who commits to your ways, O Lord. Nourish us with your disciplining love; prune our branches
for growth. Teach us also to recognize good fruit and to recoil from the bitterness of the bad.
Amen.
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Day 39Step 3, Developing a Plan: Learning to Do “Cultural Exegesis”
Quote:

If we can start to see cultural practices for what they are, it’s as if we can say to
them, “I see what you’re up to...” ~ James K.A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom ~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
During the Reformation, there were those who believed that Luther and Calvin did not
go far enough in recovering the radical spirit of Christianity, namely in regard to the
Christian attitude toward violence and personal property. These Radical Reformers
stressed community, simplicity, and an uncompromising commitment to gospel
nonviolence. They suffered persecution from Protestants and Catholics alike, and their
spirit took root in such communities as the Hutterites and Mennonites, which continue
to this day. Eberhard and Emmy Arnold drew on this tradition centuries later in the
midst of Nazi Germany. They started a community called the Bruderhof (“house of
brothers”), whose ethic was the Sermon on the Mount. Their presence was a prophetic
critique of the nationalism and militarism of Nazi Germany and of the Christianity that
was silent amid such evil. In November 1933, their community was taken over by the
Gestapo and they fled. Eberhard died in 1935 and Emmy lived on for forty-five more
years, helping to start many other communities. Their lives and writings have inspired
many communities, and their witness has touched people around the world. [Common
Prayer, loc. 11197]
Throughout history, Christians have boldly stood against social norms that did not reflect the
loving nature of God. There have even been times when the church at large did not recognize the
evil that was present in their time and place, but a few individuals did, and these faithful servants
were therefore willing to give their lives for what they knew was righteousness. If we allow it,
culture can become a powerful, yet silent force in our lives. It can lead us toward behaviors that
do not reflect the character of God if we do not spend time challenging what is often widely
accepted by society.
James K. A. Smith (Desiring the Kingdom) argues that when we actually begin to critically
examine cultural practices, their formative grip on us decreases in strength. He says,
…the very project of this book is to engage our critical intellectual capacities in order
to understand both cultural practices and Christian worship differently. If we can start
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to see cultural practices for what they are, it's as if we can then say to them, 'I see what
you're up to…' So this recognition coupled with intentional participation in Christian
worship, can decrease (but not eliminate) the formative power of secular liturgies.
Basically, Smith is saying that we can diminish the ability for culture to influence our behaviors
by doing three things:
1. Taking time to critically examine cultural practices
2. Being intentional about our worship practices (immersing ourselves into Christian
community and worship)
3. Developing monastic habits (counter-cultural practices of abstaining from certain
cultural practices)
We have addressed the importance of items 2 and 3 in previous lessons, so let’s consider item 1.
Learning to do cultural exegesis is not difficult, but it does require us to intentionally consider
culture. You are in a much better position to do that today, having spent some time outside of
your home culture during this experience. You will notice when you return home that you now
are able to “see” culture in places that you used to take it for granted. You can use this to your
benefit over time, becoming an expert in cultural exegesis, if you will get into the habit of asking
these questions about your daily cultural practices (taken from Smith’s third chapter of Desiring
the Kingdom):
•
•
•

What vision of human flourishing is implicit in this, or that, practice? In other words,
what does this cultural practice say about my beliefs surrounding the source of happiness
in my life?
What does "the good life" look like as embedded in cultural rituals? When you look at
a cultural practice, what is the underlying belief about the meaning of life within that
practice?
What sort of person will I become after being immersed in this, or that, cultural
liturgy? Over the long-term, is this practice going to have a negative, or positive,
influence on my relationship with God?

Be especially wary of cultural practices that:
1. command our allegiance,
2. vie for our passion, or
3. aim to capture our heart with a particular vision of the good life.
Of course, we need to engaging our culture if we want to live life with others, but it is very
important to recognize that engaging culture comes with risks. We need to be continuously
evaluating at what point our engagement with culture become assimilation to culture. Be able to
identify when an attachment to a cultural practice touches upon "your central nervous system."
And, of course, always remember that our goal, as Christians, is to transform culture in ways
where it effectively communicates the love of God to the world.
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Take time today to reflect on a cultural practice in which you regularly engage. Walk through
each of Smith’s three questions above, answering those questions in regards to that practice.
Does this cultural practice cause alarm for you in any way, in light of what Smith is saying?
Journal your thoughts and share them with others today. Ask others what practices they are
examining in their own life.
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Day 40Step 3, Developing a Plan: Developing a “Vision of the Good Life”
Quote:

Until one is committed there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always
ineffectiveness. Concerning all aspects of initiative and creation there is one
elementary truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans:
that the moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. All
sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred. A
whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s favor all manner
of unseen incidents, meetings, and material assistance which no man could have
dreamed would have come his way. Whatever you can do or dream you can–begin
it. Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it. Begin it now. ~J.W. Goethe,
German Philosopher~
Listen carefully, my son, to the master’s instructions, and attend to them with the
ear of your heart. This is advice from a father who loves you; welcome it, and
faithfully put it into practice. ~Saint Benedict of Nursia, from The Rule of Saint
Benedict~

Memory Scripture:

Morning Scripture Reading:
 Psalms
 OT
 NT
The time has come for you to make a decision. Will you take the lessons you have learned over
these past 40 days and apply them to your life? It will not be easy, and it will take a great deal of
sacrifice on your part to implement the life Jesus modeled for us. But it can be done, if you start
today.
Make your decision. Communicate it to the group. Allow them, by God’s power, to help you
begin to develop and implement your plan. As you return home, begin to draw up your plan.
Seek the help of mentors in this process, and commit your life to a Christian community. By
God’s grace and power, you will find success. May it be so.
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Appendix 1: Journaling Tips
Each day you will be given the opportunity to journal your thoughts, impressions, experiences,
and emotions. For some, journaling comes quite easily (though they have probably made
significant efforts to cultivate the practice). For others, it can be a difficult process. Without a
doubt, for everyone, it can be a very useful way to process new ideas. It also provides a way to
recall your experiences. Too often we quickly forget the details of great experiences when we are
removed from them by time.
It is extremely important for you to keep a journal during this experience. You will need it to
complete the assignments given at the end of the experience. Ultimately, this experience is
designed to help you implement changes in your life that will lead to a lifetime of spiritual
growth. Journaling is a critical aspect of this process.
So, with this in mind, here are some useful tips for journaling:





Start each day with reading Scripture, and journaling new insights gained. God may
use the Scripture passages you read to communicate His thoughts to you. Look for
“promises” (anything you find in Scripture that seems to be a promise from God) as
you read, as well as “premises” (rules to live by). Write these insights out. You may
discover, over time, God is speaking to you on a certain theme.
Most lessons ask questions at the end. Reflect on these questions, and write out your
thoughts. Just write…don’t worry too much about grammar and spelling (make your
writing clear enough so you can understand it later when you refer to it again).
When nothing else comes to mind, consider these questions, journaling thoughts
that come to mind:
o What did I discover about myself today?
o What did I discover about God today?
o What did I discover about others today?
o How did God speak into my telos today (my image of life’s purpose, or my
“image of the good life”)?
o What will I do differently today, because of the lessons I have learned?
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Appendix 2: Key Terms
Faithful Presence
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Appendix 3: Other Resources
Roaring Lambs, Bob Briner
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Appendix 4: Cultural Guide
Include:
 a map
 key language phrases
 cultural insights
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